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Introduction

,

.0 %

a

,.

Fairview Hospital and. Training Center,Salem, Oregon is a state
residential institution.forthe care, treatment and training of the.'
mentally retarded residents of Oregon.

For most applicants it is no longer considered aperipanent place
of residence. It is a resource to be used if and only so long as t .

contributes to a retarded:perso* development to `the fullest of his/
h r capabilities. Fairy*, then, is a residential facility to beused,

a supportive role to community ,programs for the mentally retarded.

eis)dent Life Division is responsible for the direct appfica,
tion of the developmental training sand habilitative nursing programs
for general resident welfare on.a 24-hour basis. Through educative,
therapeutic and restorative processes, the resident is assisted toward
independence in'daily living acti Zvi ties, the.promotfon of health, and
the prevention of illness.

The present resent population at Fairview is 1352. Of this total
approximately 25% a'e 'functio4ing at the moderatelyretarded level (140-54),

260re functioning'at the seierely retarded level ,(25-39), and 39% are
profoundly retarded '(under 24.I.Q.).,-

;
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SENSORY STIVULATION

Seng6y Stimulation is a broad cateocry. We can give it boundaries of
taste, touch, smell, sight and hcarinT, but other than that we can do practically
anything and accomplish sensory stimulatik:, As long as we have go boundaries
to confine us, we can let our inwination run\rampart and come up with all,kinds
Of ideas to make the world a litfle more fdri fpr our youngsters or even our older
kPesidents that have never had the opportunity to be exposed tokome things we
now have available.

The key to,a successful sensory stimulatidn, may be "get involved ". What
meal by this to make it fun forthe kids. A successful program may just be ./
the aide getting involved fin an activity so the resident responds to the aide.
If they aretoth_having fun, a great deal is being accomplished and, a great deal
of stimulation is beihOeccomplished.

The activities described in this program are all designed to get. both the
trainer and the resident involved. After you've tried these think up your own
to do. Write them down on paper if you can't remember what you are doing from -

one session to the next. All in all I'm sure you can make sensory stimulation a
FUN THING TO DO!

SENSORY SIMULATION ACTIVITIES

\
This activity is very' simple and easy to do. The e uipment you need for

this one is a large open space where you can put the chid down on the floor.,
It should be warm and free from drafts. It would help ift it was soft. Now we
are going 'to say: Play with the child. Now you say, "Play what?" Remember
when you were little ani what fun it .vas to do nothing b4 roll around. outside,
you rolled down the hills and did'all'kinds of silly things like that Well,
these kids haven't done that so we are going to give theqa chance to do it now.
If you are wdrking with a small child, roll him around asi much as his handicaps,
vill allow. Remember the key here is gentleness. eYou wait to gain the child's
confidence and teach himrthat movement caH 'be fun. We want to loosen. the child
up. .,

4

Wow that the child is limber, get some bolsters or large beach balls, place
c,

, ..,

a small child over one of the large balls and roll htm around. Now,You can invent 1
some of your own,activities to play with the child.

1

This activity is designed to improve the child's 4d-eye coordination.
Dile of the easiest ways to teach a child is to play with, them. With this in
mind, .choose one of the child's favorite toys, take himioff by himself to a
place. where. you can work with him individually and.sit qim down. You may want,
to hold a small child. Place the toy in front of, the o101d within his reach at
first. Tell the child: "Takp the tny!'

When the child consistently reaches for the toy, place it so the child has
to reach out for it. Keep doing this until the chilcylas tb reach out for a
distance of several inches.

)
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Learriing Shapes -

Use varying sizes of squares, rounds, rectangles and triangles, work with
the child on shape discrimination.

As you work with the child,feeling the shapes, describe them and encourage
the child to feel them, tracing their shapes with their hands. All the time you
are doing this activity talk with the child and encourage him to use some speech
sounds.

1

Tastes

AAtaste'program can be really fun for you and your child. Try the ones
listed then work up some of your ovin combinations. You might want to divide
the tastes into different categories: sweet, sour, vegetables, quit, etc.

Work with only a few each day and encourage the child to drink water in
between each taste. This will encourage better fluid balance as well as give a
better taste discrimination.

-t

Notions

Any child needsAhe feet of motions. A blind child learns to relate himself
to space when he swings, rolls, walks, runs, slides, etc.

Using a tumble tub, swing, slide, fabric tunnel, whatever you can find to
work with; play wfth your child doing all of the motions described above.

Stop the activity before the child tires of it completely, this way he will
want to come back to this aaain.

Nusic

Use music of varying tempos. Try tb get the child to tap out the beat of
the music. Use marches, waltzes, whatever comes to your mind.

If the child is able to move about, allow him to do so. Encourage rolling,
twirling, marching, etc. to the music:

A tumble tub would, be ideal for this activity.

These activities are written to give, you some ?idea of where to begin working
with yodr children td enable them to learn self- awareness and awareness of their
environment. These activities shodld only serve' as a guide; we want you to do
some of your own ideas. After you've completed these suggested activities ,go on
and' make-u0 "SOMebfyOur- ownij

Tactile Awareness

This 4s an excellent activi4 for your blind child. As you know the blind
child must/ use qf the other senses to make. up for the loss of sight. Touch
is probably the rant important sense the blind child, has to work with. This
being the.case, we want to give the blind child every opportunity to develop
this sense to the fullest capacity.

Start off with several different fabric textures to feel: animal skins, satin,
wool, flannel, silk, btarlap, cotton balls, etc.

Describe to the child what texture you are feeling. Let the child feel the tex- 4110
tures. Lpt the child.feel.with his hands, rub it on his face and even take his
shoes off and put his feet on it if he wants to. Do this with the various textures '

and describe what they've. "Satin is smooth",Uimal skins are soft", etc.

2



r /
Play Activities related to the child feeding hiMself\,This activity will

.

encoqrage the child to, use his fingers and hands which,will eventuillrolead to

hini feeding htmself. ,
.

Using a stiff bristled brush and shaving the child in a sitting. position,

rub the brush over the child's hands, between his finger's and all. over and .

around the child's hands. Thi1 should stimulate the child to move his hands.
You may want to try rubbing-the brush over his face to encourage the child

. to move his hands to his face.. _ :'
.

You might want to vary the texttres you use, for example: a feather,
.\ ,

paint brushes, etc. , .

The child vil learn smiling by this activity. 3emember, some children

are not able to smile due to some impairment.. .

4'

Smiling is difficult to teach-because jtsleFends a nreat deal wh;ther the
child likes you or not. Second, yOu must do sdmeithinn the child likes before

he will smile. Probably the easiest way to get the child fo smile at yout would be

for you to play with the child doing whatever he seems to like until you get a
smile from him.

Begin by touching the child, tickling (onjy if he likes,it) talking softly,
. ,

making faces, playing with toys, playing music, etc. .

.
. -:. ,- '

The child will be aware of and try to flay with a light when presented to
him. Sit the child in a comfortable position, you may hold him if you want.

/ Using a flashlight, place the child's hand over the light. 9escribe what it

looks like to the child. When the child 'becomes aware of the light move it

a few inches away from where it was. Encourage the child'to touch the light
again. When the child touches the light beam again, move it to'a new spot.
Keep on doing this encouraging the child to catch, the light. ..

This activity is done outside. Begin by introducing one texture to the

chiAd. Encourage the, child to feel the grass. Let'the child run his fingers

through the grass. He may want to pull the grass out of the ground: Let him 110,.

' this, too. Rub it 'against his face. Be careful he doesn't eat it but'let him

experiment with tree bark, leaves, etc. All the time this activity is going on
talk to the child, describing all the things that .are happeding:

Hand Manipulation.

(
This activity-is designed to teach the child to-stir thecontents-of a'

1
container of beans, peas, corn meal, water or any mixture you want to work
with. .

FtrsQt of all, make the child comfortable either standing, sitting on a chair

or hold him on your lap.
This activity shouldtie in with 46 any child likes to play "pretend".(

We've all experienced kitchen activit'e where we helped our mother in making

things.
This activity may be started using a great deal of physical cues,

gradually fading them out. Teach the child to hold the bowl of beans or set them

. on the table and steady the bowl with the other hand. Begin stirring with a

spoon. You may want to use a large wooden spoon. Work with the child until

he is able to stir the contents of the-bowl. Nake this a fun activity. It

4101
could lead to cooking simple cookies or whatever.

4
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Hand flanipulation:

Materials needed: a piece:of string preferably bright' colored. ,/.
When a piece Of rough gtrigq is wound through fingers, the child will

attempt,to pull it through or respond when the aide pUlls it through:
While you are doing this procedure, talk with the child describing what

you are doing. Your goals forlthe child are to relax the child, the child will
look at his hands while the string isibqing pulled through and possibly begin
trying to pull the string through his fingers.

Mirror Play

Haterials needed: A quiet play.area and small hand mirror. A mirror
on the wall may be used but it should'be,away from the other children so the
child can play without being distracted.

Put the child in a comfortable position preferably sitting at the table.
Place a small mirror in front of the child. Explain'to the child it is himself
he sees in the mirror. Encourage the child to look at himself in the mirror.

Use the.child's name. "See, " in the mirror.

Sensory Awareness

"Materials needed: an icebaq filled with ice and a hot water bottle filled
with warm water. Place first one and then the other on the child's arm des-
cribing what each feels like.

FingerpaLE021

Equipment needed: Large pieces ofpaper to paint on. (A roll of butcher
paper is ideal for this activity). You also need some tempra paints, several
colors.

You will need quite a bit of open space for this activity. The floor is
ideal ,for this.

Spread the paper out on the floor or a table if that will be easier for.
your child. 'Using your hands and the child's hands or feet whatever you want,
make pictures by spreading the color around on the paper. When you get tired
of one color try another,

It might be a fun thing irleveral aides get together apd have elibits of
their children's paintings.

Sounds:

When yo y start this'actiVIty I want you to do this on yourself, first. This
is done so if you .are working with a blind child you will know how important
sound can be to a,blind person.,

Listen to sounds around you ow. ilowlose y9ur eyes. The sounds you
hear aremuch clearer now aren't hey?

Describe the sounds ,you hea to he child. Hake a recording of various
sounds. Play the recording for he child and descr'ibe theisounds the child
hears.'

You can vary the s ,bunds, make'sounds in sequence, make up stories in
sounds, etc.

*. '1
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Other textures you may want to experiment with: gravel', sand, brick, metal,

I.

wood (rough bark and sanded woods, tile, concrete, rocks of varying surfaces,
warm water, cold water, ice,'etc. 1

/ /

The'se activities are written to give you some ideas to work with your children
to develop their awareness And to prepare them for detailed training as they
are ready to le rn more difficult skills.

4

Keep in mind the e exercises are only to serve as guides, we want you to use
your imagination to develop new arc interesting activities to do with the child.

After, you have used the suggested activities try and think of some more you
can use to keep giving the child the experience of the activity but vary the
tools used to maintain the child's interest.

Heavy and Light

This activity should be used with a child that has the use of his hands:

Naterials

Assorted objectlS varying, in weight. You may want to use toys of varying weight
or fill small containers with different amounts 6f sand. -

Phile working with this activity, describe to the child how it feels: Example:
"This box is heavy". "This One is light': 'This one is heavier than the last
one."

Give the child 'the opportunity fo feel each article. As the. child feels the
Weight of each article, encbura9e him to make sounds. If he makes sounds,
imitate them.

'Stop the activity before the child gets tired of it so he will look foNard to
the next session.

.

S AIRVIEW HOSPITAL AWTRAINING-CENTER
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BASIC MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVE: TO STIMULATE NECK EXTENSION

Stet I

4

Figure 1

igure 2

(.14

-
Figure 3

This activity should be dcne on-a firm

surface, not a bpd. Place the child,on

his stomach on tho mat. At you lift, and

turn hid head, gently start to bring his

arm foi:ward. MOVE SLOWLY II YOU FEEL

RESISTANCE. See figure 1.

Hold the child,'s head with the child

looking forward. Keep his anti straight

and in the air until it no longer feels

'heaVy and does not press down at the

shoulder, ,them- place his arm on the floor.

Followithe same procedure with his other

arm. Do not let his.heaalflend forward.

*See figure 2.

If his arms are not too stiff% lifting

the shoulder up and out.with.rotation of

the trunk may be sufficient to bring the

arth forward. See figure 3.

Now snap your fingers, squeak a toy, call

his name or lightly stroke the back of his

neck to encourage him to hold his head up.

It may be necessary to raise his head with

your hand then release it to make his un

derstand what he is-expected to do. Give

,lots of praise when he'attempts to hold hi

head up. See figure 4.

THIS STEP SHOULD BE COMPLETED BEFORE GO

ING ON TO A NE.4 STEP.



Basic' Motor Development cont.

Step II

Figure 5

Figure 6

Step III

ti

Figure 7

igure 8

4

14.

for this exercise you will need some-

thing cylindrical, several large towels

rolled together will do. Place the child

on his stomach. When pAcing a child
/
fiver a roller do not put himon,therollei

before his is lying straight as illuu-

trated. See figure 5.

The sketch illustrates holding the child

at the hip joints (grip under,bony pro-

jections in front). This enables you to

keep his lees and hips straight. Be suce

roller is pladed as illustrated to pre-
.

\lent interference with breathing. See

figure 6. Say to the child, "raise your

head.';, rncourage the. child to push up

'with his arms. Give lots of praise 'when

the child attemp-6. .
14.`

Sit the child beside you. Cradle yotir

right a52_loosely around his right,sh9u-
..

lder. Place your right hand in front of

his shoulder to guide itT You will then

-control-his-head-by-controlling-hie.

shoulder. Use youl. left hand on his left

,shoulder for support. Say to the child,

"raise your head." Give lots,of praise,

when he attempts td do it..

If a child Sits on your lap thi;owing his

head back, do not try to push him forward

as shown here. This actually r,tidulates

more extensthon. 'See figure 8.

2

4
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'Basic MotorDevelopment Cont.

Step IV

;.

Figure 9

*/

r.

Some children cannot ra:..le or bold their

head up in midline becase they are

generally too "floppy!, By holding them

firmly at the shoulder with your thumbs

on their chest, you can give them some

stability as you bring the shoulders

forward' slowly; fills will help them raise

their head up and hold it there, See

-figures 9, 10, and 11. Say to the child,

"raise your head:" -Dive lots of iiraise

When the child attempts to do as you ask.

).4

Figure 104,"

Figure 11

2'

is

F

a

44,

. I

%.

This material taken from handbook:

Handling the Cerebral Palsied Child at Home,

Nancy R. Finnie

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER

5/30/72 INSERVICE DEFT. AE:ss'
0
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BASIC MOTOR DEVELOPMENT - SITTING BALANCE

A program to folloW neck extension (Basic Motor Develop. No. 1)

OBJECTIVE: to achieve and maintain the ability to hold body in upright sitting

position.

Figure 1

.-

Figure 2

Step I

Encourage sitting -.objective.: pull to a

sitting position.

1. Place-chilahn his back on the mat.

2. Straddle the child with your knees at

thigh level. (Do not sit on the child"e'

legs or hips.)

Stretch out your hands to the child and try

to get him to reach for your handa:

Cue words: "Hold my hands."

4. Hold bath hands'and encourage the child

to pull himself up in a sitting position

while'holding yOur'hands. Don't do the

pulling yourself, let the child pull

himself up. w
,

Cue word: 1. "Raise your head."

,2.

See figure 1.

5. When the achieves upright position, main-
.

tain this for 5 - 10 seconds.

Sdefigure 2.

/

6., To lower ',the child into.lying down posi-

vtion, reverse the poocess - hold As

hands firmly, start the child back down,

encourage him to grip your handsto avoid

the fJeling of flailing back rapidly.

Cue words: "Hold tight. "'

See figure 3.

Figure 3, 7
r .



Basic Moto° Development - Sitting Balance cont.
.gp

"<;;.......--

*N

'Step II Tailor Sitting

1. Do steps for encouraging sitting position.

See figure' 4. 410

. 2. Hold the. child in position and,move to the

back of,the child to support him.

See fl.gure 5.

Allow the child time to'relax and feel.

comfortable. .

4. Support-the child with one hand on ypper

back or head and your body close to his /

for extra support as needed and use your

other hand to position legs in crossed

tailor fashi6n.

Cue words: "Cross your legs.".

5. Put the child's "hands on the plat - cont-
.

inue'to support the child and put ohild's

hands mauls down on,Thenat in front of

him or at hig sides.

Cue words: "Put your hands on theunat."

Figure 6 See figu're 6.

I

2
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Basic Motor Development .Sitting Balance cont.
NJ

III(

6. Sit the child up straight place-thumbs

.,J and forefingers at shoulders to hold child,

ti

Figure 7 IL

Figure 9

giving only as much suppopt as needed.

Cue words: iSit up straight."

'See figUre 7 . ;

.

7. Encourage the child to keep his head up

with a toy or other objectthat holds hia

pereatat eye level.

Cue words: "Hold your head up."

Step III Long Sitting

1. Do steps on encouraging sitting position.

See figure 8.

2. Be sure legs are in a straight position.

3. Hold the child with both hands and move

to a position behind the child.

See figure 9.

9
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Basic Motor Development - Sitting, Balance

0

Figure 11

4. Hold the child in a sitting position with

one hand and your body giving any needed

support, use other/hand to put child's\

palmspalms down on the mai lightly for.

ward.

Cue,words: -Put your hand6 on the mat."

Maintain this position for 2 seconds, in-

crease time to 5 peconds them increase to

10 seconds.

Cue words: "Sit up 'straight.-

See figure 10.

6. When the c ild is able to sit supported

for 10 se nds try to get him to sit unl

supporte ee figure 11:

.4

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER

INSERVICE DEPT.

12/1/72
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RHYTHM BAND
4

Prerequisite: 'The child must have, completed the Sensory Stimulation Program
r

or as much de possible for,t+t child.

.

Materials needed:

1. RepOrd Player

2. Record: Our Rhythm Band side 1

Bells, sticks, hand bells, sand blocks, etc.
,

This activity must tave a 1:1 ratio. Choose a time when you have adequate
,

staff. Foster grandparents or high shhool workers will be ideal for this type

activity.

t./Ste

The leader will pass out the instruments to the children sitting in a circle,

the adults will .help the, children each out and grasp the instruments. Give

as much assistance as needed, graduidly fading Out the amount of assistance'

given.

1 4

Step II

The leader will start the music and give the instructions to the children aid

helpers to listen and;do what the record tells them to do.

Leader stop the I4ecord after the complete:march has played.

Helpers will assist the children during the exercise.

The responses gained from. this exercise should be:' The child will:

1.. Reabh out fot the instrument with assistance.

2. Reach for the instrument unassisted.

3. Grasp the instrument assisted.

4. Grasp the instrument without assistance for 1- 2 seconds.

5. Grasp the instrument without assistance.

6. Reach for, grasp andihold the instrument for 2 - 3 seconds.

7. Readh for, grasp and shake the instrument3 times or more.

21.
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Step III

,Wtien the child's rate of espenses are high turn the record over and play the

...first march and keep time to the music.

f

Step VT

When the child has achieved the first'seven rates of response (see first page),

continue rhythm band using songs that are a little more lively (rock music or

other marches.)

Step V

When the child is able to keep time to the music fairly well work on starting

and stopping on command.

Tell the children, "Start," when, the music starts.

When the music stops, tell the children, ".Stop ". Give assistance as needed.

Step VI

Now the children should learn to put the instruments away after the session.

The music leader will go around the circle after the session is over and

collect the'Instruments. When the leader stops in front of your child tell

the child to d'gl's it into the box.

Say the child's name, "Name, drop the (bells) into the box." Give assistance

as needed. gradually fading but the assistance.

The responses gained frbm this should be: The child will:

1. Release the instrument with assistance.

2. Release the instrument without assistance.

3. Drop.the instrument into the container with assistance.

4. Drop the instrument into the container without assistance or command.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER

5/9/72

INSERVICE DEPT. SS

o
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RIDING A TRICYCLE

The use of primary reinforcament paired with praise should be used when ftret,

attempting to teach this skill. Use an area with plenty or .poom.,

Step I
Teach the child to sit on the tricycle:

Cue: rCit"

Step II
Teach the child to hang onto the handle bars.`

Cue: "Hang on"

Step III
Teach the child to put his feet ofthe pedals. Strap his feet on

if necessary.
Cue: "Put your feet onthe pedals"

Step IV .

. Stand behind the child; hold the handle bars and push him forward.

Tell the child to push with one foot.*
Assist the child by pushing down on one foot. \N,

Cue: "Push"

Repeat Step III with other foot.

As the child learns to push with first one foot, then the other; assist him

less until he is moving the tricycle/independently.

CH GUIDING THE TRICYCLE

Stand a few feet in fro ofthe child.

Use a primary reinforc ent at first.

Tell the child to co to you.

Cud: "Come to me"

Reward and praise.::

TO TEACH TURNING THE TRICYCLE

Stand in front of the child.
Use a primary reinforcement.
Tell the child to turnland give him a gesture to'indicate the direction

to turn.

Cue: ."Turn",

'Reward and praise. .

1

r, rd

Stiii 9-30.671
tjr

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER'
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PUSHING A WftEELCHAIR ODEPENDENTLY

0

Step I

Teach the child to_position his hauls cr. the wh6o1s of the wheelchair thbn grasp

the wheels. Be sure the child a wheelchair that fit him and he is Eatting

comfortably,
1

.4

.Cue wordb: 1. "Put your hands on the wheels."4*

c . ,2. '"Hold on."'

, Step II

Teach the child to push the wheels in a forwamotion. Trainer will hold their

hands oveb the child's to give the child the fooling of motion. tc

Cue words: 1. "Push."

Step III

Next teach the child to let go of the wheels.

Cue words: 1. "Bet go."

Step IV

Reposition the child's hands on the wheels and repeat the same procedure.

Cue words: 1. "Put your hands on the wheels."

2. "Hold on." t"
4

`- 3. "Push."

R: peat this probess4until the child is able to go in a forward motion.

Step V

Next the child should learnt o stop the chair..

Tell the child to put his hands on the wheel trainer place their hands over the

child's and pull back.

Cue words: 1. "Put your hands on the wheel."

2. "Hold on."

3. "Pull back."

Step VI

rcw the dhiad is ready to learn turning. Position the child's hand on one wheej.

only. Tell the child he is going to turn, give assistance at needed.

Cie yards: 1. "Put,your hand onYthe wheel."

2. "Hbld on.".

, 3. "Push."

Repeat the same process kith the other band (if child is able). Let him practice

until he can make turns as needed.

24
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Step VII
,.

. . *

When the child is able to go frontwar!s e.t.d n,tike turn well teach him to go in a

backward motion.

Cue words: 1. "Pqt your hands cn the. wheels."

2. "Hold on."

3. "Pull back .4"

Step VIII

Repeat the above process until the child can move in a back.are motion without

assistance.

Step IX

When the child is able to use his wheelchair well, teach him the use of the

hand brake. This may vary from chair to chair but teach him the way.of his own

chair or the one he uses most.

9

.
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. STRAW SIPPING . ,
1,

... i ..r..f. 9

* .

The first thing we are going to II concerned with is that welhave a
/

happy comfortable child. We want to La sure the child enjoys learning this
new skill. First, is your child warm? If not, put some more clothes'on hip.,,,-
While you're at it, be sure he has dry pints. Now that you've done that,.Tut
him in his chair and.positionhim comfortably. He should be sitting in as near ,
normal position as possible. If he.needs help with.head,control you may need
to correct this before.you start teaching stray sipping.
, . A word about reinforcement - = -- you' have a built-in reward here.;.01ih the

liquid the child is drinking. It shoula be his favorite kind if possible. We

also want you to use a lot of social praise, "hey, thgt\s great!" "Wow!" . t

you are doing fantastic" etc.:reailly means-a lot. A hug or a pat to go along
with the food and social reward and this resident is World to feel like he is
doing just about the most important thing of his life. .

\ 1

STEP I

.01.15-57sa glass of the resident's favorite liquid. You might want to put it in a
pop bottle just for fun. Dip the straw or plastic tubing into the liquid and
put your finger over the hole to trap the liquid in the'straw.

STEP II

Put the straw in the resident's mouth at a horikontal angldt Release your finger
so the liquid will run into the resident's math. Make a pleased facial' ex-
'pressiun and say, Ammilimmin! Repeat this a fewtimes.'.

'
,

STEP III N
Now as you continue this, increase the angle of the straw so the resident will
have to suck to get it out of the straw. Only tip it a little at first. Use
the cue words: "Suck"

or

Pull

Mr r cue word you use be consistent. Don't change. You should gradually
in the angle of the straw until the child is suckinb from the straw in
a cal angle. Take plenty of time so the'child feels good about learning a
new 1. Once he has learned to use a straw, let him drink all liquids from
the st w.

r,

NOTE**** If the resident needs to perfect the sucking reflex begin by giving
him stick candy-or a_sucker before trying this procedure. Also, if
the resident learns to use/tubing, a straw should be. introduced
gradually.

.Material taken from:

DEVELOPMENT OF SUCKING AND SWALLOWING
Elizabeth 0bslgy, .A.
Fairview Hospital and Training Center
SS/ds TPC 10/14/74.
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1

AMONG FROM A Blass INDEPENDENTLY
. ,

.

.1,M.

,Prerequisite: The child muat'havetthe ability to drink well from d glass

-----
)

l

1

with :help. . . ,,; .> -/ .I. .
Ay.

ii Steop I 0,4 ., ,

7 .. ... z ..

lass
1. . 1

. r
choose a ass that/pi ll be comfprtableAfordbechildto handle.' It should

. ..,
$ not be so large the child cannot get h'is hand°6 around it. It should be styled

c

J
so'that it will mot tip easily. You may want 'to add a top wifh a small hole 2.

/ .

to prevent 1..11ing the contents. Fiil the cup Ilt- to 10fulf.. "
.. 0

.. .

,

-% °

S.4, Step II, ,

.. , . .

Seat the child in a comfort 1 position at a table of the correct heiet.q.
. . .....-/---

Talk to the child to relax hi and make hill feel comfortable. Here again as

in teaching the child 6 begin to drink from a glass'choose a,time that is free.
',.

4om stress. 1
,

I

bteo III

r.

, .
`40

, .

Place thapians in his 'two hands and guide hig'hands.to his moil( . Give as
, Ay

thuch assistance as he needs at firs.t. After herhas taken a drink, return the

glass to the Gble. Be sure t4ie child does not get too much at one time to
.0 \

treventrchoking. Repeat this process but go 'slowly.

"It

N,...)

Step IV - J -
.

, b

k Graduallyjadeout, the amount
\

of assistance given'the child, until he is drink-
f,

ing independently. If you lave been using sipper tops or lids with holes

gradually make the holes :larger finally removinghe lid entirely.

. , The child should gradually begin holding the glass with,only one hand; dontt .

.

rush him but 'dridollimge this so the, child will knot./ that this is your desired

goal.

gb

4
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MAT SKILLS & ACTIVITES III

Rising Sun

Child sits on the floor with knees bent and feet flat on the floor
as close to body as possible. He tries to stand up without touching his hands
to the floor. Rocking back and forth helps the child to rise.
Cue words: 1. "Sit down,"

2. "Bend knees"
3. "Feet flat on floor"
4. "Rock back and forth"
5. "Now stand up"

Chinese Get-up

Partners stand back to back and hook arms. Brace feet out in front

and hold arms fin.' Slowly move to seated position on the floor. Slowly

tr, to rise to a standing position without unhooking arms. (Partners should

be about the same height and weight.)
Cue words: 1. "Stand back to back"-

2. "Hook arms"
3, "Sit down"

4. "Keep arms hooked"
"

5. "Bend knees"
6. "Push against each other"
7. "Stand up"

Bridging

Lie on back and place hands on floor close to shoulders with fingers
pointing to shoulders. Bend knees and place feet on floor close to the body.
Push with hands, neck, and feet, lifting the body up in an arched position.
,Points'of contact with the mat are head, hands fi.nd feet. It can be done by
supporting arched position with only feet and hands.
Cue words: 1. "Lie down on your back"

2. ."Hands on matqclose to shoulders)
3. "Bend your knees"
4. "Feet flat on floor"
5. "Push up with arms and legs"

V-.t

The performer lies on his back on the mat, with feet together and arms

extended along side and hands resting on upper thighs. Lift the leg6 and feet

about 2 feet from the floor and at the same time raise the trunk from the mat
Cuuching ankles or to$ with hands.

e words: 1. "Lie d m on your back" c

2. "Legs straight and together"
3. "Hands on legs"

4. "Lift legs up"
,5. "Sit up and touch feet with your hands"



.,1 irt

Hokey"Pokey at

Formation: Circle, hands joined.

1. I pub my one foot in, I put my one foot out.
I put my one foot in and shake it all about.

2. Do the Hokeyl-Pokey and turn yourself about.

Thatls what its all about.
Follow instructions for,other verses: other foot, ohe hand, other

hand, head in, whole self in.

Rades and Relays

File Chair Relay

Five to ten players to a team. Each player sits in a chair, the chairs being

arranged in a row. The first player in each row _risesfrom his chair and

runs around the entire row and back to his original chair, which he sits on

facing the player behind him. As soon as he sits down, player number .two gets

upend runs the. circuit. So it goes until each player has been entirely

around. The first team finished wins.

Broom Relay

Give the first player of each team.a kitchen broom and a sheet of paper about

six inches square. At a signal the player sweeps the paper across the room

or to a designated goal and back again, and/gives,the broom to the number

two player who repeats what number one has done. The winning team is the

one whose members finish first.
.Suggestions: To make the game less strenuous, the first player

may sweep the paper to, the goal and run back leaving both the paper

and broom behind. He tags the second player who runs to the goal

and sweeps the paper back. This continues until each player has

repeated the action.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER

9/73 TPC SS/ds
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DRINKING' FROM A GLASS

Step I

Position the thildin as near upright position as possible, head slightly
dolnwArfl! A cup with liquid the child likes should not' be too full but

full enough so that the child does nbt have to tilt his head back to drink.

A sipper top may be placed on the glass 'or a lid with a small hole may be
.

used also.

c.
Step II.

Place the glass ift the child's mouth slightly behind the teeth and on top of

the tongue. Encourage thecaild'to close his mouth by pressing on his pin

with your index finger in an upward motion or using your index and second

fingers of free hand'gently scissor the child's mouth closed.

Step III

Help the child take the liquid'intO'his mouth, not too.much at one time or

he will gulp and choke, frightening him. Encourage the:child to relax, talk

to him in a quiet reassuring .tone.

Step IV

`Follow this procedure until the child'is able to di-ink liquids with your help

and'is relaxed during the entire procedure'.

THIS PROCEDURE SHOULD NOT BE DONE-ONLY IT MEALTIME. ITMIGHT BE A GOOD

IDEA To' CHOOSE A TIME THAT IS FRaFROM STRESS TO BEGIN WITH AND GRADUALLY

INTRODUCE THE PROCEDURE DURING MEALTIME.

/-
4.
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NAT SKITJS & ACTIVITIES

Crawling: ,

forward on stomach using "ornate hand and leg to propelAbility to move
self.

Cue words: 1.

2.

3.

II

"Lie down on your stomach'"
"Bend your arms."
"Pull"

Creeping:

Ability to move forward while on hand and knees using alternate hand
and leg to propel self.
Cue words: 1. "Get down on'knees:"

2. "Hands on the floor."
3. "Walk" or "Go"

Log Roll:

end of mat arms extended above the head. Roll to the end ofLie across
the mat as
Cue words:

rapidly as possible.
1.' "Lie down on stomach."
2. ,"Arma straight:"
3. "Head down:"

4. Al.egs.straight."

4. "Roll.

Rocking Chair:
Partners sit facing each other, legs spread and knees straight., Partners

place bottoms of feet together and grasp one another's hands. They then

begin an alternate pulling back and forth.
Cue words: 1. "Sit down."

2. "Spread legs wide."
3. "Hang onto hands."

4. "Pull.fl

e-

Row the Boat
Sit on the mat with legs extended so that the heels are over the end of the

mat. Hands on the mat behind the hips. Keeping the knees straight, and
without using the legs, pull the body to the end of the Mat with the arms
and shoulders.
Cue words: 1. "Sit down"

2. "Legs straight." o.

3. "Hands on mat" (behind hips).

4. "Pull with your arms."

Qat Run:

Run on all four, keep the feet ,off to the side out of line of hands as

dogs sometimes do.
Cue words: 1. "Stand up"

2. "Spread yourlegp"

3. "Bend over."

4. "Put your hands on the floor."
5. "Run."

a
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Worm Crawl:
Lie on mat on stomach with legs extended, hands locked behind back, and

toes over end of mat., Keeping hands locked in place behind back, and
chest in contact with mat, move across the mat using the legs.
Cue words: 1. "Lie down on'stomach."

2. "Hands behind your back."

3. "Bend you knee and push with your foot."

Frog Hop: /

Take deep knee squat position; place handson floor in front of and closer
together than the feet. Leap forward by pushing with the feet; land on the,
feet with balance maintained.lby placing hands on the floor in front of the

feet. In this stunt most of the weight is alwayscarried by the legs.
Cue wordq,; 1. -"Squat down."

2. "Hands on the mat."
3. qlop" or "Jump".

Crab Walk:
From a seated position on the, floor and with the hands back of the body, raise
the seat from the floor and carry the weight on the hands and feet.. In'this

position move forward feet leading and.return head leading.
Cue words: 1. "Sit down."

2. liBend knees:"

3. "Hands on mat."

4. "Push up."

5. 15eat off mat. II

6.. "Walk"

Bear Walk:

with both hands, keeping legs stiff; then move forward sliding
making sure to keep head up.

Touch:floor
lega along,

Cue words: 1. "Stand,up."

2. "Spread legs."
3.

4.

"Bend over."

"Put hands on floor."
A

5. "Legs straight,"

641* "Head up." .

7. lqalk."

*Seat Walk:

Sit on the
mat. Hand
to the end
Cue words:

mat with legs extended so that heels are pointed toward end of

resting on the knees. Keeping the knees straight walk on buttocks

of the mat.

1. "Sit down."

2. !legs straight."

3. "Hands on knees."

4. 'Rock from side to side."

5. "Walk."

43
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Seal I/ 6

From a push up position, walk forward lath hands, and drag the legs.
The toes are pointed flat behind, and not curled.
Cue words: 1. "Lie on stomach."

2, "Push up on hands."
3. "Legs straight."

4. "Walk on hands."
5. "Drag your legs."

RACES AND RELAYS

Backward Race

.Player's line upon a given line with their backs to the goal line. At a

signal they run or walk. backwards to the finish line. This maybe done as an

individual race or as a relay.

Bronco Race :

Players line up in couples on a given line. One player stands in front of the

other, and they place a broomstick between their legs. At a signal they run

to the goal line.

Balloon Bust Relay

Two lines. First two players run down to there the balloons, are. They pick

one up, put it on a chair and sit on it and bounce up and down until the

balloon breaks. Then they run back to Aeir line and tag the next player.
The race is continued until all of the players have had a chance to break

a balloon.

Plate Stack

Equipment 12 paper plates. Players form two individual teams and sit in

single files. The last player on each team is given six paper plates. On a

signal from the leader, the last player in each team passes the plat s, one at

a time, up the file to the player ahead of him. This is continued until the

first player obtains all the plates that are given to his team. He stacks

them on the floor. The first team to have the six plates stacked wins.

Variations: Use rock a:-stacks, blocks, etc. in place of plates. Is

Sack Race

Two lines. Children step into gunny sacks and on "go" they hop to a goal

and back. Get out of their sacks and hand it to the next player.in their

line. First line through wins.

3



FOLK DANCES

Seven Jumps 7)

Formation: Circle, hands joined.
1.* Walk
2. One leg up, the other leg up.

3. Walk

4. One leg up, the other legup, down on one knee, and up.
5. 4Same as #4 & down on other knee and up.
6. Same. as #5,& down on one elbow and up.

7. Same as #6 Se.down on the other elbow and up.
8. Same as #7 & head down and up.

9. Same as #8 & hands behind head and up.

ACTION SONGS

&_Hat

rt.;

4

rJ

MY hat it has three corners;
Three corners has my hat; /-

And had it not three corners,
It would not be.my.hat.
Motions (1) On "Myn.point to self; (1) on "Hat" touch, top of head;
(3) on "Three" raise 3 fingers; (4) On "Corners" touch elbow of left arm.

GAMES

Musical Chairs

Place chair in a double rowj back to back. Players are all seated in the

chairs. When music starts, all the players stand up and begin to walk around

the row, close to the chairs. As players begin marching, remove one chair
from the line. Stop the music in such a way that the group does not know

when to expect it.

Each player sits down in the chair closest to him. The player left without

a chair is out of the game. The music starts again, the players stand and

march around. Again remove one chair when the music stops, the player

.without a chair is out of the game. Continue until may one player is left

seated in the last remaining chair. He is the winner.

6'

Potatoes
k

Players form a circle. Have the players put their potatoes (fists) out

in front of them. The leader starts with the player on his left and counts
potatoes (one potato, two potato, three potato, four; five potato, six potato,

seven potato more). The potato that 'More" ends on is out and the player

puts it behind his back. The players remain and the leader then starts with ..

the potato after "More". When a player has the word "More" end on 1i1s second'

potato (hand) he is out of the game. The last player left in the game is the

winner. t.P 4



4.
MAT SKILLS

Turk. Stand k.

( .
Stand with feet crossed and arms folded. Maintaining the foot position
slowly sit down on the floor. From the seated position on the floor position
on the floor slowly try to stand up without losing balance, dropping the
arms and uncrossing the feet. Cue words
Cue words l.. "Stand up."

., 2. "Cross your feet."
3.'. !,'Fold arms '(across chest).

4. "Sit dowri."

'5. '!Keep your

6. '}Stand up." -*

7. "Keep your feet crossed."
8. "Keep arms folded."

TI4
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GRASPING

GOAL: to teach the child'to grasp.

STEP i GOAL: simple holding grasp (the fingers only are closed on an
object and press the objeot.strongly against the heel of the
palm. The handalmost:completely covers the object so that
manipulatiolids Very limited).

MATERIALS: 1" block, Play Doh, small ball, " diameter peg, etc.

r-
I

Trainer-model puts own hand over the object, as shown,
and presses gently withrthe heel-of his palm. Then
teaches the resident (tieing physical cues, as needeOs

CUE WORDS: "Watch me. Put our :hand on the like

I did:" (Step 'IA) .

"Hold onto the like I am." (Step IB)
"Pick it up." (Step IC)

STEP II: GOAL: holding grasp using thumb (the object is shifted in the
hand further toward the thumb, which is also used to grasp).

MATERIALS: hard boiled egg (shelled), 1" block, Play Doh,
small ball, k diameter peg, etc..

0

Trainer-model puts own hand over object, as shown, and
grasps the object with both the fingers and the thumb:
Then teaches the resident (using physical cues, as needed):

CUE WORDS: "Watch me. -Put your hand on the like
I did." (Step IIA)
"Hold ontthe like I am." (Step IIB)
"Pick.it up." Step IIC)

LI
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STEP III: GOAL: finger-tip grasping (full development of finger-
thUmb opposition whioh'permits the resident to balance
the object between the .tips of the fingers and' thumb. The
surfaces of the objeot are now lirgely eloetd'emd the
resident is able to Tanipulate the object)

MATERIALS: cooked or hard peas, grapes, lumps of brown
sugar, raisins, candy-coated cereal, etc.

,Trainer-model puts his own fingers and thumb over the
objeot, as shown, and pinohes to hold it. Then
teaches the resident,(using physical cues, Al needed):

CUE WORDS: "Watch me. Put your fingers and thumb
on the like I am." (Step IIIA)
"Pinch 1177-rgtep IIIB)
"Pick it up." (Step IIIC)

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER`
9/26/73 TIC EM/ds )1,"
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MUSIC AND BASIC RHYTHMS
BEGINNING PACKAGE

SITTING DOWN

Materials needed:
1. Chairs
24 RecovoLPlayer

Marching Music

This may be a group activity but the ratio should be as close to 1:1.as
possible.

STEP I
Place yourself in front of the child or behind him depending /fin how much
support he needs. The child ,shoula. be standing in front of his chair

ready to sit down.

6tEP II'

'Tell the child to sit down.
Cue words: 1. "Name, sit down."

Assist as necessary.
Reward for any attempt to.sit down,

STEP III

Continue this as necessary, fading out,assistance.

STEP IV
Start the music while the child is standing, let it play for a minute
then stop.
Tell the child to sit down.
Cue, Words: 1. "Sit down"

STANDING UP

STEP I
Seat the childon a chair in front of you.
Tell the child to stand up.
Cue words: 1., "Stand up"

Give assistance as necessary:
1. Total support
2. Support with one hand.
3. Support with one finger.

4. Stand alone.

STEP II

. Start the music and let it play for a minute then stop it and tell
the child to stand up.
Cue words: 1. "Stand up"
Reward with social praise when he attempts to do it.

ue



Page 2 - Music and BdsicRhythms

CLAPPING HANDS TO MUSIC

)Materials needed: ,

1. Record player
2. Recoriof marching:music or music with a good beat.
,3. Assistant to.handle the.record player

`Prepare the clast area before gathering the children together.
chairs for ambulatory.children.

Arrange

STEP I

Bring the children toathe prepared area where there are few distractions.
Seat children in a circle. If children are in a wheelchair, position
thei cdmfortably.eSit beside or behind the child depending on his at-
tention.spah. .(If no attention span, stand behind the,child).
Tell the children:
Cue words: I. "It's time for music"
Reward the child with praise and primary reward (if needed).

STEP II

The leader stands inside the circle and introduces the hand clapping
motion (without music).
Cue words: 1. "Clap your hands like me."
Reward with praise and primary reward (if needed).
The leader will work around circle assisting each child if the child
does not have someone working with him.

STEP III

Have all children clap hands together.
Cu e. words: 1. "Start"
Reward by using descriptive praise.

STEP IV -

Next the children
1

will learn to stop clapping when the leader says "Stop".
Cue words: 1. "Stop" s

Use sign gebture.for stop. (Palm open, hand up).

Assist children as necessary.
Reward when child stops.

STEP V .

Assistant' will start music.
Demonstrate clapping.
Cue words: 1.. "Start"
Praise elaborately for any attempt to clap hands.

STEP VI

Assistant,will stop music.
Leader will stop clapping and say:
Cue words: 1. "Stop" Use sign gesture for stop (hold hand out with
palm toward child.)

39
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STEP VII
When the children can follow the instructions Of start and stop using
the music, speed up the.music to.liven up the group.

STOP THIS ACTIVITY AT A PEAK SO THE CHILDREN WILL LOOK FORWARD TO THE NEXT
SESSION.
REALTY GIVE A LOT OF PRAISE EVERY TIME THE CHILD ATTEMPTS TO POLLOWA REQUEST.

MANIPULATION OF SCARVES

Materials needed-,
L

1: Record player .,
_,,/,'.

2. Record of marching. iMisio.-\ .

3. A scarf for each chid:/(several different textures, could be used).
r

Prepare the class area before tlie children enter
in a circle. \ \-

t:4), \ __.- -h
STEP I \

/

/

,

/ , 1 \,.

Give each child .a scarf to hold.

time. I \ ii

7 --
_-

l,----------4--_:.,\.

,...,,,

Tell the chil ten -t /iath'-you.-
Cue word6: 13../,;__Ii i tp,e_u :,:.,_ .,-/1,7_,'

af,Move -the 'sc f--#---,4.,
,

the room. Arrange chairs

ssist if necessary.

Next tell the chil404tp_ 8VS440_ir scarves
Cue,w6rds: 1,. ;kr,OdVali0)46' /

\

The leader wi34 w¢'r"k 4pund airqq,p1,psisting

STEP Ii
Start music., =

Tell the chiWen565)11,OVeheiarveeto the Music.
Cue wordsL/1. **and ap,*0
Leader will work,around the citp14 assisting

STEP III

like you.

each child as needed.

No music at this

each child.

Now the children will lean to stop when the music stops.
Assistant will stop the music,
Leadei will say to the children stop.
Cue words: 1. "Stop" Use sign gesture for stop (palm open, facing out).

STEP IV
When the children are able to do the up and down motion well, go on to

back and forth.
Give the children a scarf and say,
Cue words: 1. "Watch me"
Leader will move her scarf in a back and forth motion.'
Tell the children.

Cue words: 1. "Watch me" 1

2. "Back and foiih"
Leader will move around circle Assisting each child as necessary.

-10
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STEP V

Start the .music.

Tell the children to move their, scarves to the music.
Cue words: 1. "Back and forth."

,

STEP VI
".

,

Assistant will stop the music. .

Leader will tell the children to stop.
Cue words: 1. "Stop"

STEP VII .

When the children are able to do,the.back and for motion as the up
and down,motion, go, on to the round' and round.
Give the children a scarf and tell thews,
Cue'words: )l. "Uatch me"
Leader will demonstrate the round and round motion with the scarf.
Cue words: 1. "Watch me"

"Round and round"

MANIPULATION AND CONSTRUCTION WITH PLAY DOH

Materials:
1. Record player
2. Record: "Nutcracker Suite" or soft music.
3. Play Doh
4. Table

5. Chairs
6. Cut out materiald (cookie cutters)

Prepare class area before class; set up record player with record; arrange
table and chairs or leave space for wheelchairs.

STEP I
Bring children to classroom area, seat comfortably around table; position
wheelchair childreri comfortably. Make sure all children are sitting at.a
table of the correct height to allow easier arm movement.

STEP II
Start Record Player. Give each child a one inch ball of play doh.
Say,

Cue words: 1. "Watch me"
Leader will tap on the dough.
Say to the child,
Cue words: 1. "Name, tap the dough"
Assist each clad as necessary.
Reward any attempt on the child1s part to play. Use descriptive social
praise. Example: "You1re tapping the dough."
When the child responds well to this motion introduce the following in
sequence.

2. Squeezing
3. Poking .with finger

4 Pulling
5. Rolling in a ball
6. Pinching,

7. Flattening
8. Making cut-outs with cookie cutters
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. . . .

Talk with child during each session. Say what motion; you are using. Stop the

activity at a peak to maintain interest. .

How,to treat undesirable behavior:
Use in this sequence:

1. Tell the child to stop.
2. Warn the child he will have to leave the room if he persists in

this behavior.

-3. Remove the child from the area for a period of 60 seconds (NO LONGER):
If behavior occurs again, repeat this procedure as many times as

needed.

IF YOU'RE HAPPY AND YOU KNOW IT

Materials:
1. Record player
2. Record: If You're Happy

Prepare class' area before children came to the
'Set up record player and put record bn ready to play.

STEP I
(--

Have children sitting in a circle with leader in center.
Teach he

,t,ghildren
the clappihg motion without the music.

Say,

Cue words: 1. "Clap your hands"

STEP II
Start record and sing along with it using the clapping motion. Assist

the children.

Cue words: 1. "Clap your hands"
When they are able to do this, go on to Step

STEP III
Teach Lldren the stamping motion (if unable to stamp feet, have them

pat their knees with their hands.

STEP IV
Start music and have the children stamp their feet.

' Cu e words: 1. "Stamp your feet"

STEP V /'

Next teach the children to pat their cheeks. /

Say,

Cue words: 1. "Pat your cheeks"

STEP VI A

Start the music.
Tell the children to pat,their cheeks to the music.

6 Cue words: 1. "Pat your cheeks"

STEP VII
Teach the children to shout Hoorayand raise One ann.

Say,

Cue words: 1. "Shout hooray:"

2. 'Raise one arm"
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STEP VIII

Start the music.
Cue words: 1. "Shout hooray!"

2. "Raise your arm"

STEP IX

Review each step without music
Start music and do all four.
Gate words: 1. "Do all four"

I
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MAT SKILLS & ACTIVITIES I

CRAWLING: Ability to move forward on stomach using alternate hand and leg
to propel self. Cue words: 1. "Lie down on your stomach."

2. "Bend your arms."

3. "Pull.'''

CREEPING: Ability to move forward while on hand and knees using alternate
hand and leg to propel self.

Cue words: 1. "Get down on knees."
2. "Hands on the floor,"
3. Walk" or "Go".

1

LOG ROLL: Lisa across end of mat, arms extended above the head. Roll to
the end of the mat as rapidly as passible.

Cue words: 1. "Lie down on 'Stomach."

2. "Arms straight."
3. "Head down."

4. "Legs straight."

5. "Roll."

ROCKING CHAIR: Partners sit.facing each other, legs spread and knees straight.
Partners place bottoms of feet together and grasp one another's hands. They
then begin an alternate pulling back and forth.

Cue words: 1. "Sit down.",
2. "Spread legs wide."

3. "Hang onto hands."

4. "Pull."

ROW THE BOAT: Sit on the mat with legs extended so that the heels are over
the end of the mat. Hands on the mat behind the hips.. Keeping the knees .

straight, and without using the legs, pull the body to the end of the mat
with the arms and shoulders.

Cue words: 1. "Sit, down."

2. "Legs straight."
3. "Hands'on mat (behind hips)."
4. "Full with your arms."

DOG RUN: Run on all four, keep the feet off to the side out of line of
hands as dogs sometimes do.

Cue words: 1: "Stand up."
`2. "Spread your legs."
3. "Bend over." >
4. "Put your hands on the floor."
5. "Run. "

"CRIM CRA"L: Lie on mat on stomach with legs extended, hands locked behind
back, and toes over end of mat. Keeping hands locked in place behind back,
and chest in contact with mat, move across the mat using the legs.

Cue wards: 1. "Lie down on stomach."
2. "Hands behind your back." .

3. "Bend your knee and push with your foot."

1
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FROG HOP: Take deep knee squat position; place, hands on floor in front of
and closer together than the feet. Leap forward by pushing with the feet;
land on the feet with balance maintained by placing hands on the floor in
front of the feet. In this stunt most of the weight is always carried by
the legs.

Cue words: 1. "Squat down."
2. "Hands on the mat,"
3. "Hop" or "Jump".

CRAB IIALK: From a seated position on the floor and with the hands back of
the body, raise the seat from the floor and carry the weight on the hands
nd feet. In this position move forward feet leading and return head leading.

Cue words: 1". "Sit down."
2. "Bend knees."
3.. "Hands on mat."

4. "Push up. fl

5. "Seat off mat."
6. 'Valk."

BEAR WALK: Touch floor with both hands, keeping legs stiff; then move for-
ward sliding legs along, making sure to keep head up.

Cue words:" 1. "Stand up."
2. "Spread legs."
3. "Bend over."
4. "Put hands on. floor."
5. "Legs straight."
6. "Head up.""

7. "R Falk.

SEAT WALK: Sit on the mat with legs extended so that heels are pointed
toward end of mat. Hand resting on the knees. Keeping the knees straight,
walk on buttocks to the end of the mat.

Cue words: 1. "Sit down."
2. "Legs straight."/
3. "Hands on knees."

4. 'Rock from side to side."
5. mJalk."

SEAL TI1LK: From a push up position, walk forward with hands, and drag the
legs. The toes are pointed flat behind, and not curled.

Cue words: 1. "Lie on stomach."
2. "Push up on hands."
3'. "Legs straight,"

4. "Walk on hands."
5. "Drag your legs."

2



GAMES

Ring Around the Rosie

Players in a circle. When singing starts everyone circles around;
when the song saysl.e all fall down!", everyone falls to the floor.
The last one down has to stand in the middle of the circle.

"Ring around the rosie, pocket full of posies"'
"Ashes, ashes, we all fall down!"

Mulberry Bush

One child is chosen to be the Mulberry Bush. The others join hands and
circle around him singing:

"Here we go round the Mulberry Bush, the Mulberry Bush,
the Mulberry Bush; Here we go round the Mulberry Bush,
so early in the morning."
1. This is the way we wash our face.
2. This is the way we mash our hands.
3. This is the way we brush our teeth.
4. This is the way we comb our hair.

Did .You Ever See A Lassie

Players join hands to form a circle. One player is selected to stand
in the center of the circle. As the singing starts, the players circle
around the center player. lihen the song says, "Did you ever see a
lassie go this way and that?", the player in the center performs a stunt
or some action. The players in the circle stop circling and imitate
this action. When the song is over, the center player selects someone
to be in the center and the game is contind14,

"Did you ever see a lassie, a lassie, a lassie?"
"Did you ever see a lassie, go this way and that?"
"Go this way and that way, go this way and that way?"
"Did you ever see a lassie go this way and that?"

Choo-Choo

Line the players up in a sin le line, one behind the other with their.
hands on the shoulders of the person in front of them. The leader
will lead the line and be in front. The players will follow the leader
and pretend they are a train. Let each child have a chance to be the
engine. A bell or simple whistle chuld be used by the leader. A march-
ing record coUld also,be used

DEallowl Row Your Boat

Divide players into couples. The couples all sit on the floor. The

two players face each other, soles of feet together, legs spread apart,

holding hands. Move backward end forward to the rhythm of the tune:
"Row, row, row, your bciat gently down the stream, ti

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, lye is but a dream."

(16
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RACES AND RELAYS

Eskimo Race

4

The children form two lines. They race two by two on all fours to
a goal and back to the starting place wherp they tag the next player
to start.

Bean Ba. Race

Equipment - 2 bean bags. Divide players into teams. Line the teams up
single file. The first player in each line puts a bean bag on his head
and races to see which one can reach the finish Ane. Uhen each player
gets to the finish line, he takes the bean bag off his head and runs back
to the next person in line,, and he, in turn does the same thing. The
first team finished wins. Variations: have players carry bean bag in
their hands.

Carry and Fetch .Relay

Teams are in two single file'lines. The first player in each team has
a bean bag. Upon the signal to ptart, he carries the bean bag and
places it inside a circle drawn on the floojor ground just in front
of his team and beyond the goal line.
He then runs back, and gives it to the third player. The third player
takes it back to the circle, returns, and touches off the fourth player
who runs to get the bean bag, etc. The team whose players have all run
and are back in their original places first wins the relay.

FOLK DANCES

1. A big black dog sat on the back 1.4 Everyone walks clockwise
porch and Bingo was his name. A around in a circle.
big black dog sat on the back porch
and Bingo was his name. B-I-N-G-0A

B-I-N-G-0, and Bingo was
his name.

2. B- I -N -G-O 2. Everyone stops, and swings

3. Repeat entire dance. arms while spelling out Bingo,

Pop Goes the Weasel

Formation:t Children in a circle with hands joined.

1. Round and round the cobblers bench 1. 4alk clockwise around in a
the monkey chased the Weasel. In and circle for 12 counts.
out and round about.

2. Pop goes.the weasel.
Jk

2. On "Pop" children jump to-
wards centur of circle. Varia-
tions: Clap, squat, etc.



Pop Goes the Weasel - cont.

3. Repeat entire dance.

A. A penny for a Spool of thread
A penny for a needle
That's the way the money goes...
Pop goes the weasel.

Chimes of Dunkirk

Formation: Circle, children's hands are not joined.

1. Step - step --step (in place)
,

2. Clap - clap - clap

3. Around (full turn in place)

4. Walk

Shoemaker's Dance .

Formation: Circle, children's hands are not joined.

1. 'Wind, and wind, and wind, and wind,

(roll hands round and round)
2. Pull, pull (pull hands away as if pulling thread through a

needle)
3. ,Tap, tap, tap (hit fist on palm as a hammer Pounding nails)

4. Repeat 1 - 3
'5: Walk

ACTION SONGS

If You're Happy and You Know It

1. If'you're'happy and
If you're ,happy and

If you're happy and

If you're happy 'and

2. Stamp your feet.

3. Say hooray? .

4. Do all three.

r.

you know it, clap your hands,
you know it, clap'your.hands
you know it, then, your face Will surely. show it.

you knoW it, clap your hands.

17a12.2.22gelftrjlzag (Tune - "The Bear Went Over The Mountain")

1. We'll all clap hands together,
We'll all- ap hands together,
We'll 1 c p hands together,

And sin a merry song,
2. Swing a s

3. Mark time

4. Snap fingers

5. Wink eyes
r

5
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I'm a Little Teapot

I'm a little teapot
Short and Stoit
Here is my handle
Here is my spout
When I get all steamed-up
Then I shout!

Tip me over and pour me out !

Motions - (1) On handle, plade hand on hip; (2) On spout the other arm is held
out and bent at the elbow; (3) Cn tip me over and pour me out - bend over to
the side.

)

Where is Thumbkin?

Where is Thumbkin? Ohere is Thumbkin?
Heie I am, here I am.
How are you this morning?
Very Well'I thank you.
Run away, run away.

Where is Pointer?
Where. is Tall Man?

Where is Bing Man?
Where is Pinky?

Where are all men?
Motions - (1) Both hands are behind back; (2) On Here I am the finger indicated
is held up on both hands and hands have been brought out from behind the back;
(3) On How are you this morning, one finger moves up and down as though talk-
ing.to the finger on the other hand; (4) On Very Well I thank you the finger
on the other hand answers back; (5) On Run away both hands return to behind
the back.

.//

This Old Ilan

This Old Man, he played one, .

He played knick-knack on.my thumb.
Krick -knack paddy-whack, give the dog a bone,
This Old Man came rollinghane.

2. shoe
31. knee

4. floor
side

6. bqcks
7.. up lz heaven
8. gate

9. spine

10. once again

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINInN GENTER

9/73 TPC SS/ds
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BASIC MOTOR DEVELOPMENT III

Pulling Up To Furniture .

Prerequisite: Independent trunk control and weight bearing.

Objective: Teach resident how to pull himself up to a standing position.

Primary and social reinforcements used. ,

Materials used: Stool, small chair, coffee tables, etc.

STEP I

Model for, resident what you want him to do by pu. ing yourself up using

the.table, etc. as a help. .

Cue words: "Watch me get up"

STEP II

Put resident in position on knees and put his hands on the chair. Use

physical cues putting his legs in desired positions, balanced on one

knee and one foot.

Cue words: "Pull up with your arms, push up with your legs"

Alternate legs, practice with physical help in pulling up until child can

pull up without help.

STEP III

Resident can stand by holding-on to table or chair.

Cruising

STEP IV

Moving around the piece of furRiture. Resident stands with both hands holding

the furniture, encourage moving by modefing; moving around the table and hold

ing table.' Move resident's hands and one foot at a time in stepping and moving,

use tly,.etc. as physical cues. When resident is cruising slowly, encourage

one hand holding by placing toy jn other hand. Encourage independent standing

by phasing-out the furniture used for cruising.

STEP V

Independent standing.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER

2/28/74 LC-Physical Therapy SS/ds
tj.
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BASIC MOTOR DEVELOPMENT V

CHAIR SITTING

STEP I
Trainer holds resident and sits down on chair.

Cue words: "We are going to sit on the chair"

STEP II
7T-ITTIir models for resident by standing in front of him and sitting down on

chair.

Cue words: "Watch me sit down"

STEP III
Stand resident in front of chair, pave resident reach back for chair seat or

arm rest with his hand. Gently push resident to sitting position (be sure chair

dows not slide, place against wall).
Cue words: "Sit down"

STEP IV
Repeat until resident sits when given cue words and does not need physical

'prompts.

GETTIU UP FROM A CHAIR.

STEP I

Trainer sits on chair, olding resident on lap and then stands up.

Cue words: "We are going to stand up"
//

STEP II ,

Trainer models for resident by sitting on chair and standing up.

Cue words: "Watch me stand up"

STEP III
Resident sits on chair, bring resident to edge of chair so that his feet are

flat on the floor. Take his hands and encourage him to stand up.

Cue words: "Stand up" Give extra help by putting your hands under his arm

pits and lifting, if necessaery.

STEP IV
Trainer stands in front of resident seated on chair, extend hands to him but

do not take his hands, encourage him to stand. Let him take your hands if he

want but gradually phase out physical cues until he will stand on verbal cues.

Cue words: "Stand up"

STEP VI
Have resident push himself to edge of chair by placing his hands on seat or

arm rests and push himself to standing position.

411,
FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL \AND TRAINING CENTER

2/28/74 LC-Physical Therapy SS/ds
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BASIC 110tOR DEVELOPEIIT IV

INDEPENDENT AMBUCATI0N
Prequisite: After resided', has learned to cruise and stand up for 60 seconds
orlugerhemayprovetobelearningtowalk.Primary and social reinforce-

. ments used.

Objective: Teach resident to walk independently.
STEP I
Trainer walking behind a chair and pughing it to show resident what he is:ex-
pected to do. Use exaggerated leg movements to emphasize stepping motion.

Cue words: "Watch me walk"

Do this half a minute before starting each session

;STEP i

Do Step 1, then stand resident behind chair with both hands on back of chair.
Sit on chair facing resident holding his hands with your hands, slowly push
chair back, encouraging resident to move his felt in steps. Sliding feet is all

right, do not frustrate resident by insisting he pick up his feet at first.
Assist him to move his feet if needed.
Cue words: "Now walk Assist with feet if needf but phase out help.

STEP III
Repeat Stepsl and 2 without your hands on his. Ai e resident to slide chair

back slowly.
Cue words: "Now walk" Assist with feet if needed but phase out help.

STEP IV
Do Step 1, stand resident behind chair, trainer stands behind another chair

411 bsside resident. Encourage pushing and stepping by modeling.

Cue words: "Watch me, do as I do"

STEP V
Resident pushes chair and steps without trainer modeling for him.

Cue words: "Walk"

STEP VI
Introduce resident to holding trainer's hand while walking, theh a broomstick,

then soft restraint 'resident holds one end and trainer the other. Phase out

help until resident is walking independently.

INDEPENDENT AMBULATIOM FOR RESIDENT WHO IS UNABLE TO GRASP THE BACK OF A CHAIR.

STEP I
Trainer stands back of resident.

1. Support under arms, firmly to give feeling of security.

2. Encourage resident to walk with verbal cues: "How walk"

3. Physical cues: use your legs and feet to help him step.

4. Phase out physical cues with legs arid feet but continue arm support.

5. Use a soft restraint around resident's waist holding it from a back posi-

tion. Do not hold to resident's clothing, always use something else held

firmly; towel or soft restraint. Continue using cue words: "Now walk."

6. Phase out amount of support given b,Sr loosening restraint around the waist

then move your hands out gradually to holding the ends of the restraint.

7. Resident walks with ends of restraint dropped and trailing behind him.

8. Resident walks without restraint.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AID TRAINING CENTER.

2/28/74 LC-Physical Therapy SS/ds



BASIC MOTOR DEVELOPMENT 1;3

I. Pulling up to furniture.

Pagel

A. Prerequisite - independent trunk control and weight bearing
Goal - to teach child how to pull himself up to a standing
position. Primary and social reinforcements used.
Coe stool, small chair, coffee tables, s

1. Model for child what you want him to y pulling yourself
up using the table, etc. as a help. ch me get up".

2. Put child in position on knees and put 'his hands on the chair.
Use physical cues putting his legs in desired positions, bal-
anced on one knee and one foot. ;Tull up with your arms, push
with your legs." Alternate legs, practice with physical help
in pulling up until child can pull up ti ithout help.

3. Child can stand by holding; on to table or chair.

II. Cruising.

4. Moving around the piece of furniture. Child'stands with both
hands holding the furniture, encourage moving by modeling -
moving,.around the table and holding table. Move child's hand
aneoriefoOt at a time in stepping and moving, use toy, etc.
as physical cues. l'hen child is cruising, slowly, encourage
one hand holding by placing, toy in other hand. 'Encourage in-
dependent standing by phasing out the furniture used for cruis-
ing.

5. Independent standing.'

(Written by Hrs. Chappell=PT)

April 1973
Ii4T:ds
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III INDEPENDENT AMBULATION Page ?

After child has learned to cruise,aria stand for 60 seconds or
longer he may prove to be learning to walk. Primary and social re-
inforcenients used.

Goal - teach child to walk independently.

1. Trainer - model walking behind a chair and pushing it to show
child what he is expected to do. Use exaggerated leg movements
to emphasize stepping motion. Cue words - ''Watch me walk." Do
this half a minute before starting each sssslon.

2. Do step 1, then stand child behind chair with both hands on
back of chair. Sit on chair facing child, holding his hands with
your hands, slowly push chair back encouraging child to mole his
feet in steps. Sliding feet is all right,. do not frustrate child
by insisting he pick up his feet at first. Assist hiiito move
his feet if needed. Cue words - "Now walk". Phase out help with
feet.

3. Do step 1, then step 2.without your hands on his. Aide to ide
chair back slowly, cue words "Now walk": Assist with feet if
needed but phase out help.

4. Do step 1, stand child behind chair, aide stands behind another
chair beside child. Encourage pushing and stepping modeling.

I \ "Watch me, do as I do".
I

1 r . Child pushes chair and steps without ai.de modeling for him. Cue

words -

6. Introduce child to holding aide's hand walking, then a broom
Mick, then soft restraint --child holds one end and aide the
other. Phase out help untilchild is walking independently.

(Written by Mrs. Chappell-PT)

April 1973
LMT:ds



BASIC MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Independent Ambulatica

a chair.

r.

Page 3

for child who is unabp to grasp the back' of

1. Trainer stands back of child.

)
.

a. Support under arms, firiil.y to give feeling of, security.

b. Encourage child to -walk with verbal cues "Now walkt
c. Physical cues - use yogi.' legs and fest to help him step.
d. ,Phase out physical cues with legs and feet but continue arm

supp6t.
e, Use a soft restraint around child's waist holding it from a

back position. Do not hold to child's clothing, always use
something else held firmly - towel, soft restraint. Continue

cue words - "Now walk."
f. Phase out aMount.of support given by loosening restraint around

the waist - then move your hands out gradually to holding the ends
of the restraint.

g. Child walks with ends of restraint dropped and trailing behind
him.

h. Child walks without"restraint.

(':bitten by firs. Chappell - PT)

April 1973
LMT:ds
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Chair Sitting

BASIC MOTOR DEVELOPMENT #4 Page y

0

Z. Sitting down on chair.
a. Aide holds child and sits down - " %e are going to sit on the

chair.",
b. Aide models for child by standing in front of him and sitting

down on chair. 'Vetch me sit down". 0

c. Stand child in front o4 chair, have child reach back for chair
scat or arm rest with hiss hand. Gently push child to sitting
position (be sure chair does not slide, place. against wall) cue
words "Sit doun".

c. Repeat until child sits when given cue words and does not need
e phycical prompts.

II. Getting up from p. chair.
a. Nide sits on chair, holding child on lap and then stands up -

Te are going to stand 4."
b. Trainer models for child by, sitting on chair and standing up -

Tatch me stand up."
c. Child sits on chair, bring child to.edge of chair so that his

feet are flat on the froor. Take his handpand encourage him
to stand up. Cup words - "Stand up." Give extra help by put-
ting yoursktands under child's arm pits and lifting, if necessary,

d. Aide stands in front of child seated on chair, extend hands to
him but do not take his hands, encourage him to stand. Let him
take your hands if he wants but gradually phase out physical cues
until he will stand on verbal cue - "Stand up."

e. Rave child push himself to edge'of chair by placing his hands on
seat or arm rests and push himself to standing position.

. Written by Mrs. Chappell-PT)
April 1973
LMT:ds
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TOILET TRAINING - TRIP

MAXIMUM TIME ON TOILET AT ONE TIME: No more than 15 minutes.

SUdtESTED TINES FOR TOIIETING: Upon arising, after breakfast, mid-
mor4ng, after lunch, mid-afternoon, before supper, after supper, before
bedtime and during the night if necessary.

Lteal

1

The aide will take the child to the toilet, pull down his pants, sit
him on the toilet and say:.,

Cue words: "Go- potty!

Allow the child to sit there for a shOrt time, gradualy increasing the
time>ntil he has a chance to respond to your cue word's but do not make
him sit longer than he can.tolerate, this may be more or less depending
on the child_, but never exceed the 15 minute time limit. The side then

pulls up the-childis pants and leads him away.

atep.11

After the child has been conditioned to sitting on the toilet usually
responds by using it - add another step. 31

This will be teaching the child to pull up his pants. The aide will go
through the toileting sequence, stand the child up and say:

:Cue words: "Pull up your pants" . 1

Step III

When he can accomplish the above steps teach him to stand up after he has
used the toilet. (At this point the aide will do the necessary cleaning
of the child).
When he is finished tell him:

Cue words: "Stand up"
. "Pull up your ,pants"

Step IV,

After the child is capable of doing the above steps, introduce another.
This step will be to teach the child to sit down before using the toilet.
Lead the child to the toilet and say:

Cue words "Sit down"

Step V

Now you are ready to teach the child to push down his pants before using
the toilet. Lead the child to the toilet and say:

Cue words: "Push down your pants"

1 ti



Step VI

(Men the child has learned this, teach him to go to the toilet on com
mand. Begin within a short distance of the toilet and say:

Cue words: "Go to the toilet,."

Gradually increase the distance until he will go on command.

WORTH REMEMBERING: ,This may be a ward project between shifts so be sure
you are all using consistent cues.; use only cues given here.
Also the only way this is going to work is to make the child feel he is
accomplishing something. You will have to reward with praise every attempt
he makes to do as you ask. Even partial success is worth a lot of praise.

Ulm the child has accomplished this procedure you may want to start on
Independent ToiletingrProcedure.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITA.I. & TRAINING CENTER

5/31/73' SS:ds TPC Revised copy



INDEPENDTMT TOILETING

When determining whether a child is ready for this skill you must know

where he is functioning now.

Does he use the toilet when taken? Consistently?

Does he handle his own clothing?

If the answer is no to either of these questions he isn't ready for this

stay with the .regAlar trip scheduling for awhile.

Step I

Use of toilet paper:

Begin by guiding the resident through this skill.

By using the trip schedule your resident has been on, introduce the use of

toilet paper.

Tear off enough paper to clean the resident after he has had a bowel move-

ment.

Place the paper in the resident's hand and hold your hand over his. Guide

the resident to the area to 'be cleaned. Using a side to side motion give

the resident as much assistance as needed. % 404kw

Gradually fade assistance as the resident understands what he is to do.

Each time the resident uses the toilet for a bowel movement he should be

given the opportunity to use toilet pdper. This will mean you .will have to

be there to give the necessary assistance.

.Girls should be given the opportunity to use toilet paper each time they

use the toilet. Special attention should be given so as not to Spread

germs from the anal area to the vagina.

Tear off the paper and place it in her hand with your hand over hers. In

cleaning the area use a blotting motion.

WHEN THE RESIDENT DOES THIS CONSISTENTLY WITHOUT ASSISTANCE GO ON TO NEXT

STEP.

Step II

Now the resident should learn to tear off the right Amount of.paper from the

roll and clean himself independently.

Hand the resident the roll of toilet paper and tell him:

4110 Cue words: 1. "Unroll the paper."

2. "Tear it."

L4-(1
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Give assistance in holding and tes.:7....43 the parer at first then gradually

fade out the assistance:

Step III

Next the resident should learn tc flush the toilet after use. This should

be easy to teach as this is usually considered "fun."

When the child has used the toilet and paper and pulled his clothes up take

him by the hand and by.holding your hand over his flush the toilet. Say to

the..resident:,

Cue words: "Flush the toilet."

Gradually fade out assistance until the resident is doing it on his own.

Step IV

Now you should introduce handwashing after using thetoilet. When the resi

dent has used the toilet lead him to the sink and say:

Cue words: 1. "Wash your hands."

The resident should know how to wash his hands, this is merely chaining the

two skills together to form the entire sequence.

WHEN THE CHILD CONSISTENTLY WASHES HIS HANDS AFTER TOILETING GO ON TO THE

NEXT STEP.

Step V

Now you are ready to begin teaching independence in toileting. When it is

time for'the resident to go to the toilet (by average trip schedule), take

him to the bathroom door and say:

Cue words: 1. "Go to the toilet."

When the resident attemptS to comply reward him enormously with praise.

If he does not respond move him closer and give the same cue again.

If necessary move closer but try to gain distance between the resident and

the toilet.

Step VI

When the resident follows the cues consistently and will go from any place

in the ward try to reduce the number of times a day you tell him to go.

THIS SKILL WILL TAKE A LONG TIME TO ACCOMPLISH SO RELAX, THE RESIDENT WILL

LEARN FASTER IF. NOT PRESSURED.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINIING CENTER

7/25/72 ENSERVICE DEPT. SS
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BASIC EATING SKILLS

Very important: choose a food that your resident will eat, preferably

one that he likes Well. It is a good idea to use a food with the

consistency of applesauce. This will make it easier for your resident

to get the food into his mouth without spilling.

. 4

STEP I:
Teach the resident to open his mouth for the food-filled spoon.

CUE-WORDS: "Open."
Touch" both lips lightly with a food-
filled spoon when the mouth should be
opened. If the resident will not open
his mouth when his lips are touched
with the spoon, put light pressure on
his chin just below the lower lip
with your index finger.

STET' 2:

Teach tlbe residvt to control his tongue.

puE WORDS: ''Paste."

If_ ti resident needs help learnin9 to control his tongue, spoon

food first into one side of the mouth, then into the other side.

Putting food that he likes (cr crops of honey or syrup) on his lips

will promote tongue movement between the teeth. Ice cream cones

are good motivation 'For licking.

I



STEP 3:

Teach the resident to swallow the food -spooned into his mouth.
CUE WORDS: "Swallow."

Place the tip of the spoon no
further into the mouth bin the
tip of the tongue. Try to, keep

the spoon tip IN FRONT,of the
teeth. Let the resident remove
the food with his lips. If he

has difficulty doing this,
gently hold his lips closed with
your thumb and index finger as
the spoon is removed.

If the resident still has diffi-
culty swallowing the food, gently
stroke his, throat upward under
his jaw or GENTLY stroke the
protuberance of the larynx.

STEP 4:

Teach the resident,to chew semi-solid and solid foods.
CUE WORDS: "Chew."

Begin by adding very small pieces of solid food, or a little of the
commercially prepared Junior Foods, to whatever the resident usually
eats. InCrease the amount of solid or Junior Food as you decrease
the amount of pureed food. For example: if the resident is being fed
pureel vegetables begin by adding a small amount of Junior Food to his
regular food. At later feedings, add more and more Junior Food until
he is eating only Junior Food. Remember: keep the bite sizes SMALL.

page 2
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STEP !§:

Teach the resident to close his mouth when he eats.
CUE WORDS: "Close, your mouth."

As you remove the spoon from the
resident's mouth, use your thumb
and index finger to'GENTLY close
his lips. Keep the amount of food
small: only enough to cover the
tip of the spoon at. first. This
will make it easier for i. "e resi-
dent to close his mouth with the
food in it. Gradually increase
the amount of food served on they
spoon as you decrease the amount
of physical assistance on his lips.
If gently holding his lips together
does not keep his mouth closed
during cheWing and swallowing,
firmly close the jaw with a finger
under his chin.

STEP 6:"
reach the resident to pick up his spoon.

CUE WORDS: "Pick" up your spoon.".

Guide the resident's hand to the spoon handle. Place your fingers
over his. Wrap his fingers around the spoon handle. Let go so that
he is grasping the spoon by himself.

If the resident is unable to g-asp: there are many eating utensils
adapted for residents who do !ot have the"ability to grasp a spoon.
Aim for a utensil that will allow the resident to feed himself as
independently as possible. You may wish to try more than one device
so that your final choice is best suited to the resident's individual
needs. Try to teach the resident to pick up or put on his adapted
spoon without assistance, if possible.

If the resident is blind: place the spoon down with enough noise
that he can locate it. Guide his hand to the spoon and wrap his
fingers around the handle, if necessary. Put the spoon Own again
so that he can again hear its 'Ideation. If he doesn't reach for it,
put it down again and immediately start moving his hand in that
direction.

page 3
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The blind resident lives in a world of touch: he uses his hands in
much the same way that sighted people use their eyes. To restrict
him from "helping" you feed him is to deprive him of knowing what
is about to go into his mouth. He.needs the experience of touching
or "playing with his food" as he begins to learn. YOUR first step
is to accept that touching his food may create amessl! It is

possible that he will want to touch hiS food with one hand while
holding the spoon with the other. Let him push the food onto the
spoon with his other' hand if he wants, at first. The task here
is getting him to eat with a spoon - you can teach the resident
tidiness and manners later.

page 4
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BEGINNING. SELF-FEEDING

This procedure should be used with a small group or one child at a time.

Step I Positioning

The first step in teaching a child to feed himself is to be sure the child

( is seated comfortably in a chair that is appropriate for him. The child

should be sitting flat on his bottom with his back supported by'the back of .

his chair. If a saddle restraint isusea it should be placed at hip or mid -

line and not up under the child's underarms, this restricts movement of the

arms and causes discomfort. It is a good idea for the child's feet to be

supported also, this is especially important for the children with cerebral

palsey, The child should have fairly good head control also or some device

on his chair to help him gain head control. If the child has special pro-

blems you may want to obtain assistance in choosing a chair that would be

appropriate for him. The table should be of the proper height for the child.

A table too high or too low will only add more strain on the child who is

trying to master a new difficult skill.

Step II Grasping a spoon

Teach the child to pick up his spoon. Give the cue words: "Pick up your

spoon."
OR

Open the child's hand and place the spoon in his palm, gently curl his
fingers around the spoon handle and say: "Hold the spoon."
It will probably be necessary to hold your hand over the child's hand in

the beginning; after a while if the child still is not holding the spoon,

try taping the spoon in his hand or uses.ome holding device; large handle

spoon, bicycle grip, etc.

Step III Use of spoon

Place the child's tray in front of him and tell him to dip his spoon. Hold

your hand over the child's and dip the spoon into the tray. Give the cue

words: "Dip." Try to remember if the child is really hungry he is going to

become upset easily, if this could e practiced when he is not so hungry it

might go better for you and the child.

Step IV

Guide the child's spoon to his mouth, relc se his hand and allow him to,

place the spoon in his mouth. ave the cue words: "Put the spoon in your

mouth." This is going to take 4 while but you should follow a pattern

such as:

1. Guiding the spoon all the way to his mouth.



Beginning SelfFeeding cont. pag4 2

2. Guide the child within 4 inches of his mouth and release it letting
the child finish the task.

3. Guide the child within 8 inches of his mouth and release it.

4. Guide the child within 12 inches of his mouth an4 release it.
5. Allow the child to bring spoon from tray to ,his mouth independently,

Always be sure the child is moving hand to mouth and not mouth to hand
(leaning, into his tray.)

Step V

Now the first hurdle is over you will want to concentrate on teaching the
child to independently dip the spoon and guide his hand to his mouth.

Example: 1, Begin by holding your hand over the child's hond.
2. Move to holding the child's wrist.
3. Hold the child's forearth.

4. Hold the child's elbow.

5. Lightly touch the child's upper arm.
6. Verbal cues of "Dip" and 'Put the spoon in your mouth." ONLY

Step VI
(,)

Always remove the tray from child and preferably remove the child from the
table immediately after eating. This will discourage the child playing in
the tray or stealing.food from the other children.

NOTE: If the child displays outbursts of temper or refuses to try: to feed
himself, remove the tray for a short time or turn the child around and
ignore him for a period of 60 seconds (no longer). When the 60 seconds is
over repeat tlle)procedure again. Repeat as many times as necessary.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER
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DINING SHIMS

Stop

'The child should learn to stand An line (if with a partner they should
hold hands in the beginning).
Cues 4

1. "Stand in line".
2. "Hold yoUr partner's handy

Step II

Next the child should learn to walk to the.dining room.
Cues:

1. 'aik to the dining roost ".

"Stay in line"
3 %LK"

Step Ill
The child should learn to pick up his tray. Pri6g must-

through the slide and be served.
Cued

1. "Pick up your tray"

. Step IV

The child should learn their place at the table.
Cue:

1. "Take' your tray to your table"

It will help,the child learn if he sits in the same place at each meal.

Step V
The child should learn to set his tray down on the table, sit down and
fold hands on the table. .

Cue:

to go

1. "Set your tray down"
2. "Sit down:,

3. "Fold your hands on the table"

Step VI
The child should now learn to sit quietly until all children are at the
table to wait for grace to be said.

/ Cue:
1. "Sit quietly'

Step VII
The child should learn to use the correct utensil to eat..
Cues:

1. "Pick up your spoon"'
2. "Pick up your fork"

when the child is using the wrong utensil, remind him; physically
assist if necessary.

1
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Step VIII

The child should learn to keep otLel hand awai from bre.y. No "pushing!'
with thumb.

Cues:

Step IX

The child should learn to clean mouth with a napkin when necessary.

1. "Keep your hand out of your tray"
2. "Use your4poon (fork)"

Cue:

:I. "Wipe your mouth"

Step X
The child should learn to, return his tray to the proper place.

1

1. "Put your tray away'
Nee Cor Prig; i/24: The chi?d must learn to scrape his tray and place
tray and silverware in proper place, This can be learned easier if the
aide demonstrates to the child.

Step XI
The child should learn

folded until meal time
Cues:

1. "Sit down"
2. "Fold your hands"

to return
is over.

to the table and sit quiely with hands

Step XII
The child should learn to stand, push in chair, line up and return to
cottage (ward).

Cues:

1. "Stand up"
2. "Push your chair in"
3. "Line up"

4. "1:a1k to your ward (cottage)"

SJ:il 10-5-71
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DINING ROOM BEHAVIOR AND EATING SKILLS UNIT III

Step 1
e

Teach the resident to pick up his tray and put it on the slide.

Cues:

1. "Pick up your tray"
2. "Put it on the slide"

Step 2

'Teach the resident to pick up his solverware.

Cues:

1. "Pick up a knife"
2. "PiCk up a fOrk"
3. "Pick up a spoon"
4. "Put them on your tray"

Step 3

Teach the resident to move down and pick up his plate and a vegetable
if it is in a small dish.

Cues:

1. "Hove down the slide"
2. "Pick up your Onto"

3. "Put it on your tray"
4. "Pick up your vegetable"
5. "Put it on your tray"

Step 4

Teach the resident to again move down the slide and pick up his salad.

Cues:

1. "Move down the slide"
2. "Pick up your salad"
3. "Put it on your tray"

Step 5

Teach him again to move down the slide and pick up his dessert.

Cues: .

1. "Move down the slide"
2. "Pick up your dessert"
3. "Put it on your tray"

1
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Step 6

Teach the resident to pidk up a glass and put it on the-milk machine.
Cues:

1. "Pick, up the glass"
2. "Put it on thb milk machine"
3. "Push the button"
4. "Pick up your glass"
5. "Put it on your tray"
6. "Pick up your tray"
7. "Go to the table"

Step 7

Teach resident to put his tray on the table and ,then to sit down.
Cues:

I, "Put your tray on the fable"
2. "Sit down"

Teach the resident to pick Up the proper eating utensil and'put his otherhand in his lap. Make sure he, is holding the eating utensil correctly. Ifthe eating utensil is a fork or spoon, teach him to hold it between thethumb and middle finger with the index finger supporting.
Step El

9'Teach the resident what food's he eats with a Spoon. It is recommended thatthe resident be allowed t6 eat foods such as peas and jello and ;otherdifficult types of food with a spoon. Be sure that the resident understandswhat foods he can eat with a spoon,before going on to a fork
Step 9

Teach by demonstrating tO the resident what foods he can eat with a fork.Teach by demonstrating to the resident which ones you pierce with a fork andwhich ones you scoop with a fork.

Step 10,

Once the resident has mastered using the fork and spoon correctly and iseating quite well, then you can introduce the knife and what it is used for.Teach the resident bY deaonstration how to hold the knife properly, forspreading. Teach him how to spread soft butter over the bread or pancakeor whatever. He should be taught to evenly distribute the butter over thebread. Once thd resident has mastered the skill of spreading with a knife,he can now be taught how to cut with a knife.

4
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Step 11

4111
Using a knife and fork in cutting:.
Teach the resident by demonstration how the fork is held for proper cutting.
It should be held 'the same as a knife except the index finger is on the back
of the fork. Demonstrate to the resident how to, pick up the knife with the
dominant hand. Teach him to pierce the food with a fork. Show him where he
is to pierce the food. In otherowordS, the portion of it closest to him,-

. 4 not in the middle of the 'food to be cut. The position of the knife should be
in front of the backside of the fork with the. knife blade down.. Demonstrate
a sawing motion to the resident when cutting. In other words, a sawing motion
with the knife only. Teach him to keep the fork stationary. Teach him to
cut bite-sized pieces. Men the resident is first learning to cut food, use-%
food that is easily cut; for example weiners, pancakes, bread, etc. Do not
expect hint() cut meat at first.

Step 12

Make sure the resident has a napkin and periodically through the course of
the meal, remind him to use it. Also remind the resident to keep his face
out of his tray. Teach him not to eat his food too fast. Put your hand on
him and tell him to eat more slowly.

Food stealing - it has been recommended that in order to extinguish or
eliminate this type of behavior that rewarding a resident with more food
if they dd not steal buld be very appropriate. If the resident does steal
food, it has been recahmended to take away the food and remove him from the
table, for a period of two minutes. Then pull him up to the table and let him
begin eating again: Continue doing this as long 'as he steals. Remember,
if he finishes his meal without stealing - be sure and reward him with extra
food.

A.

JW:il ll-18-7l
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TABLE MANNERS (Fairview Wiling.,Room)

This procedure will cover the appropriate use of a napkin, and the appropriate use

of eating utensils. This procedure should be taught in a mock setting first;

instead of trying to do it at the dining room.

Step I - Use of the.napkin

1. Teach the resident how to take one napkin out of the holder.
2. Teach him to use one hand to supp rt the napkin holder and the other hand

to pull out one napkin.

Step II.

1. Teach resident to unfold napkin and put it in his lap.

Step III

1. Remind resident to use napkin when necessary to wipe the mouth and hands.
2. Be sure to teach him that when a napkin is soiled; get a new one.

Step IV - Appropriate use of eating utensils

1. Teach resident to identify eating utensils and what foods are eaten with

each one: For example:
Spoon - soup, any liquids, cereal, pudding, ice cream, etc.

Fork - meat, sa.ads, eggs, vegetables, etc.
Knife - cutting and spreading only.

Step V - Proper and practical use of eating utensils

1. Teach resident how to hold spoon correctly. Teach him to hold the spoon

between the thumb and middel finger with the index finger supporting.
Have resident practice using spoon eating some types of liquids.

2. Teach resident how to hold fork. correctly (when eating). Same as a spoon.

Teach resident how to pierce food when it is appropriate and how to scoop

it when it is appropriate.

SteVT - Use of a knife (spreading)

1. Teach resident how to hold knife correctly.
2. Teach him how to spread soft butter on bread. He should be taught to

evenly distribute the butter over the bread.

3.
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Step VII - Use of knife and fork (cutting)

1. Teach resident how fork is hold for proper cutting. It should be held
ths: :ome as the knife except the index firer is ton t1-.3 of

2. Teach resident, how to pick up knife with dowirant hand

3. Teach him to pierce the food with the fork. Teach hill, wile...6 he is to
pierce the food. In other cords, the portion cf it closest to him - not
in the middle of the food to be cut.

4. *Thq_position of the knife - in front of the baci.: side of fork
the ,blade down.

5. The vitting motion to be used - teach the resident to use a sawing motion
withtiie knife only.

6. Stxese to him thi)% fork remains stationary.
7. Teach him to 614, bite sized pieces.

8. 1.1han resident is first learning t,o cut Tood, use, foods erst. twirsaily cut.
For example: leiners, pancake8...W.60d. To. 4repect. Ma-to-cut, meat
at first.

2
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DRESSING SKILLS - PANTS, SHORTS, LONG PANTS
REVERSE CHAIN

Do not go on to a new step until the present step is learned.

This may be taught with the resident sitting, standing, or lying down.

STEP I

The trainer puts the resident's pants on and pulls them up to the hips. The
resident pulls pants up to waist with thumbs inside waistband. It will be
necessary to guide the resident through this step al first.
Cue words: 1. "Stand up" OPTIONAL

2. "Pull up your pants"
3. "Pull up your pants in back" OPTIOIAL

wiC

STEP II

The trainer puts the pants on the resident and null: them up to the knees.
The resident pulls the pants up.
Cue words: 1. "Stand lip" OPTIONAL

2. "Pull up your pants"
3. "Pull up your pants in back" OPTIOM1

STEP III

The trainer puts the pants on to the, ankles, the nsident pulls the pants up.

Cue words: 1. "Stand up" OPTIONAL
2. "Pull up your pants"

3. "Pull up your pants in back" OPTDMAL

STEP IV

The trainer puts one leg on pants on the resider.. The resident completes the

skill.

Cue words: 1. "Put your foot in your pants"

2. "Pull up your panW

It may be necessary to assist the resident thragh this step several times.

STEP V

The trainer hands the resident the pants,. The .esident puts both legs on

and pulls up pants.

Cue words: 1. "Put your foot in the pants"

2. "Put the othersfrot in the pants"

3. "Pull up your pints"

STEP II

The resident picks up hls pants, puts both legs on and pulls up his pants.

Cue words: 1. "Pick uo Your pants"
2. "Put your pants on" 'v

fAIRVIEW.H0SPITAL'AIM TRAINING CENTER 1/24/74 TPC $S /ds



MESSING SOCK3

This skill is taught by th:.1 13so of rcvarse
.

Step I,

Put the child's socks on to just below the heel. Hbye him hold sides of

sock, with thumbs inside.
Cue words: "Pull on your sock."

Step SS

Put the child's sock on to just below the heel.
Cue words: "Pull on your sock."

Step

Put the child's toes into opening of sock.
Cue words: "PU11 on your sock."

Step IV

Teach the child tp put thumbs inside the sock and place on foot. The aide

will model this on the child's foot first.
Cue words: 1. "Put your thumbs in your sock."

2. "Pull on your sock."

If the child cannot understand this motion, put him on-your lap or sit

him between your legs so he may see more easily.

Step V

Give he socks to the child.
Cue words: "Put on your socks.",

SIR VI OPTIONAL STEP

each the child to unfold his socks.
. Cue words: "Unfold your socks."

.,

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER
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UNDRESSING - KNIT SHIRT OR DRESS

STEP I

The trainer pulls the shirt up, removes bostfi sleeves.

The resident pulls the shirt over his head.
Cue words: 1. "Pull the shirt over your head"

STEP' II

The trainer ulis t6 shirt up, removes one arm from sleeve.
The resident removes the other arm from sleeve and pulls it over his head.
Cue words: 1. "Pull the other sleeve off"

2. "Pull the shirt-over your head"

STEP III

The trainer pulls the shirt up.
The resident removes both sleeves, pulls the shirt over his head.
Cue words: 1. "Pull the sleeve off"

2. "Mow the other sleeve"
3. "Pull the shirt over your head"

STEP IV

The resident pulls the shirt up, removes both sleeves, pulls shirt over
head.

Cue words: 1. "Take your shirt off"

FAIRVIE9 HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER .
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i MUSSING (SHOES)

STEP I

The trainer unties the shoes and loosens the laces.

The resident pulls the shoes off.
Cue words: 1. "Pull your shoes off"

2. "Mow the other shoe"

STEP II

The trainer unties-the shoe.

Tice resident loosens the laces (if possible) and takes the shoes off.
Cue words: 1. "Loosen the laces"

2. "Take off your shoes"

STEP III

The trainer unties the shoe (if possible), loosens the laces and takes
the shoe off:
Cue' words: 1. "Untie your shoes"

2. "Loosen the laces"
3. "Take your shoes off"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL A TRAINING CE"TER
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DRESSING - SOCKS
Reverse Chain

This skill is taught by the use of reverse chain.

STEP I

Put the resident's socks on to just below the heel. Have him hold sides
of sock, with thumbs inside. /
Cue words: 1. 'Pull on your sock"

STEP II

Put the resident's sock on to just below the heel.
Cue words: 1. "Pull on your sock"

STEP III

Put the resident's toes into opening of sock.
Cue words: 1. "Pull on your sock"

STEP IV

Teach the resident to put thumbs inside the sock and place on foot. The
aide will model this on the resident's foot first.
Cue words: 1. "Put your thumbs in your sock"

2. "Pull on your sock"

If the resident cannot understand this motion, put him on your lap or sit
him between your legs so he may see more easily.

STEP V

Give the socks to the resident
Cue' words: 1. "Put on your socks"

STEP VI OPTIONAL STEP

Teich the resident to unfold his socks.
Cue words: 1. "Unfold your socks"

FIARVIEW HOSPITAL & TRAINING CENTER
1/22/74 TPC SS/ds
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DRESSIM RkIT SHIRT FR HEMIPLEGIC CHILD

STEP I

The trainer teaches the child to pick up the shirt.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up t shirt"

STEP II

The trainer teaches the child to place the shirt on the affected arm and
pull it all the'way on.
Cue words: 1. 'Put the shirt on your arm"

2. "Pull it all the way On"'

STEP III

The trainer teaches the child to null the shirt over his head.
Cue Words: 1. "Full the shirt over ycur head"

STEP LV

The trainer teaches the child to put the other sleeve on.
Cue words: 1. "Put your other arm inn the sleeve"
ti

STEP V

The trainer teaches the child to pull the shirt down.
Cue words: 1. "Pull down your shit

t.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AHD TRAINIM CUTER
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REVERSE CHAIN DRESSING BRA

This procedure is based on the reverse chain principle, this means you do
not introduce a new step until the previous step has been learned.

STEP I

A. The trainer places the bra around resident with hooks in front, (right
side out and straight), hooks bra, turns it around, places resident's arm
through strap, pulls strap up onto shoulder and places resident's other
arm through other strap.

B. Teach, the resident to pull strap onto shoulder.
Cue words: 1. "Pull up your strap"

STEP II

A. The trainer places bra around resident with hooks in front, hooks bra,
turns it around and places resident's one arm through strap and onto
shoulder.

B. Teach the resident to place arm through strap and up onto shoulder.
Cue words: 1. "Put your arm through the hole"

2. "Pull up your strap"

STEP III

A. The trainer places the bra around resident with hooks in front, hooks
bra and turns itaround.

3. Teach the resident to place arms through straps and pull straps up into
place.

Cue words: 1. "Put your arm through the hole"
2. "Pull up the strap"
3. "Now do the other side"

T:nneat cues 1 and 2 if necessary.

STEP IV

A. The trainer places bra around resident with hooks in front and hooks
bra.

B. The resident turns the bra around and pulls the straps up into place.
Cue words: 1. "Turn the bra around" The resident will probably need

your assistance to correctly place
2, "Pull up your straps" the cups of the bra. As she turns

the bra she should actually be pull-
ing it up and under the bust.

STEP V

A. The trainer places bra around resident correctly.
B. The resident hooks bra, turns it around pulling it up and nuts straps up.

Cue words: 1. "Hook your bra"
2. "Turn your bra around"
3. "Pull up your straps"

STEP VI

A. The trainer talks the resident through the
Cu Cue words: 1. "Put your bra around you Ge sure she has the bra right

2. "Put on your bra" side out.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CEUThR TPC, SS/ds 1/24/74



LEARNING TO BUCKLE A BELT OR SHOES

It may be easier to teach this skill to the resident by using a buckle board. He
will be better able to see what a buckle is and hbi it works. As he becomes mores
familiar with the buckle board you can introduce belt buckling on his own pants.

Steps for teaching to buckle a belt:

STEP I

Teach the resident to pick up the belt with his dominant hand and thread it
through the belt loops, making sure it is right side up so he can buckle it
correctly.

Cue worfls: 1. "Pick up the small end"
2. "Thread it through the loops"

You WIT have to model this for the resident so he will better underttand.

STEP II

Now teach the resident to hold both ends of the belt, push the side with the
punched holes through the head of the buckle. This can only be done by modeling.
Be sure you stand behind the resident so you are working as it would be if her
were doing it.
Cue words: 1. "Hold both ends"

2. "Put this side in the buckle"
3. "Now pull it through"

STEP III

Now we,want to teach the resident to pull it snug and fasten it. Try to teach him
to not pull it so, tight that he will be cinched!! It should only be snug..
Cue words: 1. "Pull it snug"

2. "Now buckle it"
Be sure the finished buckle is in the middle of the waistband.

'Steps for teaching to buckle'shoes:

Use Steps II and III making sure the shoes are comfortably snug.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER .
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DRESSING RUTTO4 SHIRT FOR HEliPLEGIC CHILD

STEP I

The trainer teaches the child to pick up the shirf.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up the shirt"

STEP II

The trainer teaches the child to plade the shirt on the affected arm
and pull it all the way on.
Cue words: 1. "Put the shirt on your arm"

2. "Pull it,all the way on"

STEP III

The trainer teaches the child to reach behind him with the other arm, put the
other arm in the shirt and pull it up onto his shoulder.
Cue words: 1.\-- "Reach back and put your other arm in "-he sleeve"

STEP IV

The trainer teaches the child to straighten the shirt,_making sure the collar
is straight and the facing of the shirt is turned inside.
Cue words: 1. "Straighten your shirt"

2. "Straighten your collar:'

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL Al'!!) TRAINING CENTER
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UNDRESSING - PANTS SHORTS, LONG PANTS

STEP I

The resident will push his pants down, allow him to push them down as
far as he is able to do.

The trainer will finish pulling the pants off.
Cue words: 1. "Push your-pants down"

STEP II

The resident will push pants down as far as possible, remove one leg from
pants.

The trainer will finish pulling pants off.
Cue words: 1. "Push your pants down"

2. "Take one leg out of your pants"

STEP III

The resident will push pants down and remove both legs.
Cue words: 1. "Push your pants down"

2. "Take one leg out of your pants"
3. "How the other leg"

STEP IV

The resident will completely remove his pants. The trainer gives only
verbal cues.
Cue words: 1. "Take your pants off"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
1/22/74 TPC SS/ds
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DRESSIHG- KIT SHIRT OR DRESS

STEP I

The trainer puts the shirt over the resident's head and pulls sleeves on one
at a time.

The resident pulls the shirt down.
Cue words: 1. "Pull down your shirt"

STAY AT THIS STEP UNTIL THE RESIDENT CAN DO IT WELL. THEM GO ON TO NEXT'STEr

STEP II

The trainer puts the shirt over the resident's head and on one arm.
The resident puts the other sleeve on and pulls the shirt down.
.Cue words: 1. "Put yourarm in the sleeve"'

2. "Pull down your shirt"

STAY AT IIHIS STEP UNTIL THE RESIDENT CAN DO IT WELL. THEM GO OM TO NEXT STEP

STEP III

The trainer pulls the shirt over the child's head.
The resident puts both sleeves on and pulls the shirt down.
Cue words: 1. "Put your arm in the sle-eve*

111
2. "Now the other arm"

3. "Pull down your shirt"

STAY AT THIS ,STEP UNTIL THE RESIDENT CAN DO IT WELL. THEN GO ON TO NEXT STEP

STEP 11

The resident pulls the shirt over his head and puts both sleeves on and pulls,
the shirt.

Cue words: T. "Pull the shirt over your head"
2. "Put your arm in the sleeve"
3. "How the other arm"
4. "Pull down yogr shirt"

STAY AT THIS STEP UNTIL THE RESIDENT CAN DO IT WELL. THEN bc w TO NEXT STEP

STEP V

The resident doei the entire skill.

Cue words: 1. "Put your shirt on

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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DRESSING SHOES

The trainer checks the shoes to be sure they are untied.

'STEP I

Have the resident sitting dorm. Place his right shoe to the outside of his

right foot; left shoe,to the outside of his left foot.
Tell the resident to pick up his right shoe, loosen the laces and pull the

tongue up (if there is a tongue).

liVue words: 1. "Pick up your shoe"

2. "Loosen the laces" ,

3.. "Pull up the tongue"

STEP II
Teach the resident to put his toe into the, shoe. Assist as necessary:

Cue words: 1. "Put your shoe on"

STEP III
Teach the resident to push his foot into the shoe. If shoes are snug or

liightopped you may have to help by holding onto the top of the shoe and

pulling.

Cue words: 1. "Push"

STEP IV
Teach the resident to pick up his left shoe, loosen the laces and pull the

tongue up (if there is a tongue).

Cue words: 1. "Pick up your shoe"

2. "Loosen the laces"

3. "Pull up the tongue"

STEP V
Teach the resident to put his toe into the shoe. Assist him as necessary,

Cue words: 1. "Put your shoe on"

STEP VI
Teach the resident to push his foot into the shoe. If shoes are snug or

hightopped you may have to help by holding onto the top of the shoe and

-nulling.

.Cue weds: 1. ,"rush"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AUD TRAInING dENTER
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DRESSING - DUTTON SHIRT
PUTTING ON

STEP I

Teach.the resident to hold the shirt with one hand at the collar. The aide

will (model this before having the resident do it.

Cue words: 1. "Hold your shirt"

STEP II

Teach the resident to put one arm in the.sleeve. You may have to 06
physical assistance at first but gradually fade this out.

Cue words: 1. "Put your arm in the sleeve"

STEP III
,text teach the resident to put the other arm in the sleeve. Here again you

may have to give physical assistance, gradually fading this out.
Cue words: 1. "Put your other arm in the sleeve"

STEP IV'

How teach the resident to straighten the shirt by pulling it all the way
on and straightening the collar, lapels, etc.

Cue words: 1. "Straighten your shirt"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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ZIPPING

Use a zipping board to begin teaching this skill.

STEP I

The trainer pulls the zipper down. He then places,one of the resident's hands
on the material near the bottom and to the side of the zipper. He then places

the resident's other hand on the fastener. He then tells the resident to pull

the zipper up.
Cue words: 1. 'Hang on tight" (to the material)

2. "Hold on to the fastener"
3. "Pull it up"
4. "Now lock it

It.will be necessary to guide the resident's hands at first. Gradually fade

out the assistance given until the resident does it alone.

STEP II

The hand position is changed when the zipper is to be pulled down. The

resident's hand is now placed on the material near the top and to the side of
the zipper.
Cue Words: 1. "Hang on tight"

2. "Hold on to the fastener"

3. "Now pull down"
The resident will learn more rapidly if you place your hands over the top of
his and do the pulling up and down and changing of the hand positions with him.
Remember the two hands Are pulling in opposition.

STEP III

111
After the resident has mastered the zipping board go to the resident's own pants
and have him do the zipping on them.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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E LACU1

Use a training shoe in front of the &lid or a table facilj him.
A training shoe is either a wooden toy shoe which can be prchased
or you may use on oversize shoe. The important thing to remember,

be sure it is easy for the resident to handle the laces an the holes

are larae enough for him to lace with ease.

STEP I

A. Place the lace in the resident's hand.
B. Show him what,fiole to put it in.

/ C. Cover all the other holes so he can not miss.
D. Tell him and help him to pull the laCe through the hole.
E. Have him drop that lace. Nave him drop it back out of the way of

next lace to be laced. .

F. Ham! him the other lace.
G. Repeat Steps

Cue words: 1. "Pick up the lace"
2. "Put ft through the hole"

3. "Pull it all the way throuoh"

4. "1:ow drop it"
'Then the resident is capable of lacing his shoe with only verbal cues

and no assistance from you, go on to the next step.

STEP II
Whorl the resident is able to lace the toy shoe in that position, turn it

around as it would be if it were going on his foot.

STEP III
When the resident is capable of lacing the toy shoe in either position,
go to the resident's own shoe facin:1 him on the table.

STEP IV
The final step is to teach the child to lace his shoe on his foot.

FAIRVIEW NOSOITAL AND
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SHOE HOOKING

.t)

This procedure should be taught after shoe lacing has been learned and
before teaching shoe tying.

STEP I

Teach the resident to pick up the laces, cross them and drop them.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up the laces"

2, "Cross them"
3. "Drop thee

STEP II

Next teach the resident to pick up the laces and push down. The laces
should be close to the hooks.

Cue words: 1. "Pick up the laces"
2. "Push down"

STEP III

Now teach the resident to pull the laces up making sure to catch the hooks.
Guide the resident through this step at first gradually fading the amount
of assistance given.

Cue words: lz "Pull the laces up"
2. "Under the hooks"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
12/11/73 TPC SS/ds



BUTTONING

Use.a button board with LARGE buttons.

STEP. I

Trainer puts buttons halfway through the buttonhole. Child is instructed
to PULL the button through the hole.
Cue words: 1. "Pull it through the hole"
This step will need to be repeated many times before moving to Step II.

STEP II

Trainer holds the buttonhole open, so the button can be pushed throUgh
with ease. Trainer mu.t also show child how to hold button on its side
rather than flat, so that it will go through the hole.
The child is instructeu to PUSH the button into the hole and PULL it through.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up, the button"

2. "Push it in the hole"
3. "Pull it through the hole"

This step will also need to be repeated numerous times before moving to
Step III.

STEP III

s,,

A

The child now pas the button through the hole without the trainer holding'
the buttonhole open.

.Cue words: 1. "Button the button"

After the child has mastered buttoning on the board with oversized buttons,
the next move is to smaller buttons, and then to buttons'on a shirt or
blouse.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAIPING CENTER
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SNAPPING GRIPPER SNAPS

Equipment neededl
A snapping board or a shirt, coat or pants with a large gripper fastener.

STEP I
Seat the'resident comfortably at a table.
Lay the snapping board or whatever is used, flat on the table in front of the

resident.

STEP II
Teach the resident to line each gripper and snap together.
Now teach him to pick un the gripper, place it on top of the snap and push.

Cue words: .1. "Pick up the gripper"
2: "Lay.it on the snap"
3. "Push"

STEP III
Next teach the resident to hold the material under the snap to push the two

parts together. /

Cue words: 1. "Hold the material"
211 "Pick up, the (winner"

3: "Lay it on the snap"

4. "Push"

STEP IV
Next the resident should progress to snapping while he is wearing the article.
Be sure the pants are well fitting and that they do not require a great deal

of pulling to meet in the center.
.Cue words: 1. "Hold the msteriall

2. "Pick up the nripper"

3. "Lay it on the snap"

4. "Push"

FAIRVIFU HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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SHOE TYING

Use a training shoe in front facing the resident or .using the resident's own

shoe whichever is easier, for the resident.
STEP I,

Teach the resident to pick up the laces and cross them.
resident the first few times, then let him do it.

Cue words: 1. "Pick up the laces"

2. "Cross them"

3. "Drop them"

DO NOT GO ON TO STEP II UNTIL STEP I HAS BEEN LEARNED!.

STEP II

this with the

Trainer holds the laces at the cross point. The resident puts the lace

through the hole and pulls tight.

Cue words: .1. "Pick up the lace and put' it through the hole"

2. "Grab the lace and pull tight"

DO. NOT GO' ON` TO STEP III UNTIL STEP II HAS BEEN LEARNED!

STEP III

The resident crosses the laces, holds'them at the cross point, puts t;

through the hole, and pulls the laces tight.

Cue weds: 1. "Pick up the laces"

2. "Cross them"

3. "Drop them"
"Hold at the cross point"

5. "Put the lace through the hole"
6. "Pull tight"

DO MOT GO ON TO STEP IV nth. STEPS I - III HAVE BEEN LEARNED!

STEP IV

e lace

The trainer makes 2 bows, crosses them, pushes one bow through the hole.

The resident gulls the.2 bows tight.

Cue words: 1. "Pull the bows tight

DO MOT GO OM TO STEP V UNTIL STEPS I7IV HAVE BEEN LEARNED!

STEP V

The trainer makes two bows and crosseq them.
The resident pushes the bow throu;hthe hole and pulls the two bows tight.

Cua words: 1. "Pusp the bow through the hole"

2. "Pull the bows tight"

DO NOT GO TO STEP VI WiTIL STEPS I-V NAVE BEEN LEARNED!

(1":q\



Page 2 - ,SHOE TYING

STEP VI

The trainer makes both bows and crosse!, them.

The resident holds bows at the cross roint, pushes the bow through the
hole and pulls the two bows tight.
Cue words: 1. "Hold tight" (at the cross point)

2. "Push the bow thrbugh the hole"
3., "Pull the bows tight"

DO NOT GO TO STEP VII UNTIL STEPS I-VI HAVE'BEEN LEARNED!

STEP. VII

The'trainer makes one bow.
The'resident makes one bow and lays it on trainer's bow.
The trainer controls bows at the cross point.
The resident then holds at the cross point, pushes the bow through the hole
and pulls the two bows tight.
Cue_words: 1. "Make a bow"

2. "Lay your bow on mine"
3. "Hold tight" (at cross point)
4. ".PuSh the bow through the hole"
5. "Pull the bows tight"

DO NOT GO TO STEP VIII UNTIL STEPS I-VII HAVE BEEN LEARNED!

STEP VIII

The trainer makes one bow.
The resident makes one bow.

The trainer then gives his bow to the resident.
The resident crosses the two bows, holds bows at cros's point, pushes the
bow through the hole and pulls the bows tight.
Cue words: 1. "Make a bow"

2. "Take my bow"
3. "Cross the bows"
4. "Change hands" (if necessary)
5. "Hold tight"
6. "Push the bow through the hole"
7. "Pull the. bows ti gift"

DO NOT GO TO STEP IX UNTIL STEPS I-VIII HAVE BEEN LEARNED!

STPP IX
The trainer dons nothing but talk the resident throdgh the steps.
The resident makes both bows, crosses them, holds at the cross point, pushes
the bow through the hole and pulls the bows tight.
Cue words: 1. "Make two Ems"

2. "Cross them"
3. "Change hands" (if necessary)

4. "Hold tight"
5. "Push the bow through the hole"
6, "Pull the bows tight"

When the resident is able to tie the toy 'shoe, go on to his own shoe in
the same position (facing him) an,1 when able to do this have him do his
own shoe on his foot.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAILAIAG CENTER
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DRESSING SKILLS - BRA

STEP I

1

1. Teach resident to select a bra that is in good condition.
EXAMPLE: Hooks and straps are in good shape.

2. Teach her also to select a bra that is the correct size.
Bust size and cup size.

3. Teach her the difference between the inside and the outside
of the bra.

A STEP II

1. Have resident place bra around her back, with hooks in front,
with the wrong side of the bra next to her body.

2.. Now teach her to hook the bra in a comfortable position.

3. Then have her turn bra around.

4. Then have her put arms through straps.

5. Then teach her to adjust straps to a comfortable position.

i

FAIRVIEU HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CPTER
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ZIPPING A COAT
O

PREREQUISITE: The resident should have been taught the use of the zipper
board or be able to zip a pant type zipper.

STEP I
.

.

Trainer will lay the coat flat on the table facing the resident as it would
be if he were wearing it. Teach him to pick up the zipper slide and place
it into the zipp,...a. pull. (Trainer will make sure the zipper is slid all the
way down to prevent the zipper from pulling up improperly.)
Cue words: 1. "Pick up the slide"

2. "Put it into the zipper pull"
T 's may require a great deal of physical assistance from you at the beginning

i

po t but you should be able to gAdually reduce the amount of assistance
gn. It might be helpful if you model or the resident before you start.

Zipper pull

STEP II

Teach the resident to hold firmly to the other side and push down on the
slide pushing ti all the way into the zipper pull.
Cue words: 1. "Hold tight"

2. "Push down"
This is a pulling in opposition so hold your hands over the resident's so he
can feel this pilijng motion. gradually foie out yuur assisiduce.

STEP III

When the slide is in the zipper pull teach the resident to pull up on the
zipper pull. He should be holding the other side of the coat as well as the_
zipper pull.
Cue words: 1. "Hold on"

2. "Pull up" or "Zip your coat"

STEP IV

When the resident can zip the coat zipper laying flat on the table, put his
coat on and repeat the above cues until he is able to follow only the cue:
Cue words: 1. "Zip your coat"

FAIRVIEW HOSFIAL AND TRAINING CENTER
SS/ds Inservice Training 3/4/75



HAMDwASM I

This skill should be taught by using iho Plodelino method, this means the
trainer will do the activity and gnstructthe resident to do as they do.

STEP I

Ihei7esident should turn on the water an get his hags wet. Trainer will say,
"Do as I do and-model the step hefore diving the cue words.
Cue words: 1. "Turn on the water, Old first then hot

2. "Get your hands wet"'
It may be a good idea to turn off the water at this Point.' It will distract
the resident if left on. The trainer should turn off the water without saying;
anything.

, 4

STEP II

How the resident should learn to pick up the soap, make,a lathpr and put the
soap back in the tray. Trainer will say, "Do as 1 do" 4nd give the cue words
while modeling each step.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up the soap"

2. "Hake a lather"

3. 'Out the soap back"

STEP III

leach the resident to wash his hands. Trainer will say, "Do as I do" and model

each step giving the cues. ,

Cue words: 1. "Wash the back of your hands"
2., "Wash the palms of your hands"

3. "''ash between your fingers"

If necessary have the resident wash his arms up to the elbow.
il; "Wash ,the top of your arms"
5. "Wash the bottom of your arms"
6.- "Wash your elbows" :

STEP IV
Again the resident should turn on the water and rinse his hands (and arms if
necessary). Trainer will say, "no as I do" and model eash'step giving the cues.
Cue words: 1. -"Turn onthe water, cold first then hot"

2. "Rinse ,your hands" 0

3. "Rinse your arms" OPTIONAL

4. "Turn off the water, hot first then cold"

st.

STEP V

TeLh the resident to get a paper towel and dry his' hands. Trainer will say;
"Do vs I do" and model the steps giving the cues.

Cue words: 1. "Get a nailer towel"

2. "nry your hands"

3. "Dry your arms" OPTIONAL

STEP VI

Teach the resident to put the paper towel in the wastebasket. Trainer will say,

"Do' as I 06" and model the step.

Cue woos: 1.. "Throw the paper towel in the wastebasket"

FAIRVIEW'HOPITAL TRAIRING CENTER
3/20/7/r TPC SS /d*'
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HAMMING II

4 The trainer's resnonsibility is to be sure t'.ere are,soao and paper towels before
the resident benins to learn the skill. Also the trainer should turn the,water
on and regulate it, for the resident, the resident may be given
the opportunity if the trainer feels he is canable of learning.

STEP I

eac .the residnet to dampen his hands (and arms to the elbow - Optional).
Cue words: 1.. "Get your arms wet (to the elbows)" Optional

2. "Get your hands wet"
,

STEP II

Teach the resident to soap his hands and make a lather.
It may be necessary in most cases for the trainer to demonstrate this step.
The trainer will pour the soap in the resident's hands.
Cue words: 1. "'Bake a lather"

STEP III

Teach resident to apply the lather to his arms (and elbows).
Cue words: 1. "Wash your arms"

2. "!!ash the top of your. arms"
3. "!!ash the bottom of your arms"

STEP IV

Teia-Fesident to soap his hands and now wash.his hands.
Cue words: 1. "Wash your hands"

2. "Scrub the backs"
3. "Scrub the palms"
4. "Scrub in betWeen your fingers"

STEP it

STIFi-i? that the resident should thoroughly rinse his hands (and arms).
Teach him to shake, his hands over thesink to get rid of the excess water
before he.reaches for his towel.
.Cue words:/ 1. "Rinse yogr hands (and arms)"'

.

2. "Shake your hands over,the sink"

STEP VI.

Teach the resident to get a towel and dry his arms and hands thoroughly.
Be sure he understandsthat he may use more tOn one paper towel to dry with.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your hands-(and arms)"

2. "Dry the tops and bottoms"
3. "Dry your elbows"

STEP VII

Teach him to throw the paper towels in the wastebasket.
Cue words: 1. "Put the paper towel in,the wastebasket"

FAIRvIEw HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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HANDWASHING III

STEP I

Teach the resident to check an make sure there is soap and paper towels before
he begins.

STEP II

Teach the resident to turn on the cold water first; then the hot water.
Cue words: 1. 'Turn the water one cold water first, now the hot water"

STEP III

Teach resident to dampen his hands and arms to the elbows,7 Optional).
Cue words: 1. "Get your arms wet to the elbows)"

2. "Pet your hands wet"

STEP IV

Teach resident to apply soap to his hands and make a lather. It will be
necessary in many cases for, the trainer to demonstrate this Step.

STEP V. OPTIONAL STEP

TeaCh.resident to apply the lather to his arms and elbows.
Cue words: 1. "mash your arms"

.2. "The top of your arms"
1

3. ,"The bottom of your arms" .

4. "Scrub your elbows"

STEP VI

Teach him to resoap his hands and now wash his hands.

411
Cue words: 1. '''lash your

2. "Scrub the backs"
3. "Scrub the palms"
A., "Scrub in between each finder"

STEP VII

Teach him to thoroughly rinse his arms ani hands. Teach him to shake his hands
over the sink to get rid of excess water before he reaches for a towel. Turn
water off - hot water first; then cold.
Cue words: 1. "Rinse. your:arms and hands"

2. "Shake your hands over sink"
3. "Turn off water, hot water first, then cold"

STEP VIII
Teach him to get a towel and dry his armsand hands thoroughly. Re sure he

understands that he may use more than one paper towel to dry with.

STEP IX,
Teach him to throw the paper toel(s) in the wastebasket.
The trainer should ask resident how many times he thinks he should :ash his hands
each lay. If the resident doesn't have an accurate conception it wolie be wise
for the trainer to stress some of the important times:
1. After doing to the bathroom.
2. Before meals.
3. After meals, etc.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINIG CENTER
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FACE UASHEG

This nrocedifre 011 be taught s)), the model ink! nethocl. This means the trainer
will do the activity an say, "Do as I do" and rive the cues.'

3aterials needJr ed: washcloth, soap, towel.

STEP I

The resident should learn to turn the water on. The trainer will saw, "Do as I
do" and model the activity for the resident."
Cue words: 1. "Turn on the water, cold first then hot"

STEP II

next the resident should,iearn to net the washcloth wet. Trainer will say, "Do
as I Jo and model for the resident.
Sue words: 1. "ret your washcloth wet"

It may be a good idea to turn off the water at this point, it probably will 2is-
tract the resident so thtt it will be difficult to net him to follow the cues.

STEP III

Teach the resident to squeeze the water out. Trainer will say, "Do as I do" then
model the step.
Cue words: 1. PSqueeze"

STEP IV

:vow the resident will' learn to put soap on the washcloth and return it to the
tray. Trainer will say, "Do as I do" anJ mojel for the resident.
Cue woris:. 1. "Pick up the soap"

2. "Put soap on the washcloth"
3. "Put the soap back"

STEr V
;;o resident trill belin washing his face, Legin at the forehead and work !own.
Trainer will say, "Do as I do" and model for the resident.
Cue worts: 1. Tash your forehea'"

^. "uash your cheeks"
3. "!!ash around your mouth"
4. "Vash yournose"

STEP VI

1.:.ach the resider-It to again turn on the water and rinse the washcloth. Trajner
mo.'el and say to the resident: "Do as I do".
Cue Words: 1. "Turn on the water, cold first then hot"

2. "Rinse your washcloth"
rain turn off the water to prevent Aistractiv the resident.

9 9
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STEP VII
Teach the residentto squeeze the water out of the washcloth. Trainer model and

say "Do as I-de
Cue words: 1. "Squeeze"

.STEP' VIII

Row the resident should learn to rinse his face. Trainer will model and say,,

"Po as I do."

Cue words: 1. "Rinse around yOur eyes"

2. "Rinse your forehead"
3. "Rinse your cheeks"
4. "Rinse around your mouth"

5. "Rinse your nose"
Repeat Steps VII and VIII until all the soap is removed, from the resident's face.

STEP IX
Teach t e resident to get a towel and dry his face. If a paper towel is used

the resident should learn to throw the to.A1 in the wastebasket. Trainer model

and say,:1Do as I do':

Cue words: 1. "Get a towel"

2. "Dry your face"

3. "Throw the towel in the,wastebaskee OPTIONAL

of-

I
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TOOTHBP.USHING

0 i

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

1 1. *Toothbrush in god condition
2. ,ToothOaste 1

3. towel

4.*. per cup 1

,

5. Ocouthwash OPTIMAL

uBJECTIVE: When teaching the skill.to the resident we want to maintain good

oral hygiene as.well as teach our resident independence in his daily living
skills. In order to maintain good oral hygiene it may be a good idea to only
teach the resif.;ent to. brush one small area of his mouth until he learns to do

it well. IF THIS IS THE CASE, THE TRAINERiWILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR BRUSH,ING THE
REST OF HIS. MOUTH. By doing this, we will be, assured th6 resident is getting
good oral hygiene while he is learning a new Skill.

STEP I
The should check the toothbrush to see if it is in good condition with
no bristles missing. If the resident is capable of doing.this he should be

taught to check his own brush. Aow the resident' should learn to apply tooth-
.

paste to his brush.
%

If the resident does not have.his own toothpaste he should
learn to apply the toothpaste to a piece of paper towel then apply it to the
brush. (IF this is, impractical the trainer will prepare the toothpaste on the
paper towel before the training session). This will eliminate the chance of cross
contamination.

. .

Cue words: 1. "Check your brush" OPTIMAL
.2. "Put toothpaste on your brush" OPTITAL

,

. 3. "Put the can back on the toothpaste" OPTIONAL

STEP II

Teach the resident to put the toothbrush to the outside back and brush the

upper and lower teeth on one side of his mouth Theri have him repeat this on

the other side of his mouth.

.Cue words: 1. "Put the toothbrush to the back of your !-mt:i"

2. "Mow 'rush your teeth" ry

3. "Mow do the other side"
Give the resident as much assistance as he needs at first, gradually fading
-it-out: Teach-the-resident to clear his mouth if necessary

4. "Spit"

STEP In
!:eTt teach the resident to brush the insi.:!es of his'back teeth, top and bottom.

Cue words: 1., !Tut the toothbrush to the back of your mouth"
2. "Now brush your teeth"
3. "Now do the, other si,le

Again the resident should clear his mouth if needed.
4. "Spit"

STEP IV
-!;!ow teach the resident to brush the, insides of the front teeth, 'too and bottom.

Cue words: 1. "V.rush'the inside of,your top front teeth"

2. "Mow brush the inside of your bottom teeth"
Again the resident may haveto.,clear his mouth.

3. "Spit"
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STEP V

Nbw the resident shoul,: brush the outside front top and bottom teeth.,
Cue words: 1. vBrush your stop front teeth"

To brush the bottom front teeth thoPeu%ly you may have toteach the resident
o pull his lower lip out so he is able to get the toothbrush down to the gum

.e. 1. "Pull your lower lip out"
3. "rush your bottom front teeth"

Again'you may have to give assistance gradually fading it out.
4. "Spit". '

STEP VI

Teach the resident to let water and vish it around in his mouth then spit it
out.

0

Cue words: 1. "Rinse your mouth"
A

. "Spit" e

STEP VII

Now the resident should learn totrinse his brush out with cold running water
and return it to the proper place.
Cue words: 1. "):!ash your toothbrush" o

2. "Put your toothbrush away"

,STEP VIII OPTIONAL
Teach the resident to po.jr one capful of mouthwash to one cup of water. He
should learn to replace cap after pouring. Teach him to rinse his mouth as
he did before with plain water.
Cue words:' 1.- "Pour your mouthwash"

2. "Rinse your mouth"

I
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USE OF DEODORANT

PREREQUISITE: Knowledge 4when the best time is to use deodorant: right
after a shower.

EQUIPMENT: .Deodorant

STEP I

Teach the resident how to hold can correctly.
Point out the safety factor of not pointing it towakteyes.

STEP II

Teach,himto hold the can about 6" from hisinderarm.

STEP III

Teach him how much spray is necessary. It should be a continuous spray
to the count of two.

,

It may be necessary for the trainer to J:monstrate onone of the resident's
underarms and then 'have the resident try it on his*othe0,

STEP IV

Teach resident to replace cap on can and return the deodorant to the
proper .place.

Cue words: 1. "Put the cap on the can"

2. "Return the deodorant to the proper place"

I
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USE OF SANITARY NAPKIN

.EQUIP1ENT: Belt, napkin, clean panties and three wash cloths assembled.

NOTE: In some cases Step II and ,III may be taught b foreStepI.

STEP I
0

.

Teach the resident to wash per idealdry well in the pe eal area.
f

. .

1. Teach ,resident to dampen one wasb cloth'in.warM water, applying soap
' to wash,cloth. .(OPTIONAL

2. Teach resident how to cleanse this area assist as necessary.
3. Teach resident how to rinse' this area with cl ar water, and wash cloth.

Be certain all the soap is removed as, this may ause irritation.
4. Teach the resident to dry the area with a dry whsh cloth.

STEP II The girl may be-eithlr standing-or sittingft

Teach the resident how to attach.sanitary napkin to sanitary belt, shield on .

bottom side.' 1

1. Teach resident to fold overlapping end of sane ary napkin by folding oth
sides to center. Resident may .twist at first, trainer will guide.

4

2. Teach resident to place folded end through top slot of belt.
3. 'Teach resident to put folded, same end through ottom slot.
4. Teach resident' to repeat same. procedure on other end.. ,

\,

IIISTEP III
,

Teach resident to put on assembled pelt and. sanitary napkin.
1. Teach resident the proper placement of sanitary napkin on body, assist

as necessary. ,

STEP IV

Disposing of soiled napkins:'
'1

. /

1.-+Teacil resident to wrap soiled napkIn in two paper towels and dispose of
wrapped napkin in proper disposal container. Explain why not to put napkin

. in toj,lt. k

6
STEP V OPTIO NAL

Teach resident to. wash soiled- panties in cold water; rinse wash cloths i'f
necessary and place in appropriate hampers.,
STEP VI
Teach resident when to change sanitary napkin: .

i 1. Teach resident to change napkins at least four times, a day.
a, the getting up in the Morning
b. Before or after lunch
c. At mid-afternoon (before goinglto work or when returninn)

,.

i. At bedtime

t
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Prerequisite:

SHN1POOING

1. The hair must be brbhed,and combed thoroughly.
2. Must have all necessary. equipment.
3. +Just have a clean coriband brush.

Equipment:

si

I -

1. Clean towel.
2: Shampoo f

3. Clean comb and brush.

Teaching this skill, the use of the reverse chain method will be used.
In other words, the aide will do everything in the skill except the last

7 thing to be done. That is what the resident first learns to do.
Example: The last thing you normally do when youshempoo your hair is to

dry it. This. is the first thing the resident will learn.

STEP I

The aide:
4.

1. Turns on the water and regulates the temperature (cold water first; then
hot).

2. Dampens the resident's hair and applies the shampoo.
3. Lathers the resident's' hair.

nA. Washes the resident's hair.
5. Rinses the resident's hair.

The resident:

1. Learns to dry hair.

2. 'Put towel in dirty clothes hamper.

' Cues:

1. "Dry your hair"
2. "Put your towel in the hamper"

STEP II

The aide:

1. Turns on the aters and regulates the temperature (cold water first; then
hot). ---'.\

2. Dampens the resident's hair and applies the shampoo.
t., 3.* Lathers the resident's hair.

4. Washes the resident's hair.

The resident:

1. Learns to rinse hair thoroughly.

2. Dry hair with a towel. r

3. Put towel in the soiledclothes hamper.
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Cues:

1. "Rinseyour hair"
2. "Dry your hair"
3. "Put towel in hamper"

STEP III

The aide:

a I

c?

1. Turns on water and regulates. the
.

temperature (cold water,first;, then hot).
2. Dampens the resident's' hair and applies the shampoo.
3. Lathers the resident's hair.

The resident:

J. Learns to wash hair. She needs to learn to use fingertips and get the
.lather'all over head beginning at the temples and moving up and then to the
back and finally to the top of head.

2. Rinses hair.
3. Dries hair with a towel.,
4. Puts the towel in the hamper.

Cues:

1. "dash your hair"
.2. "Use all tour fingertips"
3. "Start here" (Place resident's fingertips at temples),
4. "Rinse your hair"
5; "Dry your hajr"
6. "Put towel in hamper"

STEP IV

The aide:

1. Turns on the water and-regulates the temperature (cold- water first; then

hot). 4

2. Dampens the resident's hair and applies the shampoo

The resident:

Oarns to lather hair.
2. !'ash h4jr.

3. Rinse hair.

4, Dry hair.

S. Put the towel in the'hamw.

Cues:

1. "Lather your hair'!

2.. "Wash your hair"
3., "Rinse your hair"
4. "Dry your hair"

( . 5. "Put the towel in the hamper"

't

` 1Wi .
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STEP V'

The aid9:
.

1. Turns on the water and regulates the temperature (cold water first; then
hot).

The rerdent:

1. Leans to dampen hair and apply the shampoo. (At this point, she.should be

taught how much shampoo is necessary to get hair clean).
2: Lathers hair.
3. Washes hair.
4. Rinses hair.
5. Dries hair.
6. Nits towel in the hamper.

'"

Cues:

1. "Get your hair wet"
2: "Pour shampoo in your hand''
3. "Lather your hair"

4. "Wash your hair"
5. "Rinse your hair"

' 6. "Dry your hair"
7. "Put towel in hamper"

STEP VI."

The resider:

1. OPTIONAL Learns to turn on the water and regulate the temperature. Teach

her to turn the cold on first then the hot water, then to find the desired

temperature of the water,
2. Dampens hair and applies the shampoo.
3.. Lathers hair.

Washes hair thoroughly -
5. Rinses_hain, ,

6. Dries hair.
7. Puts the/towel in tlfe hamper.

Cues:

1. OPTIONAL/"Turn on the water" (cold first; then hot)

2. "Get your,. hair wet"

3. "Pour shampoo in your hand"
A. "Lather-your hair"

5. "Wash_your hair"

6. "Rinse your hair"

7. "Dry your hair':

8. "Put'the towel in.the hamper"
Jr-
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CARE OF FINGERNiiLS

EQUIPMENT: Brush, sop,clippers or scissors.

' STEP I :

r.

p=1111111

Resident needs to knOw the proper handwashing procedure in order to wash his
hands thoroughly,'
Cue words: 1. "Wash your hands'

STEP

Resident learns to trim fingers on hand he normally does not use. ,He should
be taught to start with the thumb and begin diplping his fingernails at the
side of the nail and working around to the other side. This will take about
.3 cuts per natl. (
Cue words: 1. "Start with your thumb"

2. "Clip the side first"
3. "CliR the top"
4: "Clip the other side"

, STEP III .

Resident learns to rewash his hands, using proper handwashing technique. It .

should be stressed that he use'a brush on each of his,intividual fingers.
Cue woOns: 1. "Wash your handset

"Scrub each finger with yourbrush"
3. "Dry your hands"

STEP IV,.

Resident learns to check his fingernails, and if there are any rough edges, he
should now learn to use an emeey board in order to smooth out the nails so there
are not jagged edges.

'DIABETICS SHO6LDBE RETRED TO THE TR ATJENf CETNER FOR THIS INSTRUCTION

0
't

vs
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CARE OF TOENAILS'
S

The amount of supervision needed for thii procedure wf11, be left to
the trainer's discretion.

. ,

EQUIPMENT: Clippers or scissors

STEP I
.

Rig -Milt: .

1. Should learn to wash feet and scrub lith a brush.
2. Dry the feet thoroughly; check his feet" for sore toes and athelete's foot.

Here he should be taught to look between the toes and under them.
Cue, words; 1. "Hash 'your feet and scrub with a.,

. .,

,2. "Dry your feet"
3. "Look for sore toes",
4. "Look between your toes and under them"

STEP II h.' 4 '
4

Resident whould be tau-ht to start,with thebig toe. He should be taught
that the cut .is strAigtit across the top of the nail. It would 'he best if

the trainer demonstrated this on resident's one foot. Then have resident do.
the other foot.

STEP III
.

Resident ,sbould learn to rescrub his feet and make sure to r,v, certain

1

attentiodto the dead skin around- the toes. Itis felt, that if he uses a
brush it will eliminate this dead skin.

.
,

" -

STEP IV

,Reach resident to dry feet thoroughly!

'*Residents with Diabetes should be referred the the Treatmedt Center for
this instruction.

00.

"\A
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SUAVIM (ELECTRIC RAZOR)

Prerequisite: Face should be clean and dr,oefore starting procedure.

Equipment: electric razor in Mood repair, mirror, pre-shave lotion if

available, aftershave lotion jf available.

STEP I .

1. Teach resident how, to plus,' in-razor: OPTION..
2. Teach resident how to turn razor on and off.
3. Teach resident how to hola razor.

51

STEP I!

If pre-shave lotion isygOing to be used it should be applied. npw. The resi-
dent should be taught hogii much:to use and where to apply it.

Teach resident how to begin shaving, begin with the chin, then under the nose,
than on to the cheek area the neck and finish with the other cheek area.

STEP. III

Mow teach him to check to make sure that he hasn't missed any area. 'days to
have him check have him look at his face in the mirror, and also to feel his
face with his hand to find if he has missed any areas. If he has missed any
areas, have him repeat Step II. If the whole area is missed have him begin
k!ain with the chin area and continue in the systematic way Step II indicates.
Cue words: 1. "Feel your face to see if it is smooth"

STEP IV
1. Have him wash his face. thoroughly. OPTIMAL'
2. leach- himto apply aftershave available). At thig point, 'he ShOuld be
taught how much aftershave is needed and where to apply 'it.
3. Teach him to put the cap back on the b?ttle. .1- 4(

STEP V

1.. Teach the /resident to unplug the razor. RpTIMAL
2. Teach to clean the head thoroughly by using the razor brush.

If the resident is usir9 a r...zor other' than his own, the trainer will be
responsibld for cleaning it according to the nursing procedure manual. .

3. \leach him to return the razor and coreto the appro;riate place.

.

FIY1.1'12- :.,.4TTAL TRAINIMG MITER
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MIRROR CHECK FOR GIRLS

Be sure the resident knows she is looking at herself in the mirror.
Tell her, This is how you,look to me."

STEP I

Have the resident begin her check at her hair.
1. "Is your hair clean?'
2. "Does your haireed combed.? "Or set?"

Go on to her face and neck.
3. "Is your face clean ?"

4. "Did you brush your teeth?"
5. "Is your neck clean?"

STEP II

Have her look at her' hands

1. "Are your hand clear'?"

2: "Do your fingernails need cleaning or cutting?"

STEP III

How have her check her blouse or top .

1. "Does your shirt fit you?"
2. "Are there any buttods missing ?"
3. "Are they buttoned?",

44. Is your blouse tucked in?" (If applicable)

STEP IV

Now have her check her pants.
1. "Do yourants fly?"
2. "Are they long °hough?" "Too long?"

STEP V Alternate Step For Dress

1. "Does your dreis fit?"

2. "Is it the right length?"

-STEP VI

t

Pantyhose, Sogks and Shoes
1, "Do you have any runs in your pantyhose?" "Are they saggy?"

2. "Do your socks match?" "Do they have holes tn them?"

3. "Are your shoes clean?" "Do they'needrepair'?"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER

2/27/74 SS/ds TPC
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HAIR COdBING (BOYS)

EQUIPMENT: A clean comb (OPTIONAL: hair cream)

STEP I

0
Teach the boy the proper wad/ to hold a comb.

to

'a

STEP II'

(OPTIONAL: Teach the .boy to make sure that 411 his hair is Ampened, not
jut on top. If the boy uses hair cream, teach him the correct amount to
apOly.)

STEP' III
I.

Teach him to comb all his hair on top forward from the crown: the sides down'
and the back straight down from the crown in back.

STEP IV
-.,

(OPTIONAL: If the resident has a part teach him to find where

STEP V 'OPTIONAL)
-4)

it'should be.)

Teach him to comb his hair in the twO"directions from the part until smooth,
next be sure his hair in back is combed down and the hair on the sides is
combed.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CEO TER
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REVERSE CHAIN SHO'!ER

STEP I

0 0
THE TRAINER: Turns on shower, aives washcloth to resident, puts him
in the shower, gets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it, and washes
the resident beOnning with his head and working down (face, neck,
arms, hands, chest, underarms, stomach, back, groin area, legs,-feet)

1 rinses, wrinas out the washcloth\

THE RESIDENT: Learns to get out of the shower and put his washcloth
in proper,container.

Cue'words: 1. "SteO out of the shower"

2. "Put the washcloth in the laundry bag"

. STEP II

THE TRAINER: Turns on shower, gives washcloth to resident, puts him
in the .showPr. gets him wet, wets the washcloth and soaps it, and
.4aues.the resident hooinning with his head and working down (face,
neck, arms, hands, c_ hPct, undcdrmS, stomach, back, groin area, legs,
feet) rinses.

THE RESIDENT: Learns t4 squeeze water but of his washcloth, get out
of shower, put his washcloth in proper container.

Cue wordS:1 1. "Squeeze the washcloth"
2. "Step outs f the shower"
3, "Put the washcloth in the laundry bag'

STEP III

.

.THE TRAINER: Turns on shower, gives washcloth to resident, puts him
in the shower, gets hjm wet, wets the washcloth and soaps it, and
washes the resident beginning with his head and working down (face,
neck, arms, hands, chest, underarms, stomach, back, groin area, legs,
feet).

THE'RESIDENT: Learns to rinse all over, wring out his washcloth, get
out of the shower, and put his washcloth in proper container.

. r

Cue words: 1. Minse yourfront"
2. "Turnaround and "rinse yourbadr
3..._"SilueezeXhe washcloth", ,:,...

4. "Stili..odf Oftfie shower"
. .*,

M. "Out the washcloth, in ihe.14166WilAil"

e..

1
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STEP IV

THE TRAINER: Turns on shower, gives washcloth to resident, puts him
in shower, nets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it, and washes the
resident beginning with his head and working_down (face, neck, arms,
hands, chest, underarms, stomach, back, groin area and legs).,

.... THE RESIDENT: Learns to wash his feet, rinse all over wring out his
washcloth, get out of shower,iand put his washcloth in proper container.

Cue words: 1. "Sit down OPTIONAL
2. "Kash your fodt"
3.' "Wash your Other foot"
4. "Stand up" If "sit down" is, used.
5. "Step under the water"
6. , "Rinte your front"

7':4-11,TUrh'Afoilnd and .rinse your back"

8.. 'Squeeze the washcloth"--
9. "Step out of the shower"

"Nit the wasnelOth-fn the laUndryteg"

STEP V

THE TRAIWER: Turns on shower, give$ washcloth to resident, puts him
in the shower, gets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it, and washes
the resident beginning with his head and working down (face, neck,
arms, hands,. chest, underarms, stomach, back, groin area):

THE RESIDENT:" Learns to wash his legs, his feet, rinse all over, wring
put his washcloth, get out of .shower and puts his waschcloth in proper
container.

Cue words: 1. "Sit down" OPTIONAL .

2. "Wash your leg",
3. "Wash your other,', leg"

"Wash your.foot4
5.. "Wash Your-bther foot"
.6. "Stand up" Ws4t-down" i$ used.
7. "Rinse your-front"
8. "Turn around and rinse your back"
9. *,"SOUeeZe the washcloth" 4

.10. "Sep out of the shower"
11% 'Tut the washcloth in the laundry bag"

STEP VI

THE TRAItIER: Turns on shower, gives washcloth to resident, puts him
in shower, gets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it, and washes the
resident beginning with his had and working down (face, neck, arms,
hanr!s, chest, underarms, stomach and back).

THE RESIDENT: Learns to wash his groin area (front and back), wash his
legs, his feet, rinses all over, wrings out his washcloth, gets out
of shower and put his washcloth in proper container.

i
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, Cue words: 1. "!;ash between your legs"
'2. "Wagh your bottom"
3. "Sit 'down" TRTIOAAL--
4. "Wash your leg"
5. "Wash your other leg"

. '6. "Wash, your foot"

7. "Wash your other foot"
8. "Stand up" if "Sit, down" is, use&abeve.
9. "Rinse your front'',

10. "Turn around and rinse your back"
11. 1:Squeeze4he,washcloth"
12. "Step out.of the,shOWer"
13. "Put the washcloth in the laUndry burg

STEP

THE TRAINER: Turns on the shower, gives washcloth to resident, puts
HUI in shower, gets himwet, wets the cloth and soaps it, andlwashes
the resident beginnik with his head and working down (face, neck, arms,
hands).

THE RESIDENT: Learns to wash his chest, underarms, stomach, and back,
groin area, legs, feet, nose, wring out his cloth, get out of shower
and put his washcloth in proper container.

Cue words: 1. "Wash under your arm"
2. "Wash under your other arm"
3. "Wash-between ydur. legs!!

"Wash-your'bottom"
5. "Sit down" ,OPTIONAL
6. "Wash yourAeg
7. "Wash your other ltg"
8. "Wash your foot"
9. "Wash your other foot" '

10. "Stand up" if ,"sit down" is used.
11. "Rinse your 'front!!

12. "Turn, around and rinse your back"
13. "Squeeze the washdloth"
14. "Step out of the shower",
15.'b "Put washcloth in the laundry bag"

STEP VIII

THE TRAINER: Turns on the shower, gives washcloth, to resident, puts
him in the shower, gets him wet,, wets the cloth and soaps it, washes
the resident beginninq with his head and working down (face, neck, arms,
hands).

THE RESIDEHT: Learns to wash his chest, underarms, stomach, back,
groin area, legs, feett Then to rinse his chest, underarms, 'back, groin
area, legs, feet, wring out his cloth, get out of shower and put his
washcloth in proper container.

11 5



Cue words:
+

STEP IX

1. "Posh your chest"

.2. "Wish- Wider YOut.:,arm"4"-----

3. "Wish .under= your other .-ar'Oec

4. "Nash your s'tomach"-
5. "Wash between yoqr_legs"
6.' "Wash your bottom"/
7. "Sit:down" OPTIONAL
8.. "Wash your leg" /

9. ''"WaOryour Other
'leg":10. ,"Wa'sh yoUr foot"-

11. "WaififYoUr iitheelrocyt"

12.- "Stand. up" if " it down" is-used.
13. "Rinse your fr

11

14. "Rurri 41'ouhd apd.,Hhte your baCk".
15. "Squeeze thelwashcloth"
16. "Step out of ,theshower"
17. "Put the westidIAN ibelauhdry-bag"

THE TRAINER: Turns on the /shower, gives washcloth to resident, puts
him in shower, gets him. wft, wets the,cloth and soaps it, washes the

resident, beginning with his head and working.down (face, neck, rinse,
resoap, lather, arms and shoulders).

THE RESIDEF'Ft: Learns to wash his arm, chest, linOerarms, stomac,back,
groin area,,legs and glet, wring clothxget out of shower and put his
washcloth in proper container.

Cue' words: 1. "Hash'oele arm" ,

2. "Wa0,yo4r,chest"
3. -114i WunderY0Or:atie,
4. ."Wiish under your oth6r

5. Nash your stomach" "
,.6. 114A -between 'your legs"

7. Wyoar,bOttom!'
8. "5,1t downR -OPTIONAL

9.

10. "Wash your other:16g!
11. NUM] -your. foot"

12. "Wasq,YOU'etither foot "'
13. "Stand up!'' -

14. "Stepunderwiiter'=' ..

15. "Rinse dour, ft.0,1-1V,

_16. "TOFmArolind,:and,:rinSO4o0' back

17. "Sclue0,, ,the yashdloth"
13. msto .out 'Of the shower"
19. "Put the washcloth in they 'dry bag"

STEP X

THE TRAINER: Turns on the shower, gives washcltoh

4
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STEP X

THE TRAIOER: Turns on the sho!qer, gives washcloth to resident, puts

him in shower, gets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it and washes
the resident beginning with his head and working down (face, neck,
one am). r .

THE RESIDENT: Learns to wash other arm, hands, chest, underarms, stomach,
wring out his cloth, pet out of shower and put his washcloth in proper
ogntainer.e.."

words:. 1. "!rash Your other arm:- front and back"1
2. "Hash your chest"
3. "Wash under.your arm"
4. ,"Wash uhder.your.other, arm"
5. "Wash your stomach"
6. 'mash between your legs"
7. "Wash your bottom"
C. "Wash your leg"
9. "Nash your othei- leg"'

10. "Wash your. foot"

`11. ""ash youn otheP foot"
12. "Rinse your front"
13. ?Turn around - rinse your back"
14. "Squeeze the washcloth"
15. "Step'out of the shower"
16. "Put the washcloth in the laundrY bag"

STEP XI

4

,THE TRAIrER: Turns on the shower, gives the washcloth to resident, puts
him in shower, pets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it an washes his
face, neck,

THE RESIDErT: Learns to wash his arms, hands, then wash his chest, under-
arms, back, proin area,IMegS an:: feet, wring out his cloth, get out of
shower and pdt his washcloth in proper container.

Cue words: 1. "Hash your hands!
2. "Wash Your arm"
3. "Nash your other arm"
4. 'Iasi your chest"
5. "Nash under your arm"
5. "Wash under your other arm"

7. "Wash your stomach"
8. "Wash your bottom"
9. "Wash between your legs"

10. "Wash your leg"
11. "Nash your other lea"
12. "Wash your foot"

11. "Wash your other foot"
14. "Rinse_your front"
15. "Turn-aromi - rinse your back"
16. "Squeeze the washcloth"
17. "Step out of the shower"
11. "Put the'washcloth in the launery bag"

5



TUB BATHING II

EflUIPmEHT NEEDED:
Towel

Washcloth
Soap
Shower cap
Bath brush
Cleaning cloth
Cleanser
Deodorant

Bath talc, splash Cologne, etc.

STEP I

Resident:-\-
1. Learns to bring equipment to the
2: Leahis to close plug and turn on water (cold water first:, then hot).
3. Learns to undress while tub is filling. .

4. Puts on shower cap:

5. -Learns ktest water before stepping
Cue words: 1. "Close the plug"'%-

2. "Turn on the water (cold
3. "Put your shower cap on
4. "Test the water"

STEP II

into tub.

water first; then hot)"'

"Be certain all your hair is covered"

lb

Resid.ot should be taught to enter 1<tub carefully to, avoid accidents. Pe
should learn to wash his face, nose, neck and ears. He should pay particular
attention to the hair-line,

Cue words: 1.- "Wash your face"
2. "Wash your nose" .

3. "Wash your neck and ears'
.4. "Wash around your hair line"
5, "Now rinse your face, nose, neck and ears"

Again he should resoap his washcloth, return the soap to the soapdish. Now
he is ready to continue +hashing. The next part of his body to be washed is his
shoulders, arms, underarms, chest, stomach and back.
Cite words: 1. "Wash your shoulders and arms"

2. "Wash your chest, underarms and elbows"
3. "Het your bath brush and put on the soap"
4. "Wash your back"
5. "Now rinse"

Again he should resoap his washcloth and return the, soap to .the soapdish.

'!ow he is ready to Continue washing., Vow he if; to wash his legs, and groin
area, front and back. Resident'should be taught to raise right side.of his
body and then left side when washing aroin area. A good deal of emphhsis
should be put on this area of bathing.
Cue words*: 1. "Wash your legs"

2. "Wash the groin area, front and bac k" "Raise your right side,
now the left side"

3. "Ygw rinse"

:!ow he should resoap his washcloth and return the soap to the soapdish.
He now continues washing ills feet, the bottoms, the tops and between the toes,
his heels and rinse.

111 8
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Cue, words: 1. "Wash your feet, the'bottoms, tops and between your toes"
2. "Wash your heels and ankles"
3. "now.rinse"

Mow he should wring out his washcloth.
Cue words: . "Wring out your washcloth"

STEP III I

Resident learns how to aet out of tub in a manner to avoid accidents.
Now he starts to dry himself. He should start from the top down.
The areas he should pay pirticular attention to are: the underarms, the 1.Pck,.
ears, groin areas and his feet. Next he applies deodorant and bath ted.. .

Cue words: 1. "Start with your face 'and work down" .

.2. "Dry your ears (imide and back)"
3. "Dry your underaiii,
e.. "Dry your back" . -

5. "Dry your groin area (front and back)"
6. "Dry your feet, especially between your toes"
7. "Put on your deodorant ""
3. "Put on your bath talc"

Emphasize and giVe social rewards for cleanliness and nice smell, as many
residents have never learned the importance of being clean and smellinfrnice.

After resident is eressed, he should use the cleanser and cloth to clean
the bathtub. Stress that each resident should clean the tub after their use.
The resident should pick up his soiled laundry and put it in the hamper.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up your laundey"

2. "Take them ttlt4 hamper"
3. "Put them in. the correct hat per"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AM TRAINING CENTER
3/20/74 TPC SS/ds
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EQUIPMENT HEEDED:*
1,4 Towel

,
. i

2. 'Washcloth
,

3. Soap
1

4.. Shampoo - Clean towel for hair OPTIOiL
5. Clean clothing or robe

. .

S H Cri E P,

STEP I

Resident;
1. Learns to bring equipment to the shower roam
2. Leahs to undress and deposit clothes in soiled clothes hamper Unless

he has undressed in the dorm.
3. Learns to enter the shOwer area in walk only.
4. Learns to'turn,on shower, cold water first then hot. (If facilities do

not allow the res4dent to do this the trainer will turn the water\on.)
Cue words: I. '"Turn the water on, cold first then hot"

0

STEP II OPTIONAL

If hair isto be washed in the shower this should be done first: The resident
should apply the shampoo and wash his hair.
Cue words: 1. "Get your, hair wet"

2. "Put si.campoo onyour hair" Trainer assist et first.
3. "Wash sour hair" Trainer assist at firtt.
4. "Wow nse your hair"

STEP III

Hots the resident is ready to begfneashing. He should learn to qetsoap
on the washcloth a'nd vash his face, nose, neck and ears.
Cue words: 1. "Get vet" AI

2. "Get your washclotitmet"
3. "Soap your washclot6":, ., , ,

4. "Now vash your face, 60'4,, ned(and ears"
5. "Rinse your face, nqsej heWand:ears"

2

STEP IV . . .

The resident should resoap his washcloth and wash his hands, arms, shoulders,
underarms, stomach, beck and legs.
Cue'erds: 1. "Soap your washcloth"

. , .2. "Wash your' hands"

3. "WasJi4our arms and shoulders"
4. Nas]kyour underarMs and stomach"
5. "Watf;your back"
G. "qasi your legs., front -and back"

-A

STEP, V

Again he should resoaa and wash between his legs, bottom and feet payinci,
particular attention to between the toes.
Cue words: 1. "Resoep your washcloth"

2. "Wash between your legs"
3. "Wash !our bottom"
4. "Wash your feet"
5. "Wash Letwebn your toes"

I( -s0
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STEP VI

rNow the resident shoul'i rinse his body thoroughly, !:'ring out his washcloth
step out of the shower.

Cue words: 1. "Rinse" .

2. "tiring out yourTashclyth"
3, "Ste' out of the .shotler",

STEP VII

Hext he should turn Of the shmer hot. water first then the cold. (If this
is not possible, the-trainer will turn off.the water.)
Cue words: 1. "Turn off the water, hot first, then cold" -,

STEP VIII
4 .

learns to dry himself thoroughly. He should start drying
down. The areas he should'be,especially aware of drying thoroughly
(especially behind the ears), the underarms, the back, the groin

the toe. He should learn to deposit his washcloth and towel
before dressing. ,

1. "Dry yourself thoroughly"
2. "Start with your head and work down"
3. "Dry behind your ears"
4. "Dry your underarms" ' "
5. "Dry your back"
,
0. "Dry your legs and your bottom" -
7. "Dry your feet - get between the toes.
il
(... "Put your towel and washcloth in the hamper"

itcw the resident

from the top
are the head
area and between
in the hamper
Cue words:

STEP IX

Applying deodorant. .
, .

Resident should be familiar with theleodOrant procedure; this is merely
chaining the two skills together.
Cue words: 1. "Put your deodorant on"

2
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REVERSEeATM TOOTHBRUSHING

4

r

This skill is taught by the use of reverse chain, this mdanssthe last step
of toothbrushing is taught first; the trainer does everything hutthe last
step. 'Th4t is what the resident first learns to do.' %

4

Example: The last thing you normally do when brushing your teeth is put the
brush away.. This is the first thing the,resident Will learn,.

STEP. I

The trainer:
1. Takes the toothb from the rack.
2. Puts toothpaste on he toothbrush.
3. Brushes the,tratner s teeth.
4. Gives water to the resident (.the resident will swallow it; allow this

at this time).. .
5. Rinses the toothbrush undercold water.

The resident:
1. Returns the toothbrush to the rack.

. Cue words: 1. "Put your toothbrush on the rack"

STEP II .

The trainer: .

1. Takes the toothbrush from the rack.
2. Puts toothpaste on the toothbrush.
3. Brushes teeth.

r

4. Gives water to the resident.

Th resident:
1. Rinses the toothbrush.
2. Returhs toothbrush to the.rack.
Cue words: 1.. "Rinse your toothbrush" (Assist the.cesident)

2. "Put your toothbrush on the rack"

STEP III

The trainer: s

1. Takes the toothbrush' from the racks
2. kts toothpast' en, the toothbrush:
3. Brushes the reiidcnt's teeth.

The resident:
1. Tapes water and holds it in his mouth, then spits it out.
2. rimes toothbrush under, cold water.
3. .Rri.zurns the toothbrush to the rack. <

.

At this s.;ep the :;:'%4eni. (.nald leern to empty his mouth (spit).
, Stay at this 1:1:,; I.:n.6! ',z reo O' it.

Cue words: 1. "Pt! I tii "1!-:, ,,n yc.ur mouth" .,
2. "Mol,.1 i:-

3. " Moll spit"

4. "Rir4e your toothbrush"

"ijut your toothbrush back on the rack"

.4
i'0
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.

Cue worlds: 1. "Put the toothbrush in your mouth" 6' '

d-

(3uide his hand and move toward, gong cheek).
.

. n
... ,...

2. flow close your teeth". I s\
. ,.'

3. "flow brush" (Guide his hand). i , /
. .,

Next the resident sho d brushlthe inside of the teeth using the s'atle
.

strubbinemotion, start ng on ,the 14ck, continuing, around to the other

Aside. 1

Cue words: 1. ;Tut you toothbrush on the inside. of teeth"

'('Guide thg resident's hand to inside of'teeth).

- . 2. 'Now brush" ,
0

'1

STEP IV

The trainer:

,--,,,,T. Takes. thetbothbru5h from the rack. 7

k 1 2. Puts the toothpaste on. the toothbrush.
..

\

f

The resideA: . /
--)'

..
f / o

1 1. grushesi.the teeth. "
I 2: Rinses mouth. .

.
.

. .

'3% 4i uses his toothbr.ush4 t

. .

$.. Returns...the toothbruth to the rack.I._ .

I
1

...........

i
A .

C ii I . .. '' 0 4*/
%1k .

i
Pig resident should tie tauflht to insertthe,toothbrUsh along cheek to

/
. le.

back teeth. A flow he iliould cltillp his. teeth together and then begin

fom back to frorit using/a scrubbing motion. He shoald 1)0 .

.

r ,taught to work his way from one sItte,mrounti front, continuing around

'`o other side of mouth. Stress the-importafiae of brushing every tooth.

Repeat this procedure for thq top teeth. ,
,.,

I

.
., . S. .

Next the resident should brush the surfaces. of the teeth u ing the same

scrubbing motion, ./

Cue words: 1. "Brush your teeth"
,

(Guide the resident's harkd using the scrubbing motion).

2. "Spit" (Give the resident a cup of water).

3. "Rinse our mouth" \ .

1:-
. 4. "Rinse your toothbrush"

5. Tut your - toothbrush on the race

STEP V -

The'trainer:

1. Takes the toothbrush from the rack.

The resident:

1. Applies toothpaste to the toothbrush.

2. Brushes his teeth.

3. Rinses 11i s mouth.'

4. Rinses the toothbrush.

5. Returns the toothbrush to the rack:

Cue words: 1. -"Put the toothpaste on the

2. "Brush your teeth" .

3. "Rinse your mouth"

'4. "Rinse your. toothbrush"

5. "Put your toothbrush on th6:rack"
e-

4

,f

1

Y"
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STEP VII

The resident:
, 1.* Takes the toothbrush from the rack.

2. Applies toothpaste to the toothbrush.
3. Brushes his teeth.
4. Rinses his mouth.
5. Rinses his toothbrush.
6. Puts his toothbrush on the rack.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up your toothbrush" (Help him choose correct one):

2. "Put toothpaste on your toothbrush"
3. "Brush your teeth"
4. "Rinse your mouth"
5.. "Rinse your toothbrush"
6. "Put your toothbrush on the ratk"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL. AND TRAINING CENTER

t, 3/26/74 TPC SS /cls
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TOWEL DRYING AFTER BATH OR SHOWER

NOTE: This procedure is taught as a rzparate skill, not at the same time as
bath or shower.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Clean towel.,

STEP I

Teach the resident to pick 0 his
Cue words: 1. "Pick up your towel"

STEP II

Teach the resident to dry, his hair.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your hair"

STEP III

Teach the resident td,dry his face and ears.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your face.

2. "Dry' your ears"
3. "Dry your niettN.

STEP IV

Teach the resident to dry his arms and shoulders and 'underarms.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your thoulder"

2. "Dry yoUrarm"
3. "dry under your rm"
4. "Dry your other shoulder"
5. "Dry your other arm"
6. "Dry under your other arm "

STEP V f

TiEEFthe resident to dry his chest and stomach.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your chest"

2. "Dry your stomach"

4

STEP VI

leach the resident to dry his back
Trainer places towel around shoulders of residents moves towel across
back in a back and forth Motion.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your back"

STEP.VII

Teach the resident-to dry his groin area.
Cue yards: 1. "Dry your bottom"

2. "Dry betweeb your legs"

STEP VIII

Teach the resident to dry his leas-.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your leg, front and back"'

2. "Dry your other leg, front and back"

\ STEP IX

) TiYa7The resident to dry hissfeet. Have him'sit on a bench or on the floor

Ili in order to dry his feet thoroughly.
Cue words: 1. "Dry your foot"

2. "Dry in between your toes"
pe

3, "Dry your other foot"
4. "Dry between the toes" 12ti

FAIRVIN HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER 3/20/7,1 TPC SS/ds
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STEP X :

THE TRAINER: Turns on the shower, gives washclOth to resident, puts
him in shower, gets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it, and washes
the resident beginning with his head and working-down (face, neck,

one arm).

THE RESIDENT: Learns to wash oilier arm, hands; chest, undp,rarMs, stomach,

, wring Out his cloth, get out of shower and put his washcl6th"in proper
container.

"Cqe.words: 1. "Wash your,Other arm.-'frOnt and back"
2. "Wash Your chest"

3. "Wash ander, your arm"

4: "Wash under your. other arm"

5. "Wash your stomach"
6. "Wash between your legs"

. 7. -"Wash your bottom"
8. "Wash your leg"

9. "Wash your other leg
- 10. "Wash your foot"

11. "Wash your other foot"
12. "Rihse your front"

13. "Turn around - rinse your back"

14. "Squeeze the washcloth"
"Step out of the shower"

16: "Put the,washclothin the laundry bag"

STEP XI

THE TRAINER: Turns on the shoWer, gives the washcloth to resident, puts
him in shower, gets him wet, wets the cloth and soaps it ant' washes his

face, neck,

THE RESIDENT: Learns to wash his arms, hands, then wash his chest, under-
arms, back, groin .area, legs and feet, wring out his cloth, get out of

shower and put his washcloth in proper container.

Cu p words: 1. "Wash your hands'.

2. "Wash your arm"

3. "Wash your other arm"

4. "Wash your chest$
5. "Wash under your arm"

6. ."Vash under your other arm"

7. "Wash your stomach"
8. "Wash your bottom"

9. "Wash between your legs"

10. "Wash your leg"
11. "Wash your other leg"
12. "Wash your foot"

11. "Hash your other foot:"

14. "Rinse your frOnt"
15., "Turn around - rinse your back"

16. "Squeeze the washcloth"

17. "Step out of the shower"

18. "Put the washcloth in the laundry bag"

5



STEP XII.

THE TRAINER:" Turns on the shower, gives the washcloth to resident,
0 nuts him in shower, pets him wet, wets the cloth, soaps it, and

'makes a lather.

TOE RESIDENT: Learns to wash his face, ears,neck then to rinse.
Resoap cloth, wash his arms, shoulders, and hands, then rinse, re-
'soap and wash his chest, underarms, stomach, back, groin area, legs
and feet. Then rinse, wring out his washcloth and put it in proper
container.

, 4

Cue words: 1. "Wash your face"
2. "Wash your ears"
3. "Wash your neck"
4. "Wash your arm"

. 5. "Wash othet arm"
6. "Wash your chest"
7. "Wash under your arm"
8. "Wash under other arm"

"Wash your stomach"
10. "Wash between your legs"
11. "Wash your bottom''.
12. "Wash,your leg"
13. "Wash 'your other leg"
14. "Wash your foot°,
15. "Wash your other foot"
16. "Rinse your front"
7 "Turn around -.rinse.your babk"
18. "Squeeze washcloth"
19. "Step out of shower"
20. "Put'washcloth in laundry bag"

STEP XIII

4.

THE TRAINER: Turns on the shower, gives the washcloth to resident, punts
him in shower, gets him wet, wets the cloth.,,

THE RESIDENT: Learns to soap the cloth, wash his face, ears, neck, then
rinse. Resoap cloth, Make a lather, wash his arms, shoulders, and hands,
then rinse. Resoap, wash his chest, underarms, stomach, back, groin area,
legs and feet, then rinse. Wring out-his washcloth and get out of the
shower and put washcloth in proper container. Q

Cue words: 1. "Soap your washcloth"
2. /"Wash your face"
3. "Wash your ears"
P.. "Hash your neck - front and back"
5. "Turn around - rinse your bagk"
6. "Wash your arm"
7. "Wash other arm"

"Wash your hands"
9. "Wash your chest"

10. "Nash under your arm
11. "Wash under your other arm"
12. "Wash your stomach"

6
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13. "Wash between your legs" .

14. "Wash your bottom"
15. "Wash your leg"

16. "Hash your other leg"

17: 'Wash your foot"

18. "Wash your other foot"

19. "Rinse your front"

20. "Turn around - rinse your back"

21. "Squeeze washcloth"

22. "Step out of shower"

23. "Put washcloth in laundry bag"

STEP XIV

THE.TRAINER: Turns'on.the shower:

THE RESIDENT.: Learns to get his washcloth, go into the shower, get wet,
get his washcloth wet, soap his cloth, and bathe himself with the trainer
giving verbal, cues only. An

Cue words:. 1. "Pick up your washclOth"

'2. "Step into the shower"

3. "Get your washcloth wet"
4.. "Soap your washcloth"

5. "Wash your face"
6. "Wash your ears"
7.. "Wash your ned"
8. "Wash your arm"
9. "Wash your other arm"

10. "Wash your hands"
11. "Wash your chest"

A

12. "Wash under your arm"
13.' "Wash your stomach"
15. "Wash between your le,gs"

16.s' "Wash your, bottom"

17. "Wash your leg"

18. "Wash your other leg"
19. "Wash your foot"

20. "Wash your other foot" ,

21. "Rinse Your front"

22. "Turn around - rinse your back"

23. "Squeeze washcloth"

24. "Step out of shower"

25. "Put washcloth jh laundry tag"

4111, FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
10/1/7/: TPC SS/ds
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NOTE: Shampooing is separate do not teach the two skills at the same
time.

When teaching this skill the trainer may have to 'riysically guide the resident
through the step. Do not go' to a new step until the previoui step has been
learned.

Equipment needed: towel, soap, washcloth and shampoo.

The train::: assembles the, equipment. place soap and washcloth on tub ledge.
Fill the tub with water:

STEP I

Teach the resident to get into the tub, assist if necessary.
Cue words: 1. "Get into the tub"
Allow the resident to do it' alone if he is able otterwise assist as needed.

STEP II

Teach the resident to pick up the washcloth. Assist if necessary, if the
resident is able to do it alone, allow him to.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up your washcloth"

,STEP III

Teach the resident t6'get the washcloth wet.
Cue words: 1. "Get your washcloth wet"
If the residentis able to do it alone, allow him to do so.

!sl'EP IV

Teach the resident to pick up the soap.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up the soap"
If the resident is able to do it al6.1e, allow him to do so.

STEP V

'teach the resident to put soap on the washcloth.
Cue words: 1. "Put soap on the washcloth"
Give assistance as needed.

STEP VI ./

Tiich the resident to wash his face, nose, neck and ears,
Cue words: 1. "'Ash your face"

2. "Nash your nose"
3. "Wash your neck and ears"

Allcw the child to do as much as possible.

STEP VII

Teach the residerft to rinse his washcloth in the water.
Cue words: 1. "Rinse your washcloth"

STEP VIII

Teach the resident to rinse his face, nose, neck and ears.
Cue words: 1. "Rinse your face"

2. "Rinse your nose"
3. "Rinse your neck and ears"

Allow the resident to do as much as he can. IA 9



STEPAX
resident,must resoap his washcloth and wash his shoulders, arms,

underarms, chest, stomach, elbows and back.
Cue words: 1. "Wastryour shouleers and arms"

2. "Wash your chest; stomach, underarms and elbows"
3. ,"Wash your bac"'
/. 'mow rinse"

STEP X

TEiTiSident must resoap.the washcloth and wash his legs and groin area, front .

and back.

(le words: 1. "Hash your legs"
2. "Hash your bottom and between your legs"
3. "ow rinse"

STEP XI

The resident must resoap the washcloth and wash his feet.
Cue words: 1. "Hash your feet"

2. "Vash in between your toes"
Give assistance as needed.

STEP XII

Teach the resident to wring out his washcloth and place on tub ledge, pull
the plug and get out of the tub.
Demonstrate,the wringing action,
Cue wrods: 1. "Wring out your washcloth"

2, "Pull the plug"
3. "Get out of the tub"

Allow the resident to do as much as possible.

STEP XIII ,

Have the resident pick up
him to dry himself.

Cue words: 1. "Dry your
2. "Dry your
3. "Dry your
A. "Dry your
5. "Dry your
6. "Dry your
7. "Dry your
F. "Dry your

ti

a towel if necessary, hand him a towel and tell

face"

ears"
neck"

arms,and.underarms"
stomach"

beck"

bOttom and between your legs"

legs and feet, between your toes"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AMO TRAINING CENTER
3/20/7< IPC SS/ds
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BEGINNING FACE WASHING

STEP I

Hand the washcloth to the resident and tell him to wash
.his face.

Cue words: "Wash your fac"

STEP II

The trainer will take a washcloth fr.& the pan, hand. it to
the resident tna tell him to wash around his eyes.

Cue words: "Wash around your eyes"

STEP III

Teach the resident tO*wash his nose.
Cue words: "Wash your nose"

STEP IV

Teach the resident to wash around his mouth.
Cue words: "Wash around.your mouth"

STEP V

Teach the resident to wash his neck and ears.
Cue words: "Wash your neck and ears" Optional

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
TPC SS/BL/ds 1/75



BEGINNING HAND WASHING

STEP I

The trainer will take a washdloth'from the pan and hand it
to the resident. Teach the resident to wash.the backs of his
hands.

Cue words: "Wash the backs of your hands"

STEP.II

Teach the resident to wash the palms of his. hands.
Cue words: "Wash the palms of your hands"

A
STEP III.

Teaching the resident to wash between his fingers.
Cue words: "Wash between your fingers"

STEP IV

Hand the resident a washcloth and tell him to wash his hands.
Cue words: "Wash your hands"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
TPC SS/BL/ds 1/75



MIRROR CHECK FOR BOYS

Be sure the resident knows he is looking at himself in the mirror. Tell him,

"This is how you look'ook to me." 4

STEP I

e

Have the resident begin his check at his head.
1. "Is your hair clean?" "Do you need to comb it?" "Do you need a haircut?"
2. "It your face clean?" "Do you need a shave?" "Do your teeth need brushed?"

"Is your neck clean?"

STEP II

Have the resident look at his hands.
1. "Are your hands clean ? ". 4.

2. "Do your fingernails need cleaning or cutting?"

STEP III

Now have the resident check his' shirt.
1. "Does your shirt fit you?" "Is it clean?"
2. "Are there any buttons missing?'
3. "Are your, buttons buttoned?"
4. "Is your shirt tucked in?" (This applies only if he is wearing a shirt

that must be tucked in.)

'STEP IV

Now have the resident check his pails.
/

1. "Are your pants cleah?" .4 .

2. "Do they fit you?" "Areethey.too long or too short?"
3. "Is your zipper zipped ?' or buttons buttoned.

4. "Does your belt'fit you?"

STEP V,

The resident should check his shoes and socks..
1. "Are your socks Clean?" "Do they match?"
2. "Are your shoes clean?", "Polished?",

3. "Do your laces match?" "Are they tied?"

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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HAIR BRUSHING (GIRLS).

PREREQUISITE: The.girl should have her own brush and it should be clean.

STEP.I

Teach the girl the proper way,tp,:hold.her'brdth.

.STEP II

Teach the girl to brush her ha 11. .0qm the &mit to the back and then from
the sides to the back.t

STEP III .

Teach her to then brush her hair toward her eyes. Make sure she gets all
the snarliand rats out of her hair, and then have her brush it back again.

STEP IV

Teach her to brush her hair back into the style it is.worn;

4

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
3/8/74 TPC SS/ds
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CLEANING OF COMB AND BRUSH

STEP I

1. Teach resident to use comb to clean hair out of brush.
2: Teach resident to put warm water in a container or sink, and

add a small. amount of soap.
3. Place comb and brush in the solution,
4. Swish the comb and brush around a few times in the solution,

then let ti soak about 10 minutes.

o. .
STEP II

1. 'Aftdr the ten mfnutes, teach him to rinse his,comb and brush in
cold'runding water.

2. Teach him to dryihis brush and comb with a paper towel.

STEP III

beach resident that he should,wash his comb and brush at least every
time he shampoos his hair. He should be washing his hair whild comb
and brush is soaking.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
3/26/74 TPC SS/ds
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SHOE CARE

EQUIPMENT:
. 1. Shoe polish (paste'or liquid)

2. Applicator
3. Rags - one damp rag and newspaper
4. Shoe laces, if needed.

STEP I

Teach the resident to gatherdthe necessary equipment.

STEP II

Teach the resident that he takes his shoes off to clean theli.

W c -.
1

STEP III ,,

1. Teach the resident to spread newspapers on the table, hOirace shoes
on table.

2, Have him remove shoestrings. :. ....

3. Teach him.to take a dampyag and clean the dirt off his shoes.

STEP IV

Teach him to check shoes for repairs, and if new laces are needed.
Cue words: 1. "Check the soles"

STEP V

Teach resident to make sure he has right color of polish. Teach him how to
apply poll . Teach him how much polish to use, how to hold the shoe, and .

where to pply the polish.

STEP V,

4

TeaCh/resident to not shine a shoe until the polish is dry.

/STEP VII

Teach him to shine the shoe.

STEP VIII

Teach him that now is the time the laces are put back in.

STEP IX

Teach resident to clean up his mess. Teach him to return polish to appropriate
place, throw the newspapers in the garbage, throw all soiled rags in garbage.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
3/8/74 TPC SS/ds
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CLOTHES SELKTIOH

'COLOR:

Teach resident that black;brown, green and white are colors that any other
colors go with. Teach resident to avoid colors that clash.

I

UndOsirable,combinations:

Teach residents,that stripes and fleral designs do not go together too well.
Teach him that prints and prints do not go well together. Teach resident that
girls scarves are not be be used for neckties, nor are they to be used for belts

Teach resident not to combine casual dress with formal dress.

For example: 'Jeans, sports shirt and necktie.

Appropriate dress for appropriate oftasions:

Play: Cut-offs, T-shirts, olderclothing, no dress shoes.

School.and town: jeans in good repair and clean.
shirts - not just a T-shirt
wash and wear pants and shirts
no old sweat shirts

Appropriate shoes for time of Year.

For girls: school and town - slacks, dresses, skirts,, blouses, pants,
appropriate shoes for the time of year.

Job interviews and dating:

Goys - ties, dress shirts, slacks, polished dress shoes, suit or s or
jacket (optional).

girls - nice dress, skirt, blouse, pantyhose, polished dress shoes, nice coat,
no wind breakers or ski jackets.

S
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SELECTION OF CLOTHING ON COTTAGEACCORDING TO SIZE -Boys

410 qt,22...1

Begin with the shirt.

'' a.Measure the resident for size. (Small, medium r large).

b. Teach the resident what small, medium and large looks like, and then have
him determine what size he wears by allowing him to try on one of each.

c. Always use a mirror. Introduce extra-large only if needed.

d. Teach the resident where in the garment to find his size.

Step2.

-\ Slacks

a. 'Measure the resident's waist and inseam. Always use a mirror.

b. Teach the resident where his waist is. (Hipbone)

c. Teach resident what/Eis numbers are. For example:. 30-30 and how to

recognize it.

d. Telg-resident where his size is kept and where to look for the size

numbers in the slacks.

e. Teach the resident to put on nlacks end to check in the mirror.

Cues: 1. "Find your waist"
2. "Find the top of your pants"
3. "Do they match?" Yes or no.

4. "Find your ankles"
' 5. "Is your ankle covered?" Yes or no.

f. Teach resident that if the top of his pants is at the uaistline and if his

ankles are covered, then his pants are well-fitting.

Step 3

TAhlria

a. Teach the resident to check.to see what size undershirt he wears.

b. Teach him to find this out by tryin, on a small, medium or larva size and
ask him which size he wears.

c. Have hia check in front Qf the mirror to determine what size fits hint.

1

1



Cues:.

1. "Is it -long enough?"

2. "Where are your shoulder seams ?"
3.- "Are they on your shoulders?"

.Step 4

0

Briefs

a. Teach resident to check to see what size he wears by tating on the small,
medium and large sizes.

b. Teach him to check in the mirror to see how they fit in'the waist
and legs and comfort.

Step 5

Socks

a. Teach the resident to measure the sock against his.foot.

b. Show him where the heel of. the sock should be and if he has enough room

for his entire foot.

.r`
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SHAVING GIRLS LUIS

Equipment: electric razor.

STEP I

. 1. Teach the girl to look and see if her legs need to be shaved.
.2. Teach her to plug the razor in.
3. Teach her how to turn the razor off and on.

STEP II

1. Teach the girl to find a comfortable position. Some find it more com-
fortable standing; others sitting.

2. Tech the girl 'to begin with her ankle and to work up to the knee, and
then back 'own to the ankle. Continue all the way around the leg in this
fashion..

3. Have her take special note of knee area and around the ankle area. In

soMe cases the trainer will have to shave one of the girl's legs and have
her do the other.

STEP III

Teach her to check her leg to make sure she has it completely shaved.
Wtion may be applied now if desired.

STEP IV

1. Teach her to unplug the razor.
2. Clean the heads thoroughly.

3. Return the razor and cord to the appropriate place.

1111
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%MAP swim

STEP I

TEFCFthe resident to get the needed items or shaving underarms:
a. 'Electric razor
b. Powder and puff

c. Two washcloths and a towel
d. Soap

e. Deodorant

STEP II

Teach the resident to wash her underarms with a soapy washcloth, rinse well
and dry with a towel.

STEP III

Tecch the resident to use the powder or a puff tq her underarms to help the
razor glide over the freshly washed area.

STEP IV

Teach the resident to plug in her razor. Explain the need to be careful so
as not to injure herself. Show her how to work the on and off switch. Show
her how to hold the razor.

411
.. STEP V

Teach the resident by using a mirror to shave her underarms. Tell her.to move
the razor in an up and down motion across the undJrarm area until all the hair
is removed. 'Then one underarm is finished tell her to go on to, tie other arm.
Explain to her that this should be done at least once a week and more often if
needed.

STEP VI

Teach the resident to clean the razor by using a brushy,

STEP VII

Teach the resident to use her deodorant after she has cleaned her razor. If

she is bothered by the deodorant stinging, it may be applied before shaving,
or she should ,choose a type,of non-sting deodorant which may be purchased,
any store or-the canteen.

STEP VIII

Teach the resident to return the equipment to the proper place.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AMD TRAIMM CEMTER
3/1n/74 TPC SS/ds
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HAIRSETTIrn

Prerequisite: Girl should be able to independently shaTpoo her hair.
She should have a clean comb and brush, an the comb should be a rattail comb.

Equipment:
Rollers

Rattail comb and brush
Waveset.

In teaching this skill, the use of the reverse chain method will be used.
In other words, the trainer will do everything in the skill, except the last
thing to be done. That is what the resident learns fil'st. Example:. The last
thing you do when setting your hair is fasten the roller. This is the thing
the resident learns first. It is also .deemed necessary tha:t the girl begin

tlearning to set someone else's hair, rather than her own.

STEP I

The trainer

1. Combs the hair forward from the crown.
2. Hakes a straight part across from the crown down to the ears.
3. Applies the waveset, if desired.
4. Parts off the appropriate amount of hair and combs it straight up.
S. Jets the hair started on the roller.
6. Rolls the hair completely onto the roller.
7. Holds the roller in place.

The resideht:

1. Learns to fasten the roller.
Cue words: "Fasten the roller"

STEP Il

9.

The trainer:

1. Cubs the hair forWard from the crown. .

2. Hakes a straight part across from the crown
3. Applies the waveset.
I. Parts off the appropriate amount of hair and
5. Gets the hair started on the roller.
6. Finishes rolling the hair onto the roller.

The resident:

1. kerns to hold the roller.
1. Fasten the roll t.
Cue words: "Hold the rolTer"

"Fasten the roller"

and down to the ears.

combs it straight up.



Page 2 - Hairsetting

STEP III

The trainer:

1-. Combs the hair forward from co& crown..
2. flakes the Straight'part across from the crown and down to the ears.
3. Applies the waveset, if desired.
4. Parts off the appropriate amount of hair and combs it straight up.
5. Gets the hair started on the roller.

The resident: 0

1. Learns to finish rolling the hair onto the roller.
2. 'Holds the roller.
3. Fastens the roller. '

Cue words: 1. "Finish rolling hair"
2. "Hold the roller"
3. "Fasten the ruler"

STEP IV

The trainer:

1. Combs the hair forwani from the crown.
2. Makes.a straight part across fru the crqwn,and down to the ears.
3. Applies the waveset. ,1

4. Parts-Off the appropriate amount of hair and combs it straight up.

The resident:

1. Learns to.get the hair started on the roller.
2. Finishes rclling the hair onto the roller.
3. Holds the roller.
4. Fastens the roller.
Cue words: 1. "Start the hair on the roller"

2. "Finish rolling hair"
3. "Hold the roller"
4. "Fasten the roller"

4 ,

STEP V

The trainer:

1. Combs the hair forward frci the crown.

2. Hakes a straight part across from the crown down to the earS.
3. Applies the waveset.

The resident:

1. Learns to part off the appropriate amountlof hair and comb it straight up.
2. Gets the hair started on the roller.
3. Finishes rolling the hair onto.the roller.
1. Holds the roller.
5. Fastens the roller.
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Page 3- Nairsetting
4%.

Cue words: 1. "Part off enough hair" (to roil)

2. "Comb it straight up"
3. "Start haion roller"
4. "Finish rolling hair"
5. "Fasten the rollve"

'STEP VI

The trainer:

1. Combs the hair forward from the crown.

2. Applies the waveso.

I

The resident:

1. Learns to make part straight across the cru., irld down to the ears.

2. Parts the side.

3. Parts off appropriate amount of hair and combs it straight,

4. Gets hair started on the roller.

5. Finishes rolling hair on rol.ler.

6. Holds the roller.

7. Fastens roller.

Cue words: 1. "flake the part across here (aide wi

to be made) .and dom to ears"

L. '!Pin the hair back so you can keep

3. ";!ow part the sides" (Trainer will

be made)

4. "Part off enough hair to roll"

J. "Comb it straight up"

6. "Start hair on roller ",

7. "Finish rolling hair"

3. "flcild the roller"

9. "Fasten the roller" J

STEP VII

,Tire trainer:

Combs the hair forward from the crown.

The resident: .

11 indicate where part is

the part straight"
indicate where parts ffire to

1. Learns to apply appropriate amount of blaveset.

2. Hake a straight part across rom the crown and down to the ears.

3. 'learns to part the side.

4. Learns to' part off appropriate amount of hair and comb it straight up.

5. Gets the hair started on the roller.

C. Finishes "Nlling the hair on the roller.

7. Holds the ebller.

S. Fastens the roller,
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Cue words: 1. "Comb your hair forOard from here"
.

2. 'Make the part across here" (aide indicates where part should
be) "and down to ears"

3. "Pin the hair back'.
'4. "NoWpart the siL4-1s"
5. "Part off enough hair to roll"
6. "Comb it straight up"
7. "Start hair on roller"
8. "Finigh rolling hair"
9. "Hold, the roller"

10. "Fasten the roller"

STEP VIII

The resident"
/,

1. Learns to comb the hair forward from the crown.
2. Apply the appropriate "amount of waveset.
3. Make a straight part across from the crown and down to the ears.
4. Learns to part the sides.

5.' Part off the appropriate amount of hair ant comb it straight up.
6. Learns to get the hair started on the roller.
7. Finishes' rolling the hair onto the roller.
3.' Holds the roller.
9. Fastens the roller.

Cue words: 1. "tomb your hair forward from here.' (Trainer indicates the
crown area)

2. "Put the waveset on,your hair"
3. "Make the part across here (crown area) and down to the ears"

"Pin the hair back"
5. "Now part the Nies"
E. "Part off enough hair to roll"
7. "Comb it straigiot up"
8. "Start hair on roller"
9. "Finish rolling hair"

10. "Hdld the roller"
.11. "Fasten the roller"

FAIRVIEW WOSPITAL AND TRAINING CEIITER
3/11/74 SS/ds TPC
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USE OF HAIRSPRAY

Prerequisite: Resident must be able to style hair..

STEP I

1. Tedch resident that hairspray is to be applied only afterhair is
combed or brushed into desired style.

STEP II

1. Teach the resident how to hold the can and press the button.
2. Stress the importance of not pointing can towards the eyes.

CO

STEP III

1. Teach resident to hold can about f or 3 inches away from bead.
2. Teach her to spray the top first, then the sides, then back and then

the front.
3. Teach resident to protect her eyes when spraying the front with.her

free hand.

M
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USE OF COITIEfiCIAL WASHER ANDeYER AT LAUNDRAMAT

PREREQUISITE: Ability to distinguish coins; recognize a few words, IE:

hot, cold, 10t, etc. and be familiar with the Use of 'Asher Procedure.

STEP I
TO1-5the resident to sort his laundry as reguired,in the clothes sorting

procedure. This may be done before pin,' to the laundramat.

STEP II

Teach the resident to determine hoill An? machine loads he will have. Remember,

teach the resident to not overcrowd the washer just as in the use of the washer
procedure. r

STEP LII"
fiTach the resident to determine the amount of change needed to operate machines.
If more change is needed, teach the resident how to get ,Change from one of the
money ;hanger machines.

STEP IV
Teach. the resident to select the correct water temperature. Teach him to use

cold water as much as possible.

STEP V-

7Tiathe resident to take the clothes to the washers, set them down and put
the correct a.muntof money in the coin sfots to start machines.

STEP VI
reach the resident to put the clothes in the washer'and close the lid.

STEP VII
Teach the resident to wait until the light goes out before opening theid of
the washer.

STEP VIII
Teach the resident by using the baskets provided by the laundramat to remove
the clothing from the washer and wheel to the dryer, place in the dryer, shaking
the articles loosely to untangle them.

STEP IX
Teach the resident to put the correct coin in, the slotand turn the handle to

start the machine.

STEP X
15Rtithe resident ±o check the clothing when the dryer stops to determine if
it is dry. If not,tthe resident should learn torepeat the cycle again. If

the clothing is dry, it should be removed from the dryer and folded to prevent
excessive wrinkling. Again the resident may use the baskets on wheels pro-

vided by the laundramat.

MOTE: An important thing for the resident to learn when using the laundramat
is to wait his turn And be polite to others using the facilities too. For

example: he may wipe hp his spills, take care when pouring his detergent so
as to not make a mess.

\
FAIRVIEN HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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FOLDA SHIRTS

STEP I

1 . ,Teach the resident to lay the shirt on a flat surface (front "side 0)- .

STEP II . ,

beach the resident to fold the shirt in half length-wise by bringing one
sleeve over to meet the other.

STEP III.

1. Teach the resident to fold sleeves so that bottom of long sleeves meet

the bottom of the shirt.

STEP IV
1. Teach the itesident to aid shirt from bottom of shirt in half again.

2. Teach the resident to place folded shirt in clothing cupboard.

FAIRVIE!4 HOSPITAL AND TRAMS UTTER
5/74 TPC SS/ds
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FOLDING BRAS
I .

STEP I
.

Teach the girl to,check bras for needed repairs.

STEP II

Teach the girl to fold bra in half,' placing one cup inside the other.

STEP III

Teach her next to fold it in half again,tucking straps inside.

STEP IV

Teach her to put folded bras in clothing cupboard.

FAIRVIEI! HOSPITAL AND TRAIVING CENTER
5/74 SS/ds TPC
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FOLDING DRESS SHIRTS

STEP I

beach the resident to button:all the buttons on the shirt.

STEP LI

the resident to lay the shirt down, sleeves out-stretched og a
'flat surface.

' STEP 4.I I

beach the resident to fold sleeve across shirt even with Onoosite side
. of shirt.

STEP IV
1. Teach the resident to bring sleeve back half way so cliff comes to edge of

shirt.

STEP V

1. Teach the resident to repeat steps III and IV with other sleeve, or if
needed the trainer may model the first sleeve and allow the resident to
do second sleeve.

STEP VI

1. Teach the resident to fold both sides to meet center of st14.

STEP VII
1. Teach the resident to fold tail of shirt half way towards neck ofshirt.

STEP VIII
1. Teach the resident to fold,agairr, finished folded shirt should have

buttons down center.
2. Teach the resident to place folded shirt in clothing cupboard.

FAIRVIF" HOSPITAL AM TRAINING CENTER
5/74 TPC SS/ds
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'CLOTHES CHECK AND CLOSET CLFAVING

STEP I

Teach the resident to sort clothing according to kind, 'example: all knit

shirts.together, all pants together, sweaters together, socks, nderwear, etc.

STEP II

Teach the rcsident to check each article for. needed repairs. Check points for

all articlet
' 1: Be sure they are their own.

2. Be sure they are clean.
3. Check for ripped seams or tears.
4. Check zippers.

S. Check for missing or loose buttons.
6. Check buttonholes.

. : 7. Check hems on shirts, blouses, skirts and dresses, also pant
cuffs.

8. Check elastic'on all underwear.
. 9. Check bra hooks and straps.
10. Check socks for holes.
11. 'Check pockets on trousers.

12. Check shoestrinps. .

13. Check shoe soles for holes and tops for worn spots.

STEP III
Teach the resident to place each folded article on a shelf in his closet,
making sure he keeps each kind together. A

STEP IV
Teach the resident to place all miscellaneous articles together on a shelf.

STEP V

Teach the resident to hang all dresses skirts, shirts with buttons and pants

with creases on hangers and hangers all hanaing the same direction in the

closet. Keep empty hangers at end of rack.

'STEP VI
Teach the resident to place all shoes neatly topether on the floor of the
closet.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL Amn TRAINING CENTER
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HANGING UP A COAT

STEP I
Have the resident remove his coat.
Cue words:' 1. "Take' off your coat"

2. "Hold ybur coat by the collar"
:Trainer model.

STEP II

Have the resident pick up a hanger.
Cue words: 1. "Pick up a hanger"
Traner model to resident correct way to hold hanper (the top of hanger).

STEP III

Show the resident how to put the hanner in one sleeve of coat. ,

Cue words: 1. "Put the hanger in the sleeve",

STEP IV

Show the resident to hold coat and hanger in one hand.,
Cue words: 1. "Hold your coat"

STEP V

Have the residqpt put the other side of coat onto hanger.
Cue words; 1. :"Put the hanger in the other sleeve"

STEP VI

Show the resident how to hang coat on'the rack.
Cue words: 1. "Hang up your coat"

FAIRVItt4 HOSPITAL AHD TRAIINil CENTER
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FOLDING T-SHIRTS

STEP I

Mach resident to turn shirt right side out if necessary.

STEP_Il

Teach resident to lay shirt on the table front'side down.

STEP III

Teac.h resident to fold, bottom of shirt up to the top of shirt (folding shirt
1

in half)_ t.

STEP IV

Teach resident to fold one side of shirt to middle.

STf-.1, V

7aach resident to fold other side over to center, overlapping other side.

STEP vt

Teach resident to' place folded shirt in clothing, cupboard.

HOSPYTAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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STEP I

FOLDING SHORTS OR PANTIES

Teach'resident to turn shorts (Panties) right side out if necessary.

STEP II

Teach resident to lay shorts (panties) front side dohm on table.

STEP III

Teach resident to fold shorts (panties) bottom up to the waistband.

STEP IV

Teach resident to fold one side over to the middle.

STEP V

Teach resident to fold other side over to the middle overlapping one side.

STEP VI

Teach resident to place folded shorts (panties) in clothing cupboard.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRADING CEUER
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FOLDING TROUSEnS

FOR JEAN TYPE PANTS WIT STEPS I Am II

STEP -I

1. Teach the resident what a crease is and what a seam is.

STEP II

17. Teach the resident to identify the seams on each of the pant legs and
put them together.

2. Now teach him to bring both leas together.
3. The trainer will model this for the resident to enable him to understand

what he is to do.

STEP III

1. Teach the resident to lay pants on a flat surface, a table or bed, etc.

STEP IV

1. Teach the 'resident to fold the pants in half.
2. Vow have him fold in half again.

III STEP V
1.

each the resident to place the folOed pants in the clothing cupboard

FAIRVIEU HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CEVTER
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FOLDIT, SLIPS

STEP I

leadh the resident to turn the slip right side out and lay flat on a
surface front side up. Teach her to smooth the wrinkles out.

STEP II

Teach the resident to fold the bodice (just under the arm holes) toward
hemline'. or lace.

STEP III

Teach the resident to fold one side toward center.

STEP IV.

Teach the resident to fold the second side toward center overlapping the
first fold.

STEP V

Q6Eresident to fold hem or lace of slip toward center approximately 1/3.

STEP VI

Teach the resident to fold top down overlapping bottom fold.

STEP VII

Teach the resident to place folded slip in clothing cupboard.

4
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FOLDING SOCKS

sTEP I

Teach the resident to separate socks according to color.

STEP II

Teach resident to find pairs of socks from the different colors.

STEP-III

each the resident to lay one sock flat on the table.

STEP IV 1

Teach resident to lay second sock on top of first sock matching the tops.

STEP V

Teach theresident to fold.the tops down making a cuff:

STEP VI

Teach the resident to place folded socks in the clothing cupboard.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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PROPEP 'ISE OF HANGING OF CLOTHING
PANTS .

STEP I

17.--Tch resident what types of pants are to be hung, and what types are
to be folded. For example: pants to be hung - slacks, suit pants, any
pants with creases, capris, etc. Pants to be folded - jeans, cut offs,
shorts.

STEP II
. Teach the resident what a crease is and what a seam is.

STEP III

TTTiEll the resident to identify the seams on each of the pant legs and
put them together, now teach him to brina both legs toaether.

2.. Trainer will most likely need to model this step.

STEP IV
1. Teach the resident to lay nants on a flat surface. For example:

> table, bed, ironina board, etc.
21 Now teach the resident to slide bottom of hanger under pant legs to

the crotch.
1. Vow have the resident nick up the, hanger and place it on the rod.
4. The trainer will most likely need. to model this step.

411
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HANGING SHIRTS OR PLOHSES

STEP.I

Teach resident what types of shirts and blouses are to be hung, and which ones
are to be folded. For example: shirts to be hung - buttoned shirts, buttoned
blouses. Shirts to be folded - t-shirts, sweaters, knit shirts.

STEP II

each the resident to nick up the hanger and with the other hand pick up the
shirt by the collar.

STEP III
. Teach the resident to slide corner of the hanger through the neck to the

sleeve of the shirt.
2. Teach him to hang onto the collar of the shirt and hanger with one hand.

Nith the free hand, taach him to slip the other,sleeve on the corner of
the hanger.

STEP IV.

Teach the resident to lay shirt on a flat surface. For example: bed: table,
ironing hoard, etc. Teach him to button the top button, and then hang the
hanger on the rod in the closet.

4"
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SORTING OF CLOTNNG
(BEFORE VASHINn)

STEP I*
Teach the resident to gather up all of his soiled clothinn.

.<

STEP II
T7-76ich him to separate clothing into.separate colors - dark, light, and

white.

2. Phite clothes should be. sorted alone, pale colors (pastels) should he
sorted and put together, dark colors can be put together (such as blues,

blacks and, greens).
3. Red alone. .

STEP III
Resident should he taught that wool materials should not be washed in the

machine. If washed, should*be done by hand in lukewarm water and mild soap.

FAIRVIEt! HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CnTER
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USE OF WASHER II

STEP I

Teach the resident the proper sorting 'of .clothing.
1. 'Whites sorted separately (example:, cotton bras, anklets, panties,

. shorts, and T-shirts together).
.;

2. Colored cottons together.
3. Colored nylons and wash and wear together:
4. Jeans and dark colored clothes together.
5. Check and empty pockets.

STEP II

Teach resident to check clothing for stains; if stained demonstrate soaking
or rinsing with cold water before putting into washer.

STEP III
1. Teach the resident to.open door Of machine.
2. Teach resident to place the appropriate amount of sorted laundry in the

washer, Explain the,reasonsfor,'not overloading the machine.

STEP IV

beach the resident the approximate amount of deteygent to use in washer
depending upon washer and type of detergent; 1/2 to 1 cup depending
upon type.of washer or detergent.

2. Explain to the resident the dSe of bleach. Teach him to dse'the correct
amount, 1/2 to 1-cup; explain that bleach is not used for all laundry.

STEP V

Teach the resident to close the door of the washer and, to select the proper
water temperature. Explain the reasons for using hot, cold, and warm water
to wash with.

STEP VI

Teach the resident to turn the washer on. Explain the different settings on
the washer.

STEP VII

Teach the resident to not open the door of washer until the cycle 'has been
completed.

STEP VIII

Teach the resident to wait until washer stops to remove clothing. Explain
to the resident that an average washing cycle takes approximately 1/2 hour.

FfTVIE0 HOSPITAL AHD MINING CENT-a
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USE OF DASHER I

PREREQUISITE: Ability to sort clothing.

STEP I

Teach the resident to identify water temperature selector, start and stop
dial.

STEP II

Teach the resident that white clothes are to be washed in hot water; all other
clothing may be washed in warm or cold water. Teach resident that he bleaches
white clothes only.

STEP III

Teach resident to place appropriate amount of lothing in the washing rachine,
stressing the importance of not overloading it

STEP IV

Teach resident to put appropriate amount of soap in the machine - one cup
per load. Teach him to close the lid of the machine.

STEP V

Teach resident now to make sure the water temperature is correct. Teach him
to turn.the dial to fill. or start. Teach resident that if washing machine is
a front loader,'it should never be opened when running.

STEP VI

If bleach is to be used, teach the resident that it should be put in after
the washer is filled with water. Ope cup of bleach to a load of whiTiErothes.

STEP VII'

Teach resident not to remove clothing until the washer his run the full cycle
and the dial is on "off".

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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USE OF DRYER II

STEP I

Teach the resident to check and clean the lint trap before
of wash in the dryer. Explain to resident that doing this

-machine running in better condition longer.

putting a load
will keep the

STEP'II

lii5The resident how to open the dryer before unloading the washer.

STEP III

Tea the resident why to dry only one
more than one load in may cause damage
to load the dryer /then allow him to do
must be .closed before turning on the m

load at a time, explain that putting

to the dryer. Show the resident how
it. Explain that the door of dryer

achine.

STEP IV

Teac the resident how to operate the dryer by:
1. Selecting the proper temperature, explaining reasons for different temp.
2. Seclectjng the proper length of time for the load, explaining the differ-

ent settings for various types of clothing.

STEP V

Teach theresident to wait until dryer has stopped before opening the door of
the dryer. Teach the resident to feel the clothes to see if they are dry (if
they are not dry explain to the resident he must reset the control and let it
run through another cycle). If clothing is dry, remove it from dryer and fold.

'STEP VI

Teach the resident to again check and clean the lint trap.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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USE OF THE DRYER I

STEP I

Teach the resident to recognize and identify all buttons and, knobs on the
dryer. Explain to him what regular, heavy, wash & wear, and delicate mean,
and what types of clothing are dried on eactieefTEIT:

STEP II

"Teach the resident not to dry clothing that has not completed the entire
washing cycle.

STEP III

Teach the resident to separate the wet clothing before putting it into the
dryer.

STEP IV

Teach the resident to close the door and push the appropriate selector
button (regular, heavy, wash & wear, delicate) and turn the timer on to
the appropriate setting. Teach resident that for the following loads what the
approximate length of time should be: Example:

heavy load - approximately 60 minutes
regular - 40 minutes
wash A wear - 30 minutes
delicate - 30 minutes

STEP V

Teach the resident to check the time that he should be down to get his clothes
and be there when his time has expire. Teach him to empty the lint trap and
immediately take care of clean clothes.%

FAIRVIEW HOSPJTAL POD TRATH'.G CFPTER
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SEWING ON BUTTONS

EQUIPMENT: Big-eyed needle, thread, button and garment.'

STEP I

TTTeach resident hoW to select the appropriate color of thread.
2. Teach him to select appropriate, button size and color.
3. Teach him the right and wrong side of'button.

STEP II

TeTail'esident to take about 18 inches of thread. Teach resident how to

thread the needle.
1. Mold thread in c:ominant.hand.
2. Needle in other hand.
3. Hold needle and thread about eye level.
4. Put thread through eye of needle.

STEP III

Teach resident to double the thread and tie a knot.

STEP IV

1. Teach the resident to put needle through appropriate place on garment on

/- the underside and pull it through.
2. Now have him place the needle through the hole in the button.
3. Teach him that the needle should be placed halfway through the hole.

. before he is to let go of the bottom of the needle, and then take hold of the

top in order to finish pulling it through the hole.
4. Teach resident to now guide the button down to the garment with the other
hand.

STEP V

T--Teach resident to put needle down through the other hole and pull it
through.

2. Teach him then to put needle through the underside of the material and
through the buttonholes and pull it up through. .

3. Repeat until button is secure.

STEP VI

1. Teach him to tie a knot in the thread close to the button on the underside
of the garment.
2. Teach him to.break or cut the remaining thread.

410 FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER 1 0.r-
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IRONING

STEP I

teach the resident how to set up an ironing board. If adjustable, teach

him how to set to a comfortable position, approximately waist :1iyh.
2. Teach the resident how and when the iron is to be filled with water.
3. Teach him to"always set the iron up, never flat.
4. Teach the resident the different settings, and what they are used for.
6. Teach resident how to plug the iron in and turn it on.
6. Teach him to wait approximately five minutes for the iron to heat.
(for permapress, set the dial midway).

STEP II
1. Teach resident to begin ironing a flat piece of-material such as a
handkerchief or pillowcase.

2. Have him smooth the material out before he begins ironing.
3. At this point stress the importance of keeping his free hand out of the
way of the iron.'

4. Teach resident to move the iron slowly over the material.

STEP III

-1. Teach resident to iron the facing of the shirt or blouse first, on the
inside of the shirt front.,

2. Next teach him to iron the yoke. Have him fold the shirt along the

bottom seam Of the yoke, then place the shirt flat on the ironing board.

STEP IV

1. Teach resident to iron the front of the shirt, buttonhole side first.

Teach him to place the shirt so the end of the ironing board goes into the

sleeve, and the top of the shirt is flat on the bbard.

2. Teach him to take the shirt off the board and then place the shirt front

lengthwise on the bpard. Have' him iron from the outside to the body of the shirt

3. Then teach ,him 6 move to the back and then iron the back completely before

moving on.

4. Vow teach him to iron the, front of the shirt on the'button side, using the

same procedure as he did on the buttonhole side.

STEP V
Teach resident to iron sleeVes. If long sleeves, teach him to iron the

cuffs first, both sides of the cuffs; inside first, then outside. Then.lhe

sleeves.

STEP VI

1. Teach resident to iron collar; backside first, then front.

2. Teach him to hang up the shirt or bouse.

3. Teach him to shut off OP iron control.

4. Teach himAo unplug the iron.
5. Teach him to leave the iron on the board until it is cool.

6. Now teach him to wind the cord'around the iron and return it to the proper

place.

7. Teach the resident also to take the'board down and to put it in ils

proper place.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL MID TRAINING CENTER
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DRESS OR SKIRT HEMMING

PREREQUISITE.: Resident should be able to sew on buttons; be able to cut
material and be able to iron.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Ironing board, iron, tape measure, pins, needle and thread
(tae color of the garment to be hemmed) and scissors. A seam ripper and a hem

marker would be handy.

STEP I
A

each the resident to gather up all of the above mentionedequipment.
.

STEP II
TeaEhThe resident to take out the existing thread at the hem. This may be

done by using a seam ripper or snipping the thread with the scissors, special
care should be taken so as hot to accidentally cut the material.

STEP III
Teach the resident to press out the old hem with a steam iron.

STEP. IV

iTtTrris point the trainer should measure and pin the garment up at the desired
length. Mark with tailor chalk or thread along dge where material is turned.

up, then drop down and measure 21/2 inches from chalk line and place masking tape,

- the tape will make a guide for the resident to cut by.

STEP V...

Tiiathe resident to .cut off,the excess material. Be sure to allow for 1/2,

inch turn under and good hem,.2 inches for most fabrics.

STEP VI
T77iTch the resident now to place the garMent on the ironing board and
remove the pins.

,

2. Teach'the resident to turn the material over 1/2 inch and press.

3. Teach the resident to turnAgain 2 inches and press.

STEP VII
Now teach the resident to place pins in the folded hem so that she may sew it.

, Places to put pins: the-seams, center front, center back and sides.

STEP VIII
Now the resident is ready to thread the needle with a single thi-ead and knot it.

STEP IX or

Now the resident is,ready to. begin the actual hemming. \

1. Teach'her,to place the point of the needle, attfie edge of the hemline and
push it through the bottom piece of the material and up through tHe top of the

material then pull the thread all the way through.
2. How have the resident run the needTe'through the top laye of the material,
and 'pull it all the way through again.

3. Continue this process all the way around the garment.



STEP X
Teach the resident now that the entire garment has been hemmed, to tie a knot

and cut the excess thread with scissors.

STEP XI
Teach the resident to. remove all the pins and press the garment.

STEP )(a
Teach the resident to replace all the equipment used to it's appropriate place.

2
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DUSTING

EQUIPMENT: Clean cloths, furniture DC/list', (water, path optional).

STEP I

Teach the resident to assemble all equipment before he begins.

STEP II

Teach the resident to remove all objects on the area to be dusted.

STEP III -- OPTIONAL

Teach the resident to wipe off area with damp cloth to remove marks and
stains.

STEP IVOPTIONAL'

Teach the resident to dry off damn area with a clean, dry cloth.

STEP V

Teach the resident to apply one capful of furniture polish to a dry
cloth or spray on polish from areosal can. Trainer may do this part of
skill if resident is not capable of doing it.
Teach him to rub the cloth over the area.
Ted& the resident to wine up the excess polish with his clean, dry cloth.

STEP

Teach the resident to nolish gently with a clean, dry cloth.

STEP VII

Teach the resident to return all enuipment to the appropriate place.

FAIRVIE POSPITAL AND TRAINIMG CENTER
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POPPING POPCORN

Equipment needed: Electric Pop-a-Lu T)-..pcorn machine
%1

coconut oil or peanut

oil, salt and popcorn.

STEP I
Teach residents to plug cord into wall outlet.

Cue words: 1. "Plug in the machine"

STEP II
Teach residents to turn all switches on machine ON.

Cue words: 1. "Turn on the switches"

STEP III
Teach residents
batch.

Cue words: 1.

2.

to measure oil and pour into kettle. Use 1/3 cup of oil per

liMeasure the oil into the cup"

"Pour the oil into the kettle"

STEP IV
Teach the residents to measure the corn and pour into the kettle. Use 8 ounces

of popcorn.

Cue words: 1. "Measure the popcorn"

2. "Pour it into the kettle"

3. "Close the lid on the kettle"

111

STEP V
Teach the residents to prepare the next batch of popcorn for the kettle so
they can have it ready when the first batch is done.

Cue words: 1. "Get the next cup ready"

STEP VI
Teach the residents to dump popped corn out of kettle when it has finished

popping.

Cue words: 1. "Dump the popped corn"'

STEP VII
Teach the residents to fill sacks of popcorn for the other residents to eat.

Cue words: 1. Till the sacks"

STEP VIII
Teach the residents to turn OFF switches and unplug electrical cord when

finished popping corn.

Cue words: 1. 'Turn off the switches"

2. "Unplug the cord"

STEP IX
Teach the residents how to clean machine kettle when cool.
Thorough cleaning of machine will be done by aide.

1110
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WSMOPPING

ETIPMENT NEEDED: dustpan, dustmop, radiator brush and a wastebasket.
I

STEP I
a. Teach the resident to get all of the equipment.
b. Teach the resident to put the dustmon head on if necessary. Trainer will

assist as necessary gradually fading the amount of assistance given.
Cue words: OPTIONAL

1. "Get the dustmop"
2. "Get the dustpan"
3. "get the radiator brush"
. "Get the wastebasket"
5. "Put the dustmop head on"

STEP II

Now teach the resident to take all enuipment to the area to he dustmopned.
Cue words: OPTIONAL

1. "Take the eouipment to the
.

STEP III
a. Teach the resident to move all the furniture on one side or area of

room.

b. Teach the resident to benin dustmoppinn at the wall and work out from
there

c. The O. rt should be swept up to a nearby wall so as not to scatter it.
Cue ,words: 1. 'love the furniture"

Show him where to move it.
2. "Start dustmonninn next to the wall"
3. "Sweep the dirt against the wall"

Choose one wall for this purpose. It should he close
to the area being dustmopped.

$ E0 IV

/reach the resident to gently shake dust from dustmop.

/STEP V

low teach the resident to continue cleaning the rest of the room moving
/ furniture if necessary.

STEP VI

Teach the resident to pick UP the dirt with a radiator brush and dustpan and
put it in the wastebasket.

Cue words: OPTIMAL
1. "Pick un the dirt"
2. "Put it in the wastebasket"

STEP VII

Teach the resident to return equipment.
Cue words: 1. "Put the equipment away"

FAIRVIEH HOSPITAL' AND TRAINING CEt!TC!'
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WETMOPPING

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Clean mop, pail, castor, wringer, water, *solution, cloth
to clean corners, if needed.

*It will be the trainer's.responsibility to pour solutions or if the resident
pours solutions it will be done only with the trainer's suoervison.

STEP I

Teach the resident first what equipment Ps needed and how to put the empty
pail on the castor.
Cue words:, OPTIONAL 1. "Get the mop"

2. "Get the pail"
3. Me-L.0e castor"
4. "Get tErWringer"

STEP II

Teach the resident to fill nail 1/2 full of water and place on the castor.
Cue words: OPTIONAL 1. "Fill the bucket 1/2 full"

. 2. "Put the bucket on the castor"

STEP III
a. Teach the resident to place the wringer on the pail so that it is in the
center of the pail.
b. Then show the resident how to put the wringer handle in the wringer if it
is the detachable kind.
Cue words: OPTIONAL 1. "Put the wringer on the pail"

2. "Put the handle in the wringer"

STEP IV

TheT-Faner will pour the cleaning solution OR THE TRAINER HILL SUPERVISE THE
POURING.

Cue words: OPTIONAL 1. "Pour the cleaning solution"

Be sure he knows just how much to use. DON'T FORGET TO PuT THE SOLUTION IN
LOCKED CUPBOARD.

STEP V

Teach the resident to take all equipment to, the area'to be mopped.
Cue words: OPTIONAL 1. "Take the mon and bucket to the ."

STEP VI
a. Teach resident to place mop in water.
b. Teach resident to then place the wet map in the wringer and squeeze the
excess water out of the moo.
Cue words: OPTIONAL 1. "Get the Por,.wet",

2. Nring out the mop"

STEP VII
a. Pesident should then he taught to start mopping furthest from the doorway.
b. Teach him to moo first along one corner of the baseboard, using a back
and forth motion.
c. Then proceed to the rest of the corner area. (The trainer shows resident
how to Nam corners of the room with the moo or use the cloths gathered for
this purpose).

17'
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d. Teach him to mop only a small area at a time, usina a forward and back-
ward motion with the mop.

e. Teach him to rinse the moo out after moonina a small area. Reneat until
-.entire 4rea is mopped.

Modeling this part probably will he the simplest way to teach the resident
how to do it.

STEP VIII
a. Teach the resident to empty water in the utility sink, rinse bucket with

clear water, rinse sink and put away equipment to the appropriate place.
b. Teach him to also clean the mops and hang them in the proper place.
c. Teach him to clean the utility sink.

.

Cue words: OPTIONAL 1. "Empty the mop water in the utility sink"
2. "Rinse the bucket out"
3. "Put, the bucket away"
4. "Rinse the mop"
5. "Rinse the sink"
6. Nanq the moo un"

FAIRVIEw HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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SWEEPING.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Straw broom, dustpan, and radiator brush.

STEP I .

Trainer accompany the resident to cleaning closet. Teach the resident to
assemble the equipment.
Cue words: -l. "Get the broom"

2. "Get the dustpan"
3. "Get the adiator brush"

STEP II

In order to teach the resident where to place the dirt when sweeping, place
square.of tape in the center of the floor. The resident should sweep the

dirt-in that direction.

STEP III

Teach the resident how to use the broom. Say to the resident "I am going to
show you how to sweep." It may be necessary to model the holding and action
of the broom. Start with short stroke with the broom on the floor; lift the
broom from that area,take one step back: return broom to floor: repeat the
process. rlegin at baseboard in the corner.

STEP IV

Teach the resident to step into area just swept with back to the corner; trainer
model first then allow resident to do.
Place broom to rinht side; lower broom to Floor

:, take a short stroke, step
forward; repeat this Process - sweepinn dirt to middle of room. Continue on
in this manner to all sections of room moving the dirt to the center of the
room into marked off square.

STEP V

Teach the resident to net the dustpan and radiator brush and sweep the dirt
into it. Aaain the trainer will model this process first, then allow the
resident to do it.

STEP VI

Teach the resilent to dump the dirt in. the appropriate place beino careful not
to spill it.

STEP VII

Teach the resident to return the eauipment to the proper place.

DOTE: WEN THE RESIDEPT IS CAPABLE OF SHEEPIrl THE DIPT INTO THE CENTER OF THE
ROOM IT HILL NOT BE NECESSARY TO TAPE OFF A SO"AlF.THIS IS ONLY AN AID FOR THE
RESIDENT TO OFTER1INE DIRTY FROM CLEAN.

FAIPVIFII HOSPITAL. AND TRAING CTFR
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BEDMAKING

EQUIPMENT: 1 mattress and (optional), 2 sheets, I blanket, 1 bedspread,
a pillow and a pillow case.

STEP I

..

Bottom sheet: teach resident to unfold sheet and place it evenly on the bed.
Resident should be taught that the sheet should be even with the foot of the
mattress with all the excess at the head of the bed. Teach. resident to tuck
sheet in at head of the bed.
Cite words: 1. "Unfold the sheet"

2. "Spread it evenly on the bed"
3. "Smooth out the wrinkles"
4. "Lift the mattress"
5. "Tuck in the sheet"

STEP II

Bottom sheet square corner: THIS STEP SHOULD BE TAUGHT LAST FOR THE RESIDENT
THAT HAS NEVER MADE A BED BEFORE.
a. Teach resident to tuck excess sheet under at head of bed.
b. Teach resident to hold sheet at right angles (lines A & B) even with top of

IIIbed as in diagram:

\,
Head
of

bed

^ _ 1MM Foot
of

bed

C. Teach him to drop corner (A).
d. Then lay corner (B) onto top of bed. -

e. Now teach him to tuck in corner (A).
f. Finally teach him to pick up corner (B) from top of bed and let it hang

down on the side.

STEP III

Teach the resident to now tuck in the rest of the sheet under on both sides.
Teach him that when he is tucking the sheet under on the sides, to place one
hand on top of the mattress and tuck with the other hand.

STEP IV

Top sheet: Teach tesident to unfold sheet and place evenly on the bed. Teach him
the excess sheet goes to the foot of the bed. If it is the practice on your
cottage to turn back the top sheet over the blanket, teach the resident to pull
approximately 5" or so to the head of the bed.

1
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Cue words: 1. "Unfold the sheet"
2. "Spread it evenly on the bed"
3. "Pull this much up. to the head" OPTIONAL
4. "Smooth/the sheet out"

Now you may choose to teach the resident to tuck each sheet and blanket under
one at a time, if so the following cues will be needed:

5. "Lift the mattress"
6. "Tuck in the sheet"

STEP' V

Blanket: teach resident to place blanket evenly on the bed with excess at the
foot. Now teach him to tuck it in at the foot. Hake square corner if desired.

Cue words: 1. "Unfold the blanket"
2. "Spread it on the bed"
3. "Smooth out the wrinkles"

Teach the resident to tuck in the blanket at the foot.
4. "Lift the mattress"
5. "Tuck in the blanket"

STEP VI

reach resident to place bedspread evely on bed with approximately the same
amount at the foot and at the head.'

Cue words: 1. "Unfold the spread"
2. "Spread it evenly on the bed"
3. "Smooth out the wrinkles"'
4. "Be sure there's the same amount at the head and foot"

STEP VII

Teach the resident to turn back the spread at the head of bed'. Teach him to
get the pillow and case, put the case on the pillow, lay the pillow on the bed
at the head and place spread over .the pillow tucking in under the pillow.

FAIRVIEtJ HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER
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BED WASHING

4 Equipment: clean cloths (several), large pan, water and cleaning solution.

This skill will be taught by the use of the modeling technique, this means the
aide will demonstrate what the resident is to do then allow the resident to do it.

STEP I
Teiathe resident to assemble the equipment with the aide supervising the pouring
of cleaning solution. Explain to the resident why a disinfecting agent is used

for cleaning.

STEP II
TeiaTThe resident to take the equipment to the area where beds are to be cleaned.

STEP III
Tiich the resident to remove soiled linen from the bed and place in appropriate

laundry hampers.

STEP IV
leach the resident to dampen a cloth in the cleaning solution, squeeze out the
excess water and wash the top, the sides and the ends of the mattress. See diagram,

below.

STEP V
Now the resident should learn to fold the mattress in half and wash the bottom

side of mattress and springs that are exposed. See diagram

.10
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STEP VI

Teach the resident to turn back the other half of mattress and wash the under side
of mattress and remaining half of springs.

het

STEP VII
Teach the resident to turn the mattress over. (This should be!done at least once
a month).

STEP VIII
Now the resident should wash the frame of the bed being certain to clean all areas
of the frame.

STEP IX
liitrovie resident should leave the bed to air and dry before putting clean linen on
the bed. The resident should return the equipment to the proper area. The cloths
used should 'be placed in the laundry.
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STEP I
II,

TABLE CLEARI1G

Teach the resident to pick up all silverware and take to the kitchen; rinse
under cold running water and laV on counter next to sink.

SOP

STEP II

Teach the'resident to take all glasses from the table to the kitchen. He should
pour the remaining liquids into sink and place glasses on counter next to the
silverware.

STEP III

Teach the resident what a rubber scraper js and that it is used to scrape the .

remaining food from the plates. Teach the resident to scrane each plate into
a bowl or another plate and stack each plate on top of another. Tell the
resident to carry the stacked plates to the kitcheh and place next to silver
and glasses.

STEP IV

Teach the resident to remove the servino dishes from the table and scrape them
into the garbage. They should be stacked on counter along with other dishes.

STEP V

Teach the resident to remove the salt, pepper, butter, bread, etc. from.the
table and place in their appropriate Maces in the kitchen.

STEP VI

Teach the resident to remove the table cloth and place in laundry.
Next he should net a clean wet cloth and wash the tahle ton.

STEP VII

Teach the resident to dry the table top with a clean dry cloth.

STEP VIII

Teach the resident to slice all chairs up to the table.

If necessary, the resident should sweep any crumhs on the floor into a dust-
pan and empty into the trash.

FAIRVIEU HOSPITAL At TRAINING CENTER
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ROOM,CLEANIP(

PREREQUISITE: The, resident must have been taught dustmopping, wetmopping
and dusting before teaching this skill.

MATERIALS NEEDED: Clean cloths, clean dust mops,Idust pan, radiator brush,
clean MOD, mein bucket, caster, wringer, water and) cleaning solution.

STEP I

Teach the resident to take all equipment to area to he cleaned.

STEP'II

Teach resident to dust all areas first, window sills, beds, mon hoards, behind
radiators, etc. withdamp cloth.

STEP III

Teach resident to then move beds or furniture to one side of the room or
dorm and dust cleared area.

STEP I'!

Next the resident should wet mop the cleared area.

STEP V

When the mopped area is dry teach the resident to move fhe furniture back and
repeat Steps III and IV with the other side of the room.

STEP VI

Teach. the resident to replace all the furniture and put equipment away making
sure the mops are clean and soiled cloths are in: the laundry.

a
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CLEVING THE BATHROOM

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: CLeanser uringer
Toilet Brush Broom
Clean rags Dustpan
Pop Radiator brush

, Bucket Cleaning Anent

STEP I

Trainer assemble all necessary equipment and take to the bathroom. If,the
resident is capable of assisting he should be allowed.

STEP II

Teach the resident to set the wastebaskets outside the bathroom door.

STEP III

Teach the resident to sweep the hathrrom floor, pick up dirt with dustpan
am radiator brush and put dirt in,wastebasket that is outside the bathroom
door.

STEP IV

. Teach the resident to flush all the toilets, put the appropriate amount of
cleanser'in the toilet bowls and scrub inside and outside with the toilet brush.
Teach him to dry the toilet seat and .outside of toilet with dry cloths.

STEP V *-
Teach the resident to wash the mirrors with plain water and polish with paper
toweTs.

STEP VI

Teach the resident to clean the sinks, inside, around and behind faucets
and chrome handles. Polish faucets with a dry cloth,

STEP VII.

Teach the resident to mop "the floor with clean mori water and cleaning agent.
The trainer will be responsible for pouring. If the resident is capable the
trainer will supervise.

STEP VIII

Teach the resident to empty the trash cans.

STEP IX

Teach the resident to empty the mop water, rinse out the utility sink and
return all equipment to-the proper place. Cleaning solutions are to be locked
up by trainer.

FAIRVIEU HOSPITAL Pn TRAIVIPG CE1TER
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VACUUM. CLEANING

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Vacuum cleaner

STEP I

"Check cord of machine for frays; check to make sure the switch is in the OFF
position.

Teach the resident to check to see if dirt ban is full, if bag is full either
empty or replace the bag with a clean one, whichever is applicable to the
Machine.

STEP If

Teach the resident to check the blower vent if that particular machine has
one. This should be closed for cleaning a room.

STEP III

Teach the resident to attach the hose to the maciline making sure it is in the
right position.

STEP IV

Teach the resident to plug in the machi6e into a wall outlet. Teach him to
turn on the machine and place his palm on the hose outlet to determine if the
hose is attached to the proper end of the machine; if there is pulling pres-
sure on his hand the hose is placed correctly. Turn off the machine.

STEP V

Teach the resident to assemhle the proper attachments for cleaning (depending
upon what area to be cleaned.)

STEP VI

Teach the resident to vacuum. The trainer will demonstrate how to use the
proper technique. This process should be modeled then allow the resident to
do it.

STEP VII

Teach the resident to turn off the machine and take the vacuum out of the area
just cleaned.

Teach him to check the bag again and either eMpty or change the dirt bag if
necessary. If bag is 3/0 full the bap shouldibe cleaned.

STEP VIII
Teach the resident to disassemble and out ecTipment away.

FAIRVIEW HOSPITAL AND TRAIVINF CrNTE",
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COOKING

Step 1

Hot plate.

Teach biht resident to identify the knobs and what their functions are on the

hot plate.

Step 2

Teach the resident how to turn the hot plate on and off.

Teach, the resident that most of his cooking will be done on the 14 or medium heat.

Step 3

'Cooking eggs. Fried.

Teach the resident to turn the hot plate on to medium heat.

Place the frying pan on the hot plate and put a tablespoon of shortening in the pa.

Teach the resident to wait until the shortening has melted before putting eggs in.

Teach the resident to crake the eggs into a bowl.

Cracking the eggs should be done in a quick, sharp motion.

Be sure to have him check for egg shells.

Now teach him to pour the eggs into the pan.

Teach him to put salt and pepper on the eggs if desired.

Teach the resident not to turn the eggs over until the clear part of the egg

has turned white. To turn the egg over, teach the resident to slide the spatula

under the egg and turn it over. Teach the resident that he should now wait about

a minute and then take the egg out of the pan and put it on his plate.

Teach him now to take the pt_n off the burner and put it on a cold burner or on a

folded towel on a table or drainboard. Teach him now to turn off the hot plate.

qW:il 11-3-71
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Step 4

Coffee - instant

Teach the resident to put a teaspoon of instant coffee into his cup and add hot

water. This water may be hot water from the tap or boiled water.

Coffee - percolated -

Teach the resident to fill the coffee pot to the waterline with cold water.

Have"the resident use a cup to put in the desired amount of water.

'Teach hin that for every cup of water, he is to put in one tablespoon of coffee.

Teach the resident to assemble the basket and stem and place it in the pot.

Then the coffee, and put the' lid

Teach the resident to turn the hot plate on high and leave it there until the

coffee begins to perc.

Then put it en the lowest heat possible for abut 5 minutes.

Then remove it from the heat and turn the hot plate off.

Step 5

Toast -

Teach the resident how to plug the toaster in.

Teach him how to regulate the toaster for desired shade. of toast.

Midway is usually the best place for the setting.

Teach the resident to put the bread In the slot and push the lever down and wait

until the toast comes up. Now have hiM take the toast out of the toaster and then

unplug it.

Step 6

Sandwiches

Teach the resident that mayonaizze, meats, cheeses, and other meat spreads

mIst be kept in a refrigerator, after they have been opened. Peanut butter & jell

can be kept in the cupboard if the lids are kept tightly sealed. Teach the

resident to spread margarine or mayonaizze, mustard or whatever on his bread and

then to place the piece of meat on the broad and put it together.

2



Step 7

Soup

Teach the resident how to use the can opener.

Teach hiM to open a can of soup, put it in a pan, add a can of water and stir.

Teach him to turn the hot plate on medium heat and put the pan of soup on it,

and wait until it is hot. As soon as the soup is heated - turn the burner off.

Teach himihow to pour the desired smountiof soup into a bowl. If the resident

does not eat all of thi soup, he should place it into the refrigerator after it

has cooled or dispose of it.

steR_Li

Instant Pudding

Teach the resident to put two cups of milk into a bowl and add one box of instant

pudding, and stir it with a spoon until all of the pudding has dissolved. Then

let it set for about five minutes before eating it.

Resident should be taught that this should be refrigerated.

Step 9

Food poisoning - causes of

Improper storage of food.

Eggs should be thoroughly cooked.

Meat such as pork and ham should be thoroughly cooked.

Teach the resident the types of food that need to be refrigerated:

Foods such as eggs, meat, milk, mayonaisse, open foods, need refrigeration.

Canned lunch meat should be taken out of the can, and placed into a bowl or on

a plate before being refrigerated.

Teach resident some of the symptoms of food poisoning:

Severe stomach cramps, severe headache, sick feeling and in some cases - nausea.

3
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COLOR CONCEPTS

Equipment:

1. Cards with colors; red, blue, green, yellow, purple,
orange, black and white in blocks. %

2. Blocks (one of each of the above colors).

Step I

The Aide: introduces the first color.

1. Places the red block on the table.

2. Selects the card with the red block on it.
3. Holds the card up so the resident can see it.

Cues:

1. Look at'my card" wdhat is this color?"
(if child cannot tell you this color, go on and say -

2. is the color red"
3. "Give me the red block"

(At.this time there should be only a red block on the table)
4. Repeat cues 1-3 as often as necessary.

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL THE CHILD C'N ',ITHOUT ERROR TELL YOU THE COLOR OF THE
BIrCK ,um THE CARD.

The Aide:

1. Places the blue block beside the red block on the table.
2. Selects the card with -the red block on it.
3. Holds the card so the resident can see it.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card" "Vhat is this color?"
(If the child cannot tell you this color, go on and say -

2. "This is the color red"
3. "Gale me the red block"

(If the residen gives you the blue block, tell hip -
4. "No, I want the rt..d block"

5. Repeat cues 1-4 as often as'necessary.

Step II

The Aide; introduces the color blue.

0
1. Pl aces a red' end blue block on the table.
2. Selects the card with the dolor blue on it.
3. Shows the child the card.

1
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Cues:

1. "Look at my card"
2. in.lhat is thii color?" (If'resident cannot tell you what it is,

go on and say -
3. "This is the color blue"
4. "Give me the blue block" (Remember at this time there should be

only the red and blue block on the table)
5. Review-the red block.

DO NuT GO ON UNTIL THE CHID CAN CORS2111121LERCELETZGIVE YOU THE BLUE
BLOCK AND THE RED BLOCK.

The Aide:

1. Now places thered, blue and green blocks on the table.
2. Selects the card with the blue block on it.
3.. Show the,card to the 'child.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card"
2. "!!hat is nip color?" (If the child cannot tel you what color it is

say -
3. This is the color blue.
L. "Give me the'blue block" (If the child gives you the wrong color say
5. I want the blue block" (Demonstrate'if necessary).
6. Review the red block.

Step III

The Aide: introduces the green block.

1. Places the red, blue and green block on the table.
2. Selects the card with the color green on it.
3. shows the card to the resident.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card" ':hat is the color?"
(If the child,cannot identify the color, go on and say -)

2. This is the color,creen4 "Give me the green block"
(At this time there should be only tne red; blue and green blocks
on the table).

3. Repeat cues 1-4 as often as necessary.
4. Review the colors blue and red.

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL THE Cf'ILD'O!d r'OTUrITPITFT 'IMUT ERROR GIVE WU EACH BLOCK

2
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The Aide:

1. Places the red, blue, green and yellow blocks on the/table.
Selects card with the color green on' it.

3. Shows it to the child.

Cues:

VZ?

Step IV

1. "Look at my card" 'drat is this color?"
(If child cannot correctly identify the color, go on and say -)

2. "This is the color green"
3. "Give me the green block"

(If the child 3.ive you the wrong color, ,say -)
4. nrio, I ant the green block" (Demonstrate if necessary).
5. Repeat Cues 1-3 as often as necessary. Be sure and go buck

to review other colors.

The Aide: introduces the color yellow.

1. PlaceS the red, blue, green and yellow blocks on the table.
2. Selects the card with the yellow.on it.
3. Shows the card to the child.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card"
2. "that ishe color?' (If the child cannot correctly identify it,

go on and say -)
3. "This is the color yellow"
). "Give/me the yellow block" At this time there should be the red,

yellow, blue and green blocks on the table.
5; neview other colors.

DO NOT CC ON UNTIL TIC CHILD C.N COOSISTENTLY GIVE YOU EACH BLOCK 4HEN ASKED.

The Aide:

1. Places the red, blue, green, yellow and purple blocks on the table.
2. Selects the card with the color yellow on it.
3. Shows the child tie card.

, 0
('ues:

1. "Look at lay cLrd"

2. "What is this color?" (If the resident cant 't identify it,
go on and say -

3. This is the color yello,!
4. 'Give me the yellow, block" (If the. child gives, you the wrong

block say -)
5. "Uo, give me the ;Tellow block"
6. Repeat Cues 1-5 As often "rs necessary. Go back and review

the preceding colors.
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Step V

The Ai introduces the color purple

1. P ces the red, blue, green, yellow and purple blocks on the table.
2. ,Se ects the (ard with purple on it.
3. S ws the child the card.

Cues:

"Look at my card"
. "Vhat is this colibr?" (If the child does not know, go on to say )

3. This is the color purple.

4. "Give me the Puiple block" (At this time there should be the
red, blue, green, yellow and purple blocks on the table.)

5. Review other colors.

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL TYE CHILD CAN CONSISTENTLY rITHOUT ERROR GIVE YOU THE CORRECT
COLOR 1JHEN ASKED.

The Aide:

1. Places the or 2.17e block on the table.

2. Selects the card'uith purple cn it.
3. Show the child the card.

Cucu:

1. "Look at my card"
2. What is this color?' (If the chile doesn't know say )
3. "This is the color purple

4. "Give me the purple block" (At this time there should be the
red, blue, green, yellow and purple and orange blocks on the table).

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL TIE CHILD CqU CO4SISTPIITIY GIVF, YCU EACH COLOR BLOCK
.WHEN ASKED.

Step VI

The :dice: introduces the color orange.

1. Places the red, blue, green, yellow, purple and orange blocks
on the table.

2. Selects the card with orange on it.
3. Shows the child the card with orange on it.

Cues:

1. .look at my card"
2. ."14hat is this color?'' (If the child dogs no know, go cn and say )



to

3. This is the color orange'

4. "Give me the orange block"
5. Review other colors.

DO NOT.G0 ON UDITIL CHILD CO!TISTINTLY-1TITHOUT ERROR TELL YOU THE CORRFCT
COLORS.

The Aide:

1. Places the black block on the table.

2. Selects the card with the color orange on it.
3. Shows the child the card.

Cues:

1. Look at the card"
2, mghat color is this?" (If the child does not know, go on nd say )
3. This is the color orange"
4. "Give me the orange block"

Step VII

The Aide: introduces the color black..

1. Places the red, blue, green, yellow, pu ple, orange and black
blocks on the table. ,

2. Selects the card with-black on it.
3. Shows the child the card.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card"
2. .0.1hat is this, color?" (If the child does not know, go on and say )
3. This is the color black"

4. "Give me the black block" (The preceding blocks should be on the
table). e

DO NOT GO ON MIL THE CHILD CAN CONSISTENTLY 'ITHOUT ERROP GIVE YOU P',(1.1 COLOR.

The aide:

1. Places the red, blue, green, 7ellow, purrie, orange, black and
white block,s on the table.

2. 3elects the card with: black
3. Shows the crd to the child.

1. look at ra7 card.:

2. 'r.lhat color is this?" (If the child does not krow, Go on and sa7 )
3. "This is the color black"

4. "Give me the black bloci"



Step VIII

The Aide: introduces the color white.

1. Places the pracedinL ailors and the white block on the table.
2. Selects the card with shits on it.
3. Shows the card to the child.

Cues:

1. "Look A. my card"
2. that color is this?" (If the child does not know, go on and say -)
3. This is the color white'.
4. "Give me the white block"

DO NOT a CP UNTIL THE CHILD GtN CONSIOTENTLY ITHOW ATTOF Yt.,17 THE CORRECT
COLOR.

Step IX

The lide:

1. 1::s the blocks.

The Clad.

1..as the cards with the. colors.

The Aie:

1

1 Places the red block on the table.

Cuer.

1. "Show me the card with this color on it'

Repeat this with. each color.

te
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takare,r. CONCEPTS

Equipment:
_

1. Cards with numbers 1-12 on them.
2. Twelve 'Blocks

Step I A

The Aide: Introduces the number 1,
1. Places one block on the table.
2. Selects the card with the number "1" on it.
3. Holds the card up so the resident can see it.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card" "What is this number ?!'

(If resident cannot tell you this ndmber to on and say -
2. "This is the number "1".
3'. "Give me one block". "Count it".

At thiS time there should be only one block On the table).
4. Repeat Cues 1-3 as often as necessary.

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL THE RESIDENT CAN WITHOUT ERROR GIVE YOU ONE BLOCK

The Aide:

1. Places two blocks On the table.
2. Selects the card with the number "1" on it.
3. Holds the card up so iesident can see it.

Cues: .

1. "Look at my card" "::ghat is this number?"

(If resident cannot tell you this number go on and say
2. This is the number "1",
3. "Give me one block" "Count it''.

(If resident gives you two bloCks, tell him. -
4. "No, I want one block".
5. Repeat Cues 1-4 as often as necessary.

Step .

The Aide: Introduces the number,"2".
1. Places two blocks on the table.
2. Selects the card with the number "2"
3. Shows the resident the card.

it.

ti

Cues:

1. "Look at my card".
2. '':that is this Amber?" (If resident c mot tell you what J is

go on end say -
3. ",'This is the number "2".

4. "Give me two blocks". (Remember at this time there should be
only two, blocks on the table)..

110 5. "Count thee.

.

DO NM GO Ott UNTIL THE PEsinF,Ir cAN cOuSisIrtlY 1.ITHOUT MOP GIVE YOU TWO moms
U (),
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The Aide:

1. Now places three blocks on the table. '

2. Selects the card with the number on it
3. Show the card to the resident.

Cues:

1. "Look at my-card"
2. "I hat is this number?" (If resident cannot tell :'ou what the number is say
3. "This is the number two".

4.4 "Give me two blockS. "Count thee.' (If resident gives you more.
or ,4.ess than two blocks go on and say -) - .

5. 'To; I want two blocks" (Demonstrate if necessary).
6. Repeat Cues 1-6 as often as necessary.

Be sure to go back and review the number one.

Step III

The Aide: Introduces the number three.
1. Places three blocks on the table.

2. Selects the card with the number "3" on it.
3. Shows the card to the resident.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card'' "Mat is the number?"
(If resident cannot identify the number, go on and say )

2. This is the number 15".
"Give me three blocks. (At this time there should be only three

blocks on the table).

4. "Count them".
5. Repeat Cues 1-4 often as necessary.

DO NOT GO ON UNTIi THE PESIDENT C/ CONSISTENTLY TTHOUT MOP GIVE', YOU
THREE BLOCKS.

S

The hide:

IThaces four blocks on the table.
2. Selects card with the number three on it.
3. Shows it to the resident.

Cues:

1. "Look at my Card" "Ilhat is this number?".
(If resident cannot correctly identify the number, go on to say L)

2. "This is the number r3"r.
3. "Give me three blocks". "Count thee.

(If reidotat gives you too many or too few blocks, go on and say -)
4. "No, I want three b3rInks" (Demnchrate if necessary).
5, .Repeat Cues 1-3 as often as necessary.

Be sure and go back and review nuMbers one and two.

10'
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Step IV

The Aida: introduces the =Aber four.
1. Places fbur blocks on the table.
2. Selects card with the number 140 on it
3. Shows the card to the resident.

.Cues:

"Look at my card".
2. Millet is this number ?". (If

go on to say -) -
3. "This is the number four".
4. "Give me four blocks".Ta

blocks on the table.
4. '"Count them".

6. Repeat cues 1-5 as often as

resident cannot

this time there

necessary.

correctly identify it

should be only f2RE

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL RESIDENT CAN COtFISTENTLY AND WITHOUT ERROR GIVE YOU FOUR BLOCKS

The Aide:

1. Places five blocks on the table.
2. Select cards vith number four on it.
3. Shows resident the card.

Cues:

1. "Ldok at my card".
2. "!hat icz this number?" (If resident cannot identify it go on to say
3. This is the number four"
4. "Give me four blocks". "Couht them".

(If resident gives you more or less blocks asked for go on to say -)
5. "No, I want four blocks". (Demonstrate iftnecessary.
6. Repeat Cues 1-5 as often as necessary.

Go back and review the numbers 1, 2 & 3.

Step V

The Aide:'Introduces the number five.
1. Places Eve blocks on the table.
2. Selects card with the number five on it.
3. Show the resa. nt the card.

Cues:

1. .Look at my card".
2. '''.!hat is %his number?" (If resident doesn't know, go on to say -)

3. 'This is the number "5h.
4. "Give me five blocks. (At this time there should, be only five

blocks on the table).

5. "Count thea".

.

D( NOT GO ON UNTIL BFf7TEENT r 1 pd CONSISMPTLY "ITHOUT ERROR GIVE YOU FIVE BLOCKS.



The Aide:

1. Places six blocks on the table.
2. Select card with the number five on it.

3. Show the resident the c.trd.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card".
2.4011hat is his number?" (If resident doesn't know, go on to say -)
3. "This is the number '5".

4
4. "Give IA five blocks. (At this time there should be only five

blocks on thetable).
5. "Count them".

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL RPIIDENT CAN CCSISTENTLY IITHOUT ERROR GIVE YOU FIVE BLOCKS.

The Aide:

1. Places six blocks on the table.
2. Select card with number "5" on it.
3: Slim: the resident the card.

Cues:

Repeatthe above-mentioned Cues (1-5y. If resident gives you too few or
too many blocks then say -
Cue_:

17. No, I want five blocks". (Demonstrate if necessary)
Be sure and go back and review the numbers 1-4.

DO NOT GO OPT UNTIL RESIDENT C.N CONSISTENTLY rITHOUT 7M.,OR GIVE YOU FIVE BLOCKS.

Sten VI

The Aide:

1. Has the blocks.

The Resident:

1. Has the cards with numbers 1-5 on them.

The Ride:

1. Places one block on the table.

1. "Show me, the card lAth the number 'a" on it".

DO NOT CO ON UNTIL PESIMNI CAT CUISNTENTLY 1IITHOUT ERROR A-107' YOU THE CAD
.'ITH THE NUMBER ONE ON IT.

Continue in the same manner with 2,3,4, & 5. It should be noted that in
this Step, the Ade should go in numerieA. order; in other words, he should not
burin by putting out three blocks and asking for the numberethree card. He

should begin 1:ith one and condnue in numerical order up to the number five.

DO NOT Gb ON UNTIL PESIDL'iT IS GONST'r:rfLY 'I1FOUT ZITO RESPONDING CORRECTLY.
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Step VII.,.
. -

The Aide:

.1. Has the taocks.

The Resident;

...Has the cards with numbera 1-5 on them.

The kide:

May put out any ,number of blocks up co five and ask for the appropriate
number card.

CONTINUE_ON THIS STEP UNTIL THE RESIDENT CAN CoNSISTENTLY ITHOUT ERROR SHOW YOU
THE CORRECT CARD FOR NUMBER OF BLOCKS PLACED ON THE TABLE. ,

Step VIII

The Aide: Ifitroduced the numbei. six.

1. Places six blocks on the table.
2. Selects card with number "6" on it.
3. Shows card to resident.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card"
2. ' "that is this number?" (If resident responds incorrectly, ro on to say -)
3. "This is the numbcr "6". .

4. "Give me six blocks". (There shoal be six blocks on table).,...

5. "Count them ".

DO NOT GO 6N UNTIL RESIDENT CAN CONSIST= MOUT ERROR GIVE YOU SIX BLOCKS.

The Aide:

1. Places seven blocks on the table
2. Selects card vith.number 46" on t.
3. Shows card to resident.

Cues:

1. "Look at my card"
2.. ",!hat is 4is number?" (If resident responds incorrectly, go on to
3. "This is the number "64.

-4, "GiYe_me_sim_blocksA,_
5. "Count then".

Tf resident gives you toetlaany CL too .9.vr blocks go on to say

say )

), I want) six blocks". ("olstrate necessary)

,D0 N(V ,t1 UNTIL RESIZENT_CAN CONSISTENTLY 'IT OUT ERROR GIVE YOU SIX BLOCKS.

5
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Step IX,

The, .hide: Introduces the number seven.
1. Place seven blocks on the table.
2. Select card with the number 7' on it.

3. ',511,mrs card to the resident.

Cues:

1. 'Look at my card",
2. "''hat is this numfier?" (If resident respcinds incarect1,y,

3, "This is the 4umber "7".
k. "Give me 'seven blocks".

5; "Count tAPT-

1.

go on to s7,*

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL RZSIDENT CAN CONSISTENTLY 1ITHOUT EMCR.GIVEYOU SEVEN BLOCKS.

14. Places eight blocks on the table.

2. Selects card with number "711 on,it.

3. Show card to resident. .

Cuk:
1. "Look atom card"

1141.2),:x (If Ii.osiden'.; re-pcndt4pcc'xrectl;) ,o 'po 34 -
3. "This is the =Aber 7..
4. Give me seven blocks".

5. "Couht amain.

'

If resident gives you too many on too

Cue:

1. "No, I want gem blocks"

few vcks, go on to Say -

(Demonstraiolf necessary).
a

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL RESIDENT CAN CONSISTENTLY WHOUT ERROR 'GIVE YOU SEVEN BLOCiW.

Be sure to go back ana review the numberg .6.

Step

ThirAdder -Introduces -the. murabez - eight.
1., Places eight blocks on table.

2. Selects card .td.th the maim "8" on it.
3. Shows.'the card to the resident.

'Cues:

1. "Look at my card".
2. Nhat is this number?"
3. "This is the number "3".
4. "Give me eight blocks".

"Cdunt them".
4

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL THE RESIDENT

.

(If AsAent responds lagantggi ,o rn to saY )

6

T UT 1:OR GIVE' Yli 3 BLOCKS.



The Aide:

le Places nine blocks on the table.
2. Selects card with number '.8" on
3. Snows card to resident. ,;

411/1":. 'look at my card".
2. ',What is this 'umber" (Ifresident resp6nds incorrectly', go on to say -)

3. "This is the number "B".
4: "Give Me eight blocks ".
5. "Count ,them"

If resident givessym 'Goo:mu-or too few; go on to say -

I

Cue:

1. "Nd,,.I want eight blocks" ( Demonstrate if necessary).,

".

, -

DO NOT GO toll man RES DEVT CAN airs GIN

Go back and review numbers 1-7.

StepXXI

The Aide: Introdices number nine.'
1. Places ni ne blocks on the table.

?. Select's and with number m90 on it.

3. Shows c`ail to resident.

Cues:

P. 1. 'look atiy card".
2. "114 is this numkee
3.. '"This is the number "9".

. 4. "Give me nine blocks."
5. "Count them". do,

k

.

.1)0 NO' on Ow ImnTT. RrSIDENT CAW CONaISTENTLY 1.11OUT ERROR car YOU WINE BLOCKS.

The Aide:

k. Places ten blockS on 4he'table.
2. Selects card with number "9" on it.
37-Bhiio-dirrtiiiesident:,

46)
.

Cues:
. .

1., ""rook at my card"
2. .tat is this number"

3."i,lis'is the number "9";

4. " 'Ire me nineblocks."
5. '1.-Int them".

.

$ 4
.

. . 4- .

'If resilentgdves you too many or too few, co on to say -

1.

Cue:

1. "No, I want alaft blocks''. (Demonstrate if necessary).

D9 NOT GO ON UNTIL RESpENTSIAILIMISIUTLY 7I1EOUT ERROR GIVE. YOU NINE _BLOCKS.

Review the numbers' 1-8..

.1 7 sk, 198



The Aide: Introduces number tell,

1. Places ten blocks on the table.

2. Selects card with number "10" oh it.
3. Shove card to resident;

tues:

1. "Look at my card ".

2. wNhat is this number
3. "This is the number ten.

4. "Give me ten bldoks"
5. "Courit.thee.

DO NOT GO ON UN L RESIDENT CAN CONSISTENTLY THOUT ERROR GIVE YOU TEN BLOCKS.

The Aide:

1. Ilaces eleven blocks on the table.
2. Selectd card with number "10h.on it.
3. Shows card to resident.

Wes:
'1.: "Look at my card".
2. That is this number"
5. "This is the number ten."

4. "Give me ten blocks".
5. "Count: them". ,

If resident gives you too many or too few, go on to say -

)
"

Cue:
..

I. "No, I want ten blocks. (Demonstrate if necessary).

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL RBSI IC CAN CONSISTENTLY ITHOUT ERROR GIVE YOU TEN BLOCKS.

Review numbers 1-9: 1 . . ,
.

Stec XIII.
. /TheAide:

1. Has the blocks.

:.-43 Resident:

J.. as thecatds with numbers 6-10 op them.

tde:

:ces six blocks on the table.

'' Cue:
. 1. IShowas,the card with the number "6" on it.,

DO 1107 GO ow UNTIL RESIDENT CAN coNsisTgox V,ITHQUT ERROR SHOW YOU THE CARD VIII:
THE NUifHER SIX ON IT.. N ,u

8
F-
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The Aide: Introdpces.the number twelve.
1. Places twelve blocks on table.

2. Selects card With the ber "12" on it.
3. Shows it to resident. ,

Cues: .

1. "Look at ray carod".* .

2. "What is this number" (If response ie incorrect, go on tp'sw -

3. "This fa the number "12'.
4. "Give me twelve blocks".

5. "Count'them".
ti

palwagicalaummuT MN CONSISTENTLY WITHOUT ERROR GIVE YOU TELVE BLOCKS:
. .

CA+

4

The xide
1. Places thirteen blocks on the table.
2. Selects card with the number "12" on it.
3. Shows card to resident.

Cues: . . - t

1. 'Look it my card".
2. "What is the number ". (If response is incorrect, go on to say - )

3. "This is the number 112ne
4. "Give me twelve blocks, ".

"%. "Count thee.

If. resident givas you too many or too few, gp on to say -

1. nio, I want twelve blocks". (Demonstrate if necessary).

i

DO NCT CO CN UNTIL RESIDENT CP.COEBISTENTLY WITHOUT EWE GIVEYal/TW4LVE BLACKS.
, )

Reviow numbers 1-12..

6

94
,

-71 .
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Continue in the same manner with 7,C09, & 10. It should be noted that iri
this step,. the Aide should go in numerical order; in other woRds, he should

. nat begih by putting; out eight blocks and asking for the number'. "8 card. He
should begin with sit and continue in numerical order up to the iumber ten.

DO NOT GO ON UNT L COI ISTENtLY THOUT ERROR is SPOND G CORREC

Stu!
The Aide:

1. Has the blocks.

The Resident
1. Has the cards with numbers 6-10 on them..

The Aide:

May pUt out.arur number of blocks up to ten and isk for the appropriate !lumber
card. .

CONTINUE THIS LEP MIL THE RESIDENT CAN CONSISMNTIX
CORRECT CARD FGR NUMBEFt OF gOCKS RACED OM THE WAE.

Step XV

.

The Aide: Introduces the number eleven.
1. Places AL...en blocks on the table.

2. Select card with the number "11,:; on it.
3. Shows card to resident.

..7111bUT ERROR SHOW you Zs

Cues: .

. 1. "Look at my- card".
2. "'.hb.t is this number" (If response is incorrect, go on
3. "This, is the number "11".

4. "Dive me eleven blocks ".
S. "Count them".

DO ON UNTIL DENT CAN CONSISTENT 'tlITMOUT

to say -) MI*

Ili YOU ELEVEN

The Aide:

1. Places twelve blocks on the table.
2. Selects card with number "11" on it.

3. Shows card to reddent.

Cues
1. "i.Jok at my card".
2. "li.at is this number". (If response is incorreat,

3. "1-is is the number "1111.
4. ".eve me elms blocks".

5. "Count theta".

go on to say -

°If resident tigives you too many or too few, go on to say -

'Cue:

1. "No, I want eleven blocks". (Demonstr ate if necessary).

DO NOT GO OM 711TH,. RES.-113 TENLTZ.Z.Z=11ALL.G Toy
ELM BLOCILS. IJotir bo back d xteiumkelLL,1- O.
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COUNTING TO 100.by ones, fives & tens

-v
Prerequisite: Readout, mutt havi4b,asis number corkeptandnaist'be able to

°attempt to count ones, fives and tens, but does tai,hcorrectly.

Teaching materials to be used: work sheets and charts

It has been recommended that the resident first begin with charts.

Have him point to the number he counts.
'

When he slakes" an error - te.l1l him the correct answer and have him begin again

from the very beginning.

Arthe resident progresses, then begin having him work with work, sheets.

c

I

114-71
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'By 1 '1.

' 1 '5 10 = 15 20 23 30

Work .0911c..tA on Counting:,
.

Page 5
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40 45
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80 85 90 95
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111414414

70 80
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TIMETELLIND

Prerequisites:,

.1. Resident must be able to recognize numbers to twelve.u,
2. Resident.mus,t be able to count to thirty by fives.

Terminology to be used:

1. After the hour; rather tbad past. .

2. Before. the hourCrither than,1t11.
3., an Fh than'long.
4. L tt e and rather.than short.

-It is felt thatif,be consistently use after and before, big and little, it will
cut dqwn on residents becoming confused by rifting terminologies.

STEP

The ,Trainer

1. Should place both hands at twelve 'o'clock, stressing the difference in the
size of the 'hands.

2.. Tell thi.resident the big hand tells you the minutes; the littld hand tells
you the hours;

3. Be sure the resident can tell the difference before moving on to Step II.

'STEP II
Ak

The Trainer

2.

Places the big
big hand is on
pointing to.

Do not move on
ease.

STEP III

The Trainer

hed at twelve; the little hand
twelve,, it always tells you the

until the resident can tell you

at three saying, "When the
hour the little hand is

anx hotir on the clock with

1. Starting with you(left, his right - when the clock is facing the resident
with- bark-to-youTojace.the-big- hand on- one4= little -hand-on three-or -five.:

The. clock. now says, five minute;, after three or after the hour. Repeat this

until the resid;2t can tell you with ease; five minutes after any'hour, on"
that side of th clock, including the six, sevev,.eight, nine, ten, eleven,
twelve on the other side of the clock.

2. Please do not / go to any new hdur if the resident is having trouble with the
previous hour.. In other words, 'if he cannot say five minutes after three,
do not go on to five minutes after'four.

06

I.



STEP. IV

The Trainer

1. Repeat Step III with ten, fifteen, twenty, tWinty-fiie and thirty mfnutts'
after the hour with one step at a time.

IS

STEP

When this is mastered, move to before the hour, placing the b1 hand on elevgn,
and the,little hand on seven. The clock now says - five minutes before seven.

STEP VI

Keep in mind, the resident mat be reviewed with the after7the-NOUr! while being
taught the before-the-hour. This-is a difficult step. Do not move too fast.
Work with fiye minutes before ,the hours, seven,eight,Iiine and!teni.Staying

away from eleven and twelve until he is sure of himself with all .after. -the -hour
and seven, eight, nine and ten befOre-the-hour.

STEP VII
A

Now move to ten minutes before seven. Then 15 minutes before.seven,,etc.,
i.eviewing after- the-hour asyou go. .

STEP I

Do not go.to thirty minutes before the hour. This has been learned as afteiTthe-
Phour. A a/

2
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MOREY- CONCEPTS

e7

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: One dollar in pennies, one dollar'in nickels, one dollarin
dimes, one .dollar in quarter's and one dollar bill.

'STEP I .

TiiErthe resident to-identify each coin. AlwaYt use cent value, for example:
#

.--"This.is a one centyiece"not a penny and the same for the other coins as well.
Start with a one cent piece and work with the res1dent Until he knows a one cent
piece fi-ont.and back.. ..)

r
STEP II

_
.

Now teach the resident the five cent piece.% When the resident knows it tront
and back go on to next coin. Revile) other coin. .

,

',

STEP III V
The resident should learh the 10,cent piece now front and back. 'When he knows
it front and back'go on to the next coin. Review other-coins.

STEP IV. . '1)
. bC

Now,the resident should learn the 25 cent piece front and back. Review.
\

.

STEP V+

!FilTheresident has learned to identify each coin, teach him to identify a
dollar bill front and back. s Review each'coin.

, i ,

4

STEP VI

Make a ladder type scale"out of !paper, woodor different size blocks: Mark the
bbttom step with lt,,next 5t and'on up to $1%00.. This is to enable the resident.
to see the different values of the coins and bill. Lay a one cent. piece, five.'

cent piece, ten cent piece, twenty-five cent piece and ope dollar bill on the .

table. Now ask the resident where the one cent piece goes on the scale and have
him place it on the scale on the proper place: Do-this with each of the coins
and the dollar bill. Explain as you work that a ten cent piece is worth more

. -than a.one'oe five cent piece, etc.

STEP VII - 6 ....

PliCiTfive cept piece on the table, then take 5 one cent pieces and place them
under the five cent piece. Now tell the resident these five one cent pieces
ar the same as this one five cent piece or that these five one cent pieces make
five cents. Place the one cent pieces to one side. Now have the resident count
out and place the five one cent pieces below the five cent, piece. flow explain

it.

again that th five one cent pieces are the same as the five cent piece in value.
Now ask the r sident which coin is he same as the five onecent pieces, Stay s
at this step ntil the rssident fullyunderktands

STEP VIII * . '.'

Now place six or more one cent pieces on the'table. Ask the resident how many
one cent pieces will make or be the same as this five cent,piece. Stay at thi

A step until the resident knows the value .of the five one cent pieces,,when he
.

knqws it, take his five one cent pieces and give him the five,cent piece.," NOTE: From this step.,on as the resident learrva step, let him keep the coin; I,
make abank or something to keep his money in. Have some gifts ranging in price
from 5 cents to $1.00. Try to make the dollar gift something he wantvso 'he will
be encouraged tohave for that gift., -

0
P
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STEP,IX.

Now riCe a, ten cent piece en the table and ask the resident what it is and how
much it is. Now take two five cent Riecps and follow the same procedure you did
with the five cent piete. After the resident has mastered that place three or
more five cent-pieces on the table and ask the resident to coufft the amount to
make ten cents?

STEP,X r
r

,

flow 0 25¢ piece on the table and ask-the resident to tell you, what it is
or hot much it is. Now take five 5¢ pieces and have the resident count out the
amount needed to make 25¢. Do not use 10¢ pieces as this will confuse the resi-
dent at this point. Wait until the resident has a better concept of money.

STEP XI

Place a dollar bill on the table.. Ask the resident to tell you ho; much it is _I
or hat it is. Next take four 25¢ pieces and follow the same procedure as the
other coins. Whet the resident, knows that four 25¢ pieces is the same as the
$1.00 place five or more 25¢ pieces on the table and ask the resident to count .,

out the correct amount to make1.00.

STEP XII

'!hen the tesident has mastered all steps introduce other combinations of coins
in making up an amount of money. Example: two ten ent pieces and one five
cent piece is the same,as one twenty-five cent pie e or five five cent pieces.

,

SCALE DESCRIBED:IN-STEP VI:

vx

-7

00
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USE OF TELEPHONE

For local calls.

PREREQUISITE: Resident must be able to recognize numbers 0 thrbugh 9.-

STEP I
t

. Tiiathe resident the parts of1the phone and their functions.
.The parts to be ,identified are:

a. Receiver
'b. Earpiece

Mouthpiece
d. Dial .

e. For Ay. telephones: *the money slots.

, STEP II
Th-i7TiiIdent should I.6ethe number he waats to dial. Itwould help if the

number is written out on a piece of paper.

STEP III
TiiChfRe resident to lift the receiver.
Teach -him to listen for the dial tone before starting to dial.

OPTIONAL,: STEP FOR PAY TELEPHONE

Teach tie resident to put the proper coin in the slot, then listen for the

dial tone before dialing.

STEP IV
each the resident to dial the number he 'slants to ca-11. Be sure to stress to.

dial .the numbers in orler. After hp dialed.the first number, have him

remove his finger and allow the dip: to return to the starting place. Repeat

with each number dialed.
/FOR TOUCHTONE PHONES:
De sure the resident only presses one button at a time.

.STEP V
TgaTthe resident to listen for a ring or a busy signal. If the resident

reaches a busy signal, teach to hang up the phone. If it rings, teach

him that six times is, usually time to let it ring. Explain to him that

he should ca19 back if no answer-or a bus'y signal is heard.

OPTIONAL: .STEP FOR PAY TELEPHONES

If the resident gets no answer or a busy signal, teach him to chdck the coin

return slot.

1
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!1.1.aL Pr:z.pGE

PRERENISITE: Ability to or4nt a 1E01, letter

'STEP I

'MEE-resident hOW to address the envelope.
Teach him to print, /rather than tri'La.
".:each him to, put his name, address mid zip code on the back of

the envelope
Teach him to put this name, address and zip code.of the person the letter

is to be sere to on the front of the envelope.

5TiEf"II

Tdach him to place-the letter 4n the envelope.

Teach him to seal his envelope.

STEP III 9 _._J

Teach resident fb recognize a 10t stamp or stamps that total 10t.

For examol(=.: one Et stamp and two 2t stamps. .

Teach him that just one 10t stamp goes on each*lettee.

Teach him where to place /the stamp - front of the envelope on the

upper right hand side.
t

Teach him that stamps are to be placed side by Sir's:, not one under

the other.

STEP IV
T-6411-1-esident where to purchase stamps: Post office, grocery stores,,stamp

machines, stamp machine in the ad bunting.
Teach resident how to use the stamp machine. Teach him which coin goes in

which slot and how -many stamps Yon will get with each coin.

STEP V
'Teach resident where to mail hft.letter.
Teach resident that most mail 4:oxes are painted red and,blue.

FAIRV1E11 HOSPITAL AND,TRAIHING CE! TM

3/19/711 TPC SS/ds
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.CALENDAR CONCEPTS

Prerequisite: The resident must recognize numbers 1 to 31.

'Step I

1. Teach the resident the days of the week, beginning with Sunday
through Saturday. Use cards with each day ofe week on them.

sure and teach only one day at a time. Do NOT go on to

another day of the week' until the previous dgyor days have
been learned. Be sure to review days learned each session.

Step II

1. Using the regular calendar, show the resident each day has
OP

a Oollmin

and in each column there is a number which is called the date::
;

2. For practical experience the aide s ould give the resident the ,date

and have him tell you.the day this to falls on. First ha* the
resident find the date and then let run his finger up t e ibolumn

to find out which day it falls on.. After the residenthasraaStered
this, then go on and have him tell you every date that falls On
Sunday, then Monday, then Tuesday, etc.

(/'
1

I

1. Teach the resident the4monihs of'the year, beginning with January.
Use flash cards for each month. Do not go on toanather!month until
the previous month or months have been learned. Be surer to review

months learned each session. . ,
1

I

Step III
A

9-10-71 .
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% P
SIMPIE BUDGETING

This pertains to any resident that has a fixed monthly income of $13.00 a month
or more: .4.

Step I

Explain to the resident how much money he receives monthly. (Those

re'sidente who-get more than $13.00 a montwill still be allotted only

$13.00 a month. The remalhder will be placed in heir restricted funds.
Also funds that have been accumulated puior to theheginning bUdgeting
are n t to be used and should be considered restricted. For use of

rest icted funds,please'contadt the unit Social Worker(s)):

,

Step II

Explain to the resident that $1.00 of his monthly, incane is to be set

aside in a savings account. Explain to him the. benefits of such an account.

Step III

/

laundry each week, and to pay his bus. fare downtown.

/ Step IV

Explain to theYesident thit he must use some of this mone a do his

Explain to resident that Steps & III must be planned for before he can
spend any money for luxuries i.e. cigarettes, grooming aids, clothing,
ccnununity recreation, home transportation, canteen, home telephone calls, etc.

Step V
.

The following Budget Sheet is to be kept by the aide on a bi-weekly basi6

(every two weeks). The resident can only check out money once every two weeks-

and only after Budget Sheet has been set up by the aide with the help of the

resident.

1. Savings
2. Laundry

. This f e

.4. Cigaretteb
5. Canteen
6. Flame transportation, etc:

2.00
1.00

Savings
Monthly Bal. $13.00 Account

Bi-weekly Balance Balance
$6:50 .00

$6.00 $ .50.

$4.00
.1' 0 0

Total $ Balance Balana, $ .50

Comments: Please note what the resident has planned to spend the remaining $3.00
on. After he has spent the money now comment on what he had actually spent his
money on and what his progress has been.

41101?
4,



Step VI

The budget sheets are not to be destroyed but are kept in a notebook for a
period of 2monthgpat whiCh time an evaluation of the resident's progress will
be made. )Aftdr the evaluation please turn the budget sheets in to the Cottage

Charge.

.., Step VII

Once a month let the resident know how much he has accumulated in his
savings account thus far.

StepA VIII

After about 3 months explain to the resident that his aavings account is
buildihg up and see if he would like to plan on buying something. Then

help him to figure out how long he will have to save before he can get,it.,

Step,IX
4

If the resident does, not follow through, and do his laundry and use the bus
he will forfeit the following 2 weeks $3.00 allotment for luxuries.

Step X
.

N

If the resident is on restrictiorvat the beginning of the 2-week budgeting

lio

period, but gets his card back the second week he will forfeit one half f the

money allotted for .6e two weeks, except for the savings.' Therefore he' uld

be allotted $2.75. Launry - $1.00, Bus - $.50 and luxuries - $1.25.

Step XI

If the resident goes on restriction the second week of the budgetinE, period
he must turn in the $1.50 allotted for that week's laundry and bus fare or
he will be Penalized by deducting that amount from the following 2-Week
period luxury allotment. The confiscated $1.50 will be turned back in to

the Accounting Office into the resident's restricted account.

. Step XII

For residents who have,a fixedmolathly income of $13e00 a month or more,
. but do receive some money periodically should be taught to put 10;),' of it into

a savings account. This should be done when he receives the money.. Help the

resident plan what he is to do with it. Do. Not make demands such as laundry

or bus Tari on him. Use the budget sheet for fixed monthly income in the 11.

savings and luxuries areas.

4
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'.BUS RIDING

(To Town)

This procedure should be used to teach a resident that has minimal.
skills in\dealing' witCmoney. Although it would be helpful if the resident
could read, tell time and deal with money (making change, etc.), we realize
this is not always possible. Another program of recognizing coins and
survival words would be helpful either at the same time as this program or
immediately after the resident has mastered this one.'
4 The most important point for this program is that the resident will be:,
cooperative with another more capable resident or a trainer.

STEP I

The resident should know that he will need money to take the bus downtown. ,

He should te,,taught to keep the bus fare for the return trip in the other
pocket or section of coin purse. This will insure money.for the return trip
and that he will hot spend it accidentally <while/shopping.

/STEP II

ine resident should be taught to check his appearance before going to town.,
The mirror check for boys or mirror check for girls procedure should be
helpful.

STEP III A
The resident4hould learn here on the grounds to catch the bus to go downtown.
Some residents wjll know learn soon the approximate time the buses run.

. The resident should learn to, sign out on the cottage if necessary and to pick
up a check out slip in the main office.

STEP IV

Teach the resident to stand on the Aidewalk to wait for the bus to stop. When
the bus driver opens the dbor to get on, teach the resident to not crowd in
front of others tn front of him and to step onto the bus carefully. Teach him
to have his money ready f 'the driver. Teach him to drop it in to the box or,
if he needs change wait or theOrlyer to help him. Also if he needs a transfer
teach'him to get it at his time'. ... :

,1,

STEP V 1

s, ..

Teach the resident o take a seat in an eMpty'space if possible. If it is nec-
essary to share a seat with someone, taach him to sit down with the least amount
of confusion. Teach the resident to excuse himself and Wait fqrthe personto
move his feet, stand up or whatever he can to get out of the way., The resident
should learn to be friendly, but try not to engage in coversation if the person
does not seem readily friendly. t / bt ,

,

STEP VIc. , -.

iihiiiIfie resident is ready to leave the bus at his destination, he should do so
with asxlittle confusion as possible. Teach him tp excuse himself before step-
ping oat the person he is sitting with Teach him to wait until those in front
of him have moved forward before he goes forward.

1
...

. r .

-s.

After the resident has finished his business downtown, teach him tb return
to Fairview by a return bus, check into. the main office and return to the cottage. 1

Rolepaaying this procedure several times before going on e bus may help
in getting the resident prepared for the real experience..
"VOTE If the resident gets into trouble.while he is downtown teach him

. to ask the bus, driver for help. 12/74 FH& C IRCS/ds
. )41" orat.)
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't LONG-DISTANCE:MIPS - (Bus)
. . ,

Prerequisites: 1, Ability to ride the bus to town independently. .

. 2. Ability.to use the telephone:

This procedure is to be done in ;mock settinefirst.
.%

:

The second time an aide should accanpany the Tesidentto the depot

. and help,him to purchase his ticket. Hbpefuilylihe third time can be
done bythe resident independently.

c p

itai. Teach theeresident'to have the phone nfimber of,the bus depot.

2. Teach him to know the day he wants to leave and his destination.
3. Teach the resident the information that he will need to find out from

the bus depot. Refer to the.trip'sheet.
4. Teach him now to call the bus depot.

'Step II - *

Teach the resident where the bus depot is. Teach him how to get to the

bus depot fran city,bus stop. Teach him ho'w long it will take to get

fran Fairview to the bus depot.

Step III ,

Teach resident hold* to purchase a ticket.

.7-

Step IV
Teach resident to check his luggage. Teach him that Jarge koot,lockers and

large suitcases should be checked. Overnite cases, paper sacks, Rn 11 recdrd

players and purses can be carried with him. Teach resident to keep his luggage
ticket, and that it should be given up only when he claims his luggage.

Step V
Teach resident to iiqten for 1 uespeaker for instructions where he is to
,catcR his bus.

Step VI
Teach resident that vhen he arrives at his destination he is to go_to ticket
°Mee for directions to where he is to claim his luggage.

.

--1

4 4110 Step VII
Teach ent to give his claims ticket to baggage clerk and wait for him to-
get is luggage. If luggage has not arrived, teach resident to ask clerk when
it vial be in. If possible, teach resident to write thi, information down.
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S

Sy T

Day Leaving__

Destination
.

NIP 9

Bus Leaves

(Resident gives'this informa-
tion to the, bus depot)

44.

V..
Bus Arrives

Lay 0:Mr... where How long

.
Transfer? Where t.

Price of roundtrip t'iCket'

4.

"
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RESTAURANT ETIQUETTE
. i.

Prerequisite: Resident should be able, to read'.

I

' , .. ;Illr

..

.Resident s1ould have seme.knoWledge.df money. .,. ...t.,

k -

.o
Resident -sfiould kAow.how-to dreis apOtopriatelio

.

.

Resident should have 'exceptable table manners. .

.
. . .-.

Suggested eating places: Serve yourself types of .restaurants:

Kings Table -1 Copper -Kitchen ft-

, 1 0
OR t

Menu ordering type . . ,..

Sembos4 Copper Kitchen - Golden Pheasant
.

.-

Air Loins - China City -

r"

. 1

Step 1 ,

Teach the resident to know the location of the restaurant and the approximate
cost 4xf.the.food.

Step 2

Teach the .resident to know what type ,of transportation will be used - bus,

ear, etc., ..and the cost.

Step 3

Buffet

. . ...

a. Teach 1the resident after entering the restaurant to go tc the start of the

serjfig line. '

...
.

.
. :-

.b. Teach"e.1dent to pick up a.piate and appropriate utensils if they are
there. ... ,

.
. .
4. Teach the resident to go down the serving line and select appropriate

. portions of food wanted, Explain to the resident what an appropriate
amdunt is and that he is welcome to go back for seconds.

, .

d. Teach the resident to select beverage and dessert if on the serving line. S .

. -

te. Teach the resident to pay 'for food at the cash register at the end of thC.

'serving 'line.

. k - r

f. Teach resident to be seated where hostess says or select a Cable forthe )N, ..

appropriate number of persons and seat self.
,

$

g. Teach the resident to .remove his coat and put it over the back of his dliair
% 4

h. Teach,the resident'to place napkin on his)lap.
, 'S,.

Teadh resident if ho didn't pay at the end of the serving line, to glay at

the appropriate place when he finishes his meal. :

1 .

. ,

1
-1

Oftu e.
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.., ,

Stepp ' . : 0.

. 14Menu, 1.
.

.

;' a..1Teach the'resident after entering the` restaurants to remove.his-coat and
. either. hang it in the coat rbom or put it over the back of his chair, or on

a hookby the tablp. ,If4the boy is eseoeting a cirl4 he should help her
remove ter coat. i ,

..; .
. to L

le
b. eacill' the,resident to give his oridei to she waitress when shh com

table. .

c.
l'

Teach the resident to 'che6ithe*bil,1 to be.sure it is correct artdito

.,

y.

.

at the appropriate place.' .4'

. 4

d. Teach the resident jo pick up ,his coat and putit.orejust before leap:

'
I

.

.

s to Ole

Step

Teach resident to ti waitress from
This prqcedure shOul 'be tried in a
cottage before it is t ied in tom?.

. 4 e:.,t by an aidelat leas once before

,t

I

S t
."

100 to 250 if he has the money. o

rate - plying type situation on the

The .resident should be taken,out-to
going on his own.

r2

JW:il 11-29-71 *-
t*" 10 4 r
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BICYCLE SAFETY

Prerequisite: Has ability to ride a bike.

Bike checked periodically by aide

Equipment: Oregon Drivers Manual

Colored chalk or crayons: red, green, yellow, whi e.

Black board or.paper.

(Any other brochures are
available at Police Dept.)

Step I
Teach Safety "Rulei and Regulationso from Oregon Drivers Manual

A. Keep to the right side of the road with traffic flow

B. Do not carry passengers

,Ride single. file .

Must have at least one.hand on handle bars at ail times

E. . Slow down, be cautioup at Intersections and ,Driveways

F. Ride slowly in Busy sections and near.parking areas.

G. Use bicycle path where available

H. Give Right-of-Way to pedestrians and motor vehicles

I. iliTn downtown area
push your bike across cross-walks'

Z. Stay 3+ away from parked vehicles

IC Never touch a movingwehicle

L. Make turns from proper lane.

1 M. On two lane road use hand signals

cross walks

N. Obey all traffic signals - signs ands4ghts

to turn - on four.lane road

Step II

Teach Signals (Hand)

A. Right turn - elbow bent, lift.arAp.

B. Left turn - lift arm straight out
!.

0

C. stop or slow down - lift arm bent at elbow pointing. down

Step III

'Signs (Use Manual for

A. Regulatory signs r)
1. Stop

,0(

C

2. Yield

Vogl

,

B. Warning signs

1. Railroad -

t

240
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2. School

3. Crossroad

4. Signal ahead

5. Side road

C. Traffic Direction
le One way
2. Two way tritfic

3. No U turn 2%use crosswalk

4. No --turn

Step IV

'Solid Lights
A. Solid red - stop white line

B. Solid green - go

C. Solid yellow - warning to stop

Step V

/

Flashing Lights
. A. Flashing red - stop, look all directions, then go.

B. Flashing yellbw -.caution, slow down, look carefully before entering'

iAtersection.
.p.

Step VI

Condition of Bike (bike shouldbe kept in good. condition)

A. Tire properly inflated

B. Hale sure seat iqoat right height

C. 'Handle bars at ht heightsand straight'

D. Keep bike cle

E. Tighten all ra les.

'Step VII

Equipment on Bike,

A. Have horn

B. For night riding:

1. Reflector on back bumper - must be seen from 200 feet.

2. Light on front bumper - must be seen from 500 feet.

SS:ds Febru'ary 23, 1973
FAIRVIE" HOSPITAL AND TRAINING CENTER

T.P.C.
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IHTRO0UCTION TO CntlInTY RESOURCES

Method of teaching this procedure will be:

1. Familarize resident with this Agency by way of a field trip and
literature.

2. Resident goes to AgerIcy on his own with a specific assionment,,
i.e., Job Application form.

4
'1

, I.

1

Employment

Health Deovtment

Family Planning Clinic

lAelfore

Social Security

MCA
YNCA

Salvation Army

Goodwill

?Food Stamp Center

City Police

Fire nepartment

Job training
Unemployment

Free medical-_J
treatment

HoUsing, Medical,

Social Security
Card

ReCreation
Recreation

Cloth tnt furhiture

Clothing, Employment

Food Stamps
,

Emernencies

Fire 9 First Air'

675 Union S.F. 387-4846

2455 Franzen M.F. 364-1427

1549 Hawthorne n.E. 51P-5355

480 Churdh S.E. 37P-6327

702 Church :'!.E. 585-1793

685 Court M. E. .363-9117
768 State 363-9167

1085 Broadway II. E. 163-0346

1245 Oxford S.E. 585-4626

PAPOtadver Rd. H. 518-0280

585-8910

581-5123

A

illoo FAIRVIEN HOSPITAL AMD TRAIMIPG CFMTER
3/19/74 TPC. SS/ds
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THE CHILD TRAINING PROGRAM

Eleanor L. Miller, M.S.
Child Development Specialist
Fairview Hospital and Training Center

Friedrich B. Miller, M.D.
Assistant Health Officer
Multnomah.County Health Department ,

I. INTRODUCTION

Many adults would like to relate to young children better, to learn

flow to teach them how to mind and follow directions The Child Training

Program is a course of instruction that teaches adults how to be skill-

ful in dealing with children.

When the adult,has c pleted the Child Training Pfogram he will have

acquired skills which will help him teach the child to mind and follow

directions; these skills will help the adult to encourage the child's

development of language and activities of. daily living. These skills

enable the adult to allow the child to be more independent and, most

important,, the adult and the child begin to appreciate each othdr

-more.

The.Child Training.Pregram is a step-by-step program: one step must

be mastered before going on to the next step. The adult learns

each stop by practicing foC 5 to 10 minutes, 2 or 3 times EACH day.

In'the first part of the Program, called the "Child's Game", the

adult learns to ob"6erve and interact with the child, to lock for bis

page 1
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)1P

good behavior and comment on it. The adult lear s to provide con-

stant feedback to the child about his activiti , thus helping the

child to associate his actions (4ith language.

After learning the "Child's.Game" the atilt will be able to: (1) inter-

act with the child without asking any questions or giving any commands;

(2) encourage the child's Constructive behavior and the establishment

of good habits by imitation and frequent' descriptive praise; (3) ignore

selected non-destructive undesirable behaviors; and (4) provide feed-

back to the child about his actions and environment,bylthe use of

descriptions.

When the has mastered the "Child's Game" he is ready to move

on to theasl and part of the Program, the "Adult's,Game.", Although

most adults want to work on this part FIRST, teaching the child to

mind and follow directions, it is VERY important that the adult first

master the steps of, the "Child.'s Game" (Part 1) so that he can then

learn to give commands more effectively.
A

After the adult has learned the "Ad Alt's Game" he should be able to

give a command t6 the child and have him follow it in A variety of

situations. When the adult has comPleted'both of the first two parts

of the Program, he will be able to move on to the third part of the

Program: teaching the child skills and activities using standard

training procedures based on the Methods of shaping (successive

approximation) and modeling.

page 2
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II. HOW TO LEARN PART 1 (the "Child's Game"

The purpose of the following text is to give an outline of the irtep-

ty-step method for, the learning of the"Child's Game" which can be

followed independtntly or with the aid'of class instruc kion.
,

STEP 1

r

Have another person. observe you as you it back, relax and play with
. .

a child for the minutes. Join the child as he.engages in an activity

of his own choosing. Your observor should make a count o4 sod?) of

YOUR behaviors as you pay.with the child: (1) how many questions you

ask; (2) how many times You give the child a command or'tell him what

to do; (3 low often you describe the child's actions or ,behavior;:

and (4) how many time you praise the child for, doing something that you

like.

After this five minute "baseline" session is completed, look at the

cougt of your behaviors. Many adults are surprised at the large- -

nutber,of questions that they have asked and the number of commands

they have even. The adult usually finds that although he NO tried

to play as the CHILD wishes, he is unable to keep from telling the

child what to do or aking frequent questions in an attempt-to get the

child to interact as the ADULT wants him to do. An adult will often

relate to the child'only with a series of questions; such as, "What's

this?", "-hat dyou want to do?", "What color is this?", etc.

Try to watch other adults interacting with children. Notice how

many questions they ask and how many commands they give. to the child.

See, too, how often the child has acquired the habit of ignoring and

not answering the questions - and also ignoring and not obeying the
a
commands. The adult often tries to direct the child in situations

where it is not necessary to do so. In contrast, in situations

where the adult MUST give a command, the child will often not mind.

This can be very frustrating to the adult.

page 3
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STEPS 2 and'3 . .

rPractice playing with a child for five minutes WITHOUT king him

any questiondk- and without giving him any cdmmands.. This will be

very difficult fez. you to do! Have 'someone 'else Observe you and

count the, same behaViors that they counted in ,Step 1: questions,
4

commands, descriptions and praises. Watch what the child is doing

and describe the child's behavior to him.. Just tell the child what

it ie that you are seeing him doing. The child will usually, like this

attention - and these descriptions also provide the child. with

verbal feedback of his actions. The child can learn by making.,

associations between his actions and your words.

Many adults think that a child needs to be questioned in order to

learn. It IS true that questions can stimulate the child's thinking.

IF the child is willing and able to answer them. However, think of

the resat if the child refuses to answer. Also, what would be the

effect on the child who repeatedly fails because he really does NOT

know the answer? Instead of saying, "What color is that?", say, "You

picked up the red block." Learn to substOlite descriptions of 'the

child's behavkor'for your*questiOns and coRmands. By observing the

will
1

child WITHOUT telling him what to do, you will be giving the child

a chance to solve problems on his own. You will be giving the child

a Mance to 'become more independent. And, you. will, be giving the

'child a chance to be more creative in his play.
.

4

Wet adults, as mentioned before, find that it is very difficult to

inhibit their questions and commands. It will take some time and

effort, but with daily practice it CAN be done. It wig: pay off for

you in time. Practice for 5 to 10 minutes, 2 or 3 times EVERY day

until you are able to do this easily and well.

page 4
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Now you are able to sit back, relax and watch the child at 'play. You .

are describing his actions without askir.g him any questions'or telling

him what to do. You are ready to practice a new step with the child.

May:with the child as before -

child's actions that you do not

Learn to ignore the child's bad

SWEP 4

but now do NOT describe .any of the
,

like and do NOT want hid to repeat.

behavior. W you begin doing this

you may notipe a change in, the child'afbehavior Tithe actions
,

that you are ignoring are "attention-getting" behaviors (such as

whining, temper tantrums, bizarre movements, eto.)"they may get WORSE

at first as the child tries haider and harder to get your attention.

This is the time that most adults give up and give in to the child.

The child theri learns that these'Undesirable behaviors "pay-off,

and that if he peisists he can control YOUR behavior. BUT - if you

are consistent and CONTINUE to ignore,these bad behaviors, you will

usuall see them decrease and often completely disappetv.

A ARNING: not describing (ignoring) should be used ONLY on NON-

estruptive bad behaviors. An adult cannot use ignoring with an

action or behavior that is harmful to other people, property or the

child himself. The initial increase that often comes when ignoring

behavior just cannot be tolerated when the behavior is destructive.

Practice this stop for several days until you are sure that you can

easily describe only the GOODbehaviors that you want the child to

continue performing. Be"SURE you can keep from describing or, paying

Any at ntion to the child's non-destructive bad behavior. Of

course, hen a destructive`behavior occurs, you will have to stop it



STEP 5

Now you're beginning to see how much control you really have over the

child's behavior just,by giving or withholding your attention. You're

able 'to describe the child's good behavior while ignoring his bad

'behavior. Andyou are still NOT telling him what to'do or trying to

direct his play. Now y'ou should practice With the child again and

try to describe the child's good behavior with your ACTIONS as well

as your words. You should copyer imitate hiabehavior in much the

same way as in the game "Follow-the-leader." This Ay You can pro,

vide the child with increased feedback abbuthis behavior -- and, the

child really thinks that this is great fun!! Your imitation and

following of him in'his play giires the child the feeling that what

he is doing is important and worthwhile.

At this point in the program many adults say thatthe child is be-

ginning to talk more. In this step using imitation, the adult waits

until the child makes a sound or a word and then the adult describes

or imitates the child's language. If the child is very yOung or his

speech is delayed, you way want, to imitate just sounds, such as

'"b-b-b-b", "mm-m-mm" , eto" If the child's ,speech is better e-

veloped and jeu can understhnd what his sounds mean, the adult should

imitate, using the correct word. For example, if the child says,

"Wa-wa", you can describe what he has said by saying, "You said water!"

Or, you caimitate the child by saying, "Aa." The adult should

always imitate poRAEcT: giving the child a good model for what he

has said -- don't imitate in a "baby-talk" fashion.

Keep practicing these five Steps for as many days as you need to feel

comfortable at this level of'the Program.

s,
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STEP 6.

This step will probably be easier 1-Or you. You are Probably already

doing it at least part of the time. -You are now giving the child
440 .

attention for his good behavior with imitation and verbal descriptions.

Now you should practice PRAISING the child for.these actions.

Remember, you still should NOT ask any quebtions or give any commands;

you should 'NOT describe auy'behavior that you do not want the child

to repeat; and you will now be describing, imitating and PRAISING

he child's GOOD behavior.

_N\

Children can be praised.with.words, hugs, pats etc. When you use words,

"descriptive" praise works the best. For,,example, when the child

picks up his toys don't just say, "Good boy." Instead, practice

using descriptive praise such as, 'Good, you picked up your toys,"

"Thank you for picking up your toys,r " etc. In each example the

behavior of the child has been described. Use of descriptive praise

lets the child know EXACTLY what it was that you liked.

You may now 1sking, "Shouldn't a chip do What he is supposed to do

without always being praised?" The answer to this frequent question

is: when a child is learning to establishia new habit, like minding

you or doing his chores, it will take an extra effort for both you

and the child. Therefore, in order to acquire the habit he needs

frequent, enthusiastic praise. Once the habit has been established

or the new skill has been learned; however, the praise can be given

less frequently. The habit or skill may become self-rewarding over

a period of time. In any case, it will take less praise to maintain it.

Are you ready to move on to Part 2, the "Adult's Gam'?" If you have

(1) practiced 5 to 1P minutes, two or three times every,day; (2) if

you really can told your tongue ant ask no questions and give no

commands; (3) if you can consistently ignore and not pay any attention

to the chiles non-destructive bad behavior; and (4) if you can eally

describe, prais' and imitate the child's good behavior t n, and

only then, you, are ready to move on to the "Adult's Game." Again,

page 7
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remember that it is wise

sessions with the 'child.

tat,you haven't noticed.

other person can give you

in mastering this part of

r

.

it have someone watch you in these practice
4

Often, another poison can point out things

And, espec:rally important in Putt 2, that

the encouragement and support you may need .

the Program.

I
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III.' HOW TO LEARN PART 2 (the "Adult's Gr.me")

You can now use the same step -by -step method to learn the "Adult's

\
ame."' In this part of the Program the adult learns how to teach the

c ild to mind and follow directions. The "Adult's Game" =teaches the

ad It to avoid the common problems that many adults have: (1) not

alwayssbeing sure whit they want the child to do; (2)using too many

word and explanations, thereby confusing the child; (3) giving more

than ne command at a time;(4) failing to praise the child when he

`minds; (5) failure to use consistent consequences for. ot minding; and

(6) giv'ng up when the CHILD is consistent in his refusal to mind. -

-STEP 7

The first hing for you to do is to'select ONE thing that you want

the child t do. Be sure he can do it and is able tounderstand.

the words. a se a simple command, such as "Come here", "Sit in the

chair", "pick up your toys," tc. Have this command firmly fixed in

your mind. Yo will NOT so on to another command until you have taught

the child to CONSISTENTLY mind the -FIRST command.

STEPS 8 and 9
'

. .0
Take a small pieceAof paper, or a 3" x 5" note card, and make a

"clip card" for Step 8. Write your command at the top of your card.

The following .is an 6ample, using the command, "Come here":

STEP 8 (TELL): JimMy, come` here.

page 9



Be sure you are, TELLING the child what you want him to do. Don't ASK

"him to do it. .If you ask the child,. "Jimmy; would, you come here?",

the child realistically should have the opportunity to refuse. DON'T

give the child a choice (of either doing or not doing) when you really

'don't intend for him to have a choice.

NOW is the time for you to decide what consequence you Will use if
. ,

your child refuses to mind your command.- Choose a consequence that
.c.

works best for YOU and one that yo u'll be able carry out EVERY

TIME the child refuses to mind. For mple, the consequence could

.be sitting in a chair in a corner for 5 minutes, standing in a corner

for 60 seconds, being sent to his room, etc.

Write the consequence on your cue card, using the consequence you

have selected. For example:

STEP 8 (TELL): Jimmy, come here.

8A (WARN): Jimmy, if you don't come here,

you will have to stand in the

corner.

Now you will write Step 8B on your card. This is when you carry

out the conseqUence if the child still does not mind you. Be sure

your "time-out" phrase is consistent with the other steps.

Write on your cue crxd, like this:

page 10



STEP 8 (TELL): Jimmy, come here:

8A (WARN): Jimmy, if you don't come here,

you will have to stand in the

corner.

8B (TIME-OUT): Jimmy, you didn't come here,

so now you will have to stand in

the corner.

As you.see, the command, (a description of the behavior that you want)

has been repedted each time. These three simple phrases will be the

. ONLY words you will use with the child a you learn to "command-train"

him. Practice saying them and be sure ou know these phrases well

and can use them consistently; the SAME way EVERY time.

When the child DOES mind you, it is very important that you praise him,

atkin a descriptive manner. Then the child is able to know 'd.EXACTLY

what he has done 'that you lke. Many adults forget to praise the

child when he has followed their directions. At the bottom of your

card, write the cues for Step 9, praising the child,'like this:

STEP 8 (TELL): Jimmy, come here.

8A (WARN) : Jimmy,, if you don't come here,

you will have to stand in the

comer.

8B (TIME-OUT)D Jimmy, you didn't come here,

so now you will have to stand in

the corner.

STEP 9 (PRAISE): Good, Jimmy, you came here.
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Now you are ready to teach the child to mind you. Follow the phrases,

in the order that you have placed them on your cue card. Say, "Jimmy,

come, here." If Jimmy minds, praise him saying, "Good, Jimmy, you

came here," (Step 9 on your cue card). If Jimmy DOESN'T mind you,

warn him, saying, "Jimmy, ifYou don't come here, you will hive lo

stand in the 'corner," (Step 8A on your cue card).

If Jimmy minds now, praise him, using the description of his behavior.

BUT -- if he still doesn't mind, put him in time-out, saying, "Jimmy,

you didn't come here, so now you will have.to stand in the corner,"

(Step 8B on your cue card). Put him in the corner, or wherever you

have decided, without saying anything more'to him, without any, eye

contact and without letting him know.that you are displeased or angry

with him.' It is important that the child NOT be in time-out for too

long a period of time. When time-out is over, the child MUST still

be able to remember what he did that was wrong. If the child has been

in time-out for too long a title, all he will remember is that YOU

put him there and he didn't like it. He ,will not have made a connection

between the time-out and his behavior.

VERY IMPORTANT: when the child has finished his period in time-out

you MUST again give. him tha same command and follow the SAME sequence,

that you wrote on your cue card. This is the time that it is good

to have the support of another person to encourage you. The child

must NOT be allowed to go play without doing.what you have told him

to do. Don't let the child get away with NOT minding. Go through

the same sequence again and again and again until the child finally

DOES mind. Then -- DON'T forget to praise him when he does what he

was told.

Sometimes it is nearly impossible to get the child to mind. It may

be that..he is very stubborn and knows that he can outlast you. Or,

it may be that his habit of NOT minding is very well-established.

In either case, if you have had to use time-out several times in a

row, you will then have to use physical "prompts" to get the child
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to mind you. In this way, you can usually avoid a "standstill" of

going through the sequence for several hours before you can get the

ch.d to mind you. Physical prompts also work to.teaoh the child a

command that he does not understand.

,

Tq use physical prompts (when verbal commands and gestures have not

been effective)you will have to move the child's body or limbs in

addition to using the words and gestures. For example, if you are

trying to get the child to, mind the command, "Sit in the chair," SAY,

"Jimmy,'sit in the chair," PQINT to the chair and AT THE SAME TIME

push downward on his shoulders so that, he has no choice but to sit

in the chair: the child has no ehqice but to obey yourland.

DON'T FORGET to praise hith, now, using the description of his
.

behavior: "That's great, Jimmy! You sat in the,chair."

As you consistently use the same commands, gestures and physical

prompts and the child begins to mind you, you shild try to "fade

out" the physical and gestural prompts. Be surd-to do this slowly,

and in small steps.

Once you have tauggt.the child to,mind your first command CONSISTENTLY,

it is time to go back to Step 7 and select another behavior to work

on. Remember, do NOT add additional 'behaviors until the child will

consistantly mind the previous command.

Once you have mastered the "Child's Game" (learning to relate to

. the 'child) and the "Adult's Game" (learning how to teach the ohild

to mind you) you are ready to move to.Part 3 of the Program.' In Part

, 3, the adult learns how to teach the child a skill or activity using ,

training procedures based on the methods of shaping and modeling.

Are you ready?
-111P.4%.
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